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MZWIIIW,EM o_r wrong

Gustave Herve is now serving a four-year sentence

in solitary confinement in a French Military Prison for

writing this book.

It is the most powerful indictment of war and

Patriotism ever written.

We have imported five hundred

sheets, all we could get, and have had

them bound in extra red silk cloth,

stamped in gold.

Every revolutionary socialist will

want a copy, but as there are not

enough books to go around we offer

REVIEW readers this rare opportunity

of securing one. copy free.

You cannot buy it at any price.

We will give you a copy, mailing it

to your address, if you send three

dollars for subscriptions to the INTER

NATIONAL Socmus'r REVIEW. In re

turn for this $3.00 we will send THE

REVIEW three years to one name or

one year to three new names, or will

send you three yearly subscription

cards or twelve three-months’ cards.

 

 
 

GUSTAVE HERVE

Charla: H. Kerr G: Company,

118 W. Kinzic Street, Chicago:

Comrades—Enclosed find three dollars for which please send the International Socialist Review one year to

three names. as follows:

1 . . . i . i . i . . . . , i . . . . . _ v . . , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . P. O . i . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . > . State . . t . . . . . . . . . . .

2 . . . . . . . . . i i . . . . . . . . . . . . i . , . . . . . . . . . i . . . , . . _ _ . i . i .P. O. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . i . , . . 4 . . . State . . . i . . . . . . . . . .

3 . i , i . . , v . . . . . 1- . . i . . . . . . . .

Send me postpaid as premium a copy of MY COUNTRY, RIGHT OR WRONG.

Name . . i . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . t . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Address . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . -
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“Tl-IE TRU E

EDUCATION

roa Tue

SOCIALIST

REPUBLIC”

True education will bring about the Socialist Republic.

Do your part—you must know the gradual step: of human pro

gress from ignorance and brutal slavery to freedom and equality:

how one system has grown out of another, feudalism out of slavery,

capitalism out of feudalism; then you will see how the Socialist

_Republic will evolve out of the present system.

The LibrarX o_f Og'ginal Sources

ia the true education for the socialist republic. John Spargo, Victor l... Berger,

Fred D. Warren, A. M. Simona, jack London, Ernest Untermann all use

and recommend this library.

' . I: This coupOn eniiiles you to a library on

Victor L. Berger says. , . cmopermw hum

'TO il’iOW _l’lOW the E guzzm'igizafielhm'ih Igie'icmiogicnoqtildbarngfi;

ESPZPE: Buntnoi x'“aiauroendo':umye"offal-“lo involvle'd 5!

Library oi Original Sources "mum.

has been published. it's a I Name ,_ ¥ _‘_7 V

treasure miner "
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HIS LIFE, WRITINGS

AND SPEECHES

Look into the heart of Eugene V. Debs, and you will find written large upon

it: THE WORKERS OF THE WORLD. -And this book is a glimpse into the

heart of the great Revolutionist.

The life sketch, by Stephen Marion Reynolds, one of Debs’ lif a-long friends

and co-workers, is full of personal reminiscences that will inspire the heart of

every Socialist.

All of Debs’ writings and

speeches which he thinks worth

preserving appear in this book.

  

How I Became a Socialist re

lates how actual battles with

capitalists brought Debs to real

ize the Class Struggle.

The American Movement is a

condensed history

of Socialism in the

United States.

The R e p l y t 0

John Mitchell

proves beyond a

doubt that a “labor

leader" who serves

theinterestsof capi

tal is a traitor to

t h e wage-workers

who trusted him.

The Federal Government and theThe Growth of Socialism,

You Railroad Men, Chicago Strike,

Unity and Victory, Open Letter to Roosevelt,

Liberty, Prison Labor, _

The Issue, The_Socialist Party and the Work- , _ a

house, Ye Slaves, ing Class, W‘

Craft Unionism, Class Unionism,

Industrial Unionism, Revolutionary Unionism,

with the other contents of this book are the cream of Debs’ writings and speeches.

N0 man can know Eugene V. Debs and fail to recognize his splendid class loyalty,

his love for the working class. And to read this book is to know our ’Gene.

Extra cloth, stamped in gold, 515 large pages, with 15 full-page illustrations.

Price $1.00, postage included.

CHARLES ILKERR & COMPANY

,5

Name  

118 West Kinzio Street

CHICAGO. ILLINOIS

Street and No. '-:

City

 

: a State
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Modern Socialism is the product of modern capitalism. It is the organized movement of

the working class of the civilized world to overthrow the capitalist class and take possession of

the means of production, the control of which now enables the capitalists to live in luxury on

the labor of the workers.

On its theoretical side, Socialism is Evolution applied to human society. Modern Social

ism dates from the publication of the Communist Manifesto, by Karl Marx and Frederick En

gels, in 1848. These writers lived to develop the theories of Economic Determinism, the Law of

Surplus Value, and the Class Struggle, on which all the great Socialist Parties of the world, in

cluding the Socialist Party of America, take their stand. As Professor Veblen wrote in the

Quarterly Journal of Economics, “The Socialism that inspires hopes and fears today is of the

school of Marx. No one is seriously apprehensive of any other so-called Socialistic movement,

and no one is seriously concerned to criticise or refute the doctrines set forth by any other

school of ‘Socialists."’
C The books described on this page and the pages which follow include all the works by

Marx and Engels which have been translated into English, and all the most important books

in which the theories of Socialism are developed and popularized. Taken together, they make

up a Socialist Library that is simply indispensable to any one desiring to write or speak on the

subject, either as an advocate or an opponent. They are well printed on excellent paper, taste

fully and substantially bound, and are sold at prices far lower than is usual for scientific books.

Unless otherwise stated, all books listed at SO cents or more are bound in cloth, lower priced

books in paper. Prices include postage. The illustration at the head of this page shows the

appearance of the 50 cent books.

BOOKS AT FIF'I“v CENTS

(‘nmnlullint Manifesto. by Karl Marx and Fred

erick Engels; also in the same. volume, No

Com rominet No Political Trading, by \Vilhelm

Llebiznecht. 50 cents. ‘

Value, Price and Profit, by Karl Marx. The

classic statement of the vital things wage

workers need to know about economics. 50

cents.

Revolution and Counter-Revolution, or Germany

in 1848, by Karl Marx. 50 cents.

Smlnliam. l'topian and Scientific. by Frederick

Engels. One of the most important works in

the literature of Socialism. 50 cents.

The Origin oi the Family, Private Property and

the State, by Frederick Engels. Shows how

changing methods of production have changed

and will change social customs and laws. 50

cents.

Feuerhaehi The Roots of the Socialist Philoso

phy, by Frederick Engels. translated and edited

by Austin Lewis. 50 cents.

The Clan Struggle (Erfurt Program). by Karl

Kautsky, translated by William E. Bohn. What

the Socialists want and how they intend to

first it. Kautsky is the literary executor of

arx and Engels. and is one of the ablest

Socialist writers in Europe. 50 cents.

The Social Revolution. By Karl Kautsky. Part

I of this book explains the difference etween

Reform and Revolution; Part II tells of the

Day after the Revolution. 60 cents.

Ethics and the Materialint Conception of Binary.

by Karl Kautsky. Shows how changing moral

codes result from industrial changes. 50 cents.

Soolallarn, its Growth and Outcome, by “'llliam

Morris and Ernest Belfort Bax. A Socialist

classic. until lately sold at $1.25; now 50 cents.

Biographical lilemolrn 0! Karl Marx. by Wilhelm

Llebknecht. A charming book full of side

lights on the writings of the great revolu

tionist. 50 cents.

The Marx He Knew, by John Spargo. An image

lnary dialog with an old friend of Marx, illus

trated with photographs. Half cloth. 50 cents.

Britain for the Britiah (America. for the Ameri

cans). By Robert Blatchford. 50 cents.

The Positive School of Criminology. Three lec

tures on Crime from the Socialist viewpoint.

By Enrico Ferrl. 50 cents.

The World'a Revolutions. their economic causes

and their results. By Ernest Untermann. 50

cents.

Science and Revolution. By Ernest Untermann.

Shows that through the ages the workers have

championed science. while church and state

have Joined to suppress it. 50 cents.

Socialism, Positive and Negative. By Robert

Rives La Monte. A volume of brilliant.

thought-provoking essays. 50 cents.

The Evolution of Property. By Paul Lafargue.

An industrial history of the world from sav

agery through barbarlsm, slavery and feudal

ism, to capitalism. 50 cents.

Social and Phiion’ophicnl Studies. By Paul La

fargue. Explains the origin of the ideas of

God, of justice and of goodness. and shows

why capitalists are usually more religious

than wage-workers. 50 cents.

The Right to Be Laay and Other Studies. By

Paul Lafargue. One of the most brilliant
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satires ever written. This volume also con

stains “Socialism and the Intellectuals.” 50

cents.

The Sale of an Appetite. By Paul Lafargue. A

realistic story of modern Paris, showing what

wage-workers may come to. Illustrated. 50

cents.

Evolution, Social and Organic. By Arthur M.

Lewis. How the evolutionary theory arose

and how Marx applied it to society. 50 cents.

Ten Blind Leaders of the Blind. By Arthur M.

Lewis. Ten critical studies of prominent re.

formers and writers on social science. 50 cents.

Vital Problems In Social Evolution. By Arthur

M. Lewis. Socialist theory applied to. various

questions of the day. 50 cents.

The Art of Lecturing. By Arthur M. Lewis. A

hand-book for Socialist speakers. full of prac

tical suggestions for work on the platform and

on the soap box. 50 cents.

Marx vs. Tolstoy. A debate between Clarence S.

Darrow and Arthur M. Lewis on the question

of non-resistance. 50 cents.

 

 

  

 

KARL MARX.

The Passing of Capitalism and the Mission of

Socialism. By Isador Ladot‘f. 50 cents.

Goethe's Faust. a Study in Socialist Criticism.

By Marcus iiitch. 50 cents.

Anarchism and Socialism. By George Plechanoft’.

A historical study of the two movements with

criticisms of leading anarchist writers. 50

cents.

(“lass Struggles in America. By A. M. Simons.

A condensed history of the l'nlted States with

references to authorities. 50 cents.

The American Farmer. By A. M. Simons. The

pioneer Socialist work on this subject. 50

cents.

Socialism for Students. By Joseph E. Cohen. An

introduction to the study of Socialism with

references for further reading. 50 cents.

\Vhat’s So and “'hat Isn‘t. By John M. \Vork.

A volume of brief. crisp answers to the most

common objections urged against Socialism.

50 cents.

The Evolution of Man. By W’ilhelm Boelsche.

An illustrated book for beginners, explaining

Darwin’s theory and including many new facts

discovered since Darwin's time. 50 cents.

The Triumph of Life. By \Vilhelm Boelsche. A

vivid study of life in its many forms and of its

triumph over adverse conditions. Illustrated.

50 cents.

Germs of Mind in Plants. By R. H. France.

Proves that plants receive sensations and act

on them just as people do. Illustrated. 50

cents.

The End of the “’orld. By Dr. M. “’ilhelm

Meyer. Describes the destructive forces that

will in time end all life on the earth. Illus

trated. 50 cents.

The Making of the “'orld. By Dr. M. \Vllhelm

Meyer. Describes the proCesses by which new

worlds grow out of the wrecks of dead ones.

illustrated. 50 cents.

Life and Death. By Dr. E. Teichmann. A story

of how life begins and how it ends. 50 cents.

lluman. All Too Human. By Friedrich Nietzsche.

A scientific study of human conduct. 50 cents.

Out of the hump. By Mary E.. Marcy. A vivid

story of working people as they really are.

Illustrated. 50 cents.

God’s Children. By James Allman.

satire on capitalist civilization. 50 cents.

The Rebel at Large. By May Beals. A volume

of short stories, which, as Jack London says,

are "full of the line spirit of revolt.”

Stories of the Struggle. By Morris \Vinchevsky.

“Stories that vibrate with intensity," the actors

in which are Russian revolutionists. 50 cents.

The Russian Bastile. By Simon 0. Pollock. A

series of flashlight pictures of a prison in St.

I’etersburg where many political offenders are

still confined. 50 cents.

The Fighting Editor. By George R. Brewer. A

forcible life sketch of Fred 1). “’arren. Editor

of the Appeal to Reason. 50 cents.

Beyond the Black Ocean. By Rev. T. McGrady.

A story of the coming revolution. by an Irish

Socialist. Paper, 50 cents.

“'hat .-\re “'e Here For? By F. Dundas Todd.

A discussion of ethical problems. Paper, 50

cen s.

A powerful

BOOKS AT ONE DOLLAR

The Changing Order. By Oscar Lovell Triggs,

Ph. D. A study of the coming democracy in

industry and its effect on all other forms of

human activity. $1.00.

Debs: His Life. “’rltlngs and Speeches. A v0!

ume containing all of Debs’ works which he.

thinks worth preserving. with a life sketch by

Stephen M. Reynolds. $1.00.

A Contribution to the Critique of Political Econ

omy. By Karl Marx. An important Work, in

cluding a study of the money question and the

classic statement of the theory of economic

determinism. $1.00.

Principles of Scientific Socialism. By Charles H.

Vail. An excellent work for beginners. $1.00.

Philosophical Essays on Socialism, Science. Re

ligion, etc. By Joseph Dietzgen, of whom

Marx said: “This is our philosopher." $1.00.

Essays on the Materialistic (‘onccption of Hi!

tory. By Antonio Labriola. Perhaps the best

book for the student desiring to understand

gllieOOSocialist theory of economic determinism.

Love's Coming of Age. By Edward Carpenter.

A charming and suggestive book on the rela

tions of the sexes as affected by modern in

dustrial changes. $1.00.

Looking Forward: A Treatise of the Status of

\Voman and the Origin and Growth of the

ammin and the State. By Philip Rappaport.

.00.

The Positive Outcome of Philosophy. By Joseph

Dietzgen. This volume also contains “The

Nature of Human Brain “'ork" and "Letters

on Logic." $1.00.

Socialism and Philosophy. By Antonio Labrioln.

A series of vigorous and interesting letters on

disputed points in Socialist theory. $1.00.

The Physical Basis of Mind and Morals. By M.

ii. Fitch. A study of the writings of Darwin.

Spencer. and other scientists. showing how

they lead up to the theories of Socialism. $1.00.

Revolutionary Essays in Socialist Faith and

Fancy. By Peter E. Burrowes. Fifty-six short

essays, nearly all suggestive and full of bril

liant passages. $1.00.
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)larxinn Economics. By Ernest L‘ntcrmann. A

popular introduction to "Capital." written in

the form of a continuous story of social de

velopment. $1.00.

The llinc oi the American l’rolctarian. A graphic

account of the swift growth of the class of

wage-workers in the United States to the

point where they constitute by far the most

important element in society. $1.00.

The Theoretical System of Karl Marx. By Louis

B. Boudin. A comprehensive text-book of

Socialism, showing that the Marxian theories

are so inter-related that they must stand or

fall together, and refuting the attacks of

critics. $1.00.

Landmarks of Scientific Socialism

ring). By Frederick Engels. In refuting a

forgotten professor, who attempted to intro

duCc a new kind of Socialism, I'liigcis product-d

a classic, which has been translated and edited

for American readers by Austin Lewis. $1.00.

The Republic. By N. P. Andrcsen. An imag

inary dialog between a banker. a mine owner

and a college professor, on impending social

changes. $1.00.

God and My Neighbor. By Robert Blntchford.

A critical examination of orthodox theology;

logical and convincing. $1.00.

The Common Sense of Socialism. By John Spargo.

A series of familiar letters to a Pittsburg

wage-worker, showing him why he should join

the Socialist party. $1.00.

Socialism and )lodcrn Science.

A brilliant refutation of

certain alleged scietitists

$1.00.

industrial Problems. By X. A. Richardson. Shows

how the American wage-worker produces $10

worth of goods a day and gets only $2 worth.

Ati admirable propaganda book. $1.00.

The Poverty of Phlltmoph)’. By Karl Marx. A

refutation of Proudhon, the anarchist writer.

(A nti-Duch

By Enrico l~‘crri.

the arguments of

against Socialism.

$1.00.

“'alt “'hitmnn. By Miln Tupper Maynard. A

critical study of the writings of America’s

greatest revolutionary poet. ilnlf cloth. $1.00.

Thoughts of a Fool. Ily I'lvclyn Gladys. A book

of humorous essays on capitalist shams. $1.00.

\"hcn 'l‘hingn \\ crc Doing. By C. A. Stccre. An

ininginz'iry history of the revolution by which

the working class grasps control of the United

States gn\t-i‘tiilicili; cleverly and humorously

written. $1.00.. '

llcbcls of the how South. By “alter Marion

itaymond. A socialist novel, illustrated.
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The Recording Angel. By Edwin Arnold Bren

holtz. The "angel" is an automatic grapha

phone which takes down a capitalists plot

tings against a strike leader. $1.00.

Prince Hagen. By Upton Sinclair. A powerful

satire on capitalism; the strongest of Sin

clair‘s stories. $1.00.

'I‘hc Rose Door. A powerful, realistic. fearless

story of the “Social Evil." By Estelle Baker,

with illustrations by R. H. Chaplin. $1.00.

BOOKS AT $1.50 AND $2.00

Bat-barons Mexico. By John Kenneth Turner.

The only book that tells the terrible truth

about the despotism of Liiaz and the hopeless

gllavery of the Mexican workers. Illustrated.

.50.
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MEN MITRDI-IRED DY Till-Z MEXICAN GOVERNMENT

Ancicnt Society. By Lewis H. Morgan. The

greatest and most revolutionary book on prim

itive. man ever written. 596 pages. $1.50.

“onion and Socialism. By August Bebel. Trans

lated from the 50th German edition. $1.50.

American (“omlntlnitlctt and Co-operative Colo

;iics. By William Alfred Hinds. Illustrated.

1.50.

History of the Great American Fortune-a. By

Gustavus Myers. Vol. I. The Great Land For

tunes: Astor. Marshall Field. etc. $1.50.

Great American Fortunes. Vol. II. The Great

Railroad Fortunes: Vanderbilt, Gould. etc. $1.50.

Grcat American Fortunes. Vol III. The Great

Railroad Fortunes, continued: Sage, Hill, Mor

gan. ctc. $1.50.

CAPITAL: A (‘rithuc of Political Economy. By

Karl Marx. Complete in three volumes, each

sold separately:

I. The Process of Capitalist Production. (This

has been advertised by other publishers as if

it were the entire work.) 869 pages, $2.00.

II. The Process of Circulation of (‘apitaL Deals

with the function of merchants and the turn

over of capital. 618 pages, $2.00.

III. 'I‘hc Process of (‘npltttlint Production all a

\"holc. Applies the law of surplus-value to

actual conditions and discusses banking and

land rents. 1048 pages, $2.00.

BOOKS IN PAPER COVERS

The (‘Iamn Struggle (Erfurt Program). By Karl

Kautsky, translated by \Villtam E. Bohn. One

of the clearest explanations of Socialist prin

cipics ever published. 25 cents.

The ('ommon Scnnc of Socialism. By John Spargo.

Addressed to wage-workers. but even better

suited to farmers or professional men. 25 cents.

Principles of Scientific Socialillm. By Rev. Charles

H. Vail. One of the most popular statements

of the fundamental principles held in common

by nearly all Socialists. 25 cents.

Industrial Problems. By N. A. Richardson. An

admirable propaganda book appealing espe

cially to wage-workers. 25 cents.

The Passing of Capitalism and the Mission of

Socialism. By Isador Ladof’f. 25 cents.

Cbrintianlzing Heathcna under Pope. Taft, Roose

veltism. By Harry McCulloch. Illustrated.

25 cents.

SocltlIInt Songs. Dialogs and Recitationn. Com

piled by Josephinc R. Cole. Just the book to

help in arranging for a Socialist entertainment

by young folks. 25 cents.
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Under the Lash. By C. F. Quinn. A Socialist

play suited to the use of amateurs. 25 cents.

Prince Hagen. By Upton Sinclair. One of the

best novels ever written by this popular au

thor. 25 cents.

The Eighteenth Brumllire of Louis Bonaparte.

By Karl Marx. A great historical study of an

adventurer of sixty years ago whose career

suggests that of Roosevelt. 25 cents.

Lesson Outlines in the Economic Inteprctatlon

of History. By Lida Parse. 25 cents.

The Republic of Plato. Translated by Alexander

Kerr. Books I, II, III, IV, V and VI now

ready; each sold separately at 15 cents.

introduction to Socialism. By N. A. Richardson.

64 pages, 5 cents.

TEN CENT BOOKS

Socialism Made Easy. By James Connolly. Crisp,

concise shop talks to wage-workers.

Crime and Criminals. By Clarence S. Darrow.

His famous speech before the prisoners in the

Chicago county Jail.

The Open Shop. By Clarence S. Darrow. A de

fense of the fight ng tactics of the Unions.

Unionism and Socialism. By Eugene V. Debs.

Just the book to show a Union man why he

should be a Socialist.

The State and Socialism. By Gabriel _Devillc.

Shows that Socialists propose to stop the tyr

anny of the state instead of increasing it, as

our opponents charge.

Socialism. Revolution and lnternntionalism. By

Gabriel Deviile. One of the best short state

ments of the general Socialist position.

The Detective Business. By Robin Dunbar. Ex

plains how detectives are used to fight labor

unions.

The Question Box. By Frank M. Eastwood. A

most admirable series of answers to all the

questions most frequently asked about Social

ism.

Soelnlism, Utopian and Sclentiilc. By Frederick

Engels. One of the few books that are abso

lutely necessary to an understanding of Social

am.
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Woman and the Social

Simons. >

Problem, May W.“cane

The Communist Manifesto. By Marx and En els.

Another indispensable book. worthv rea ing

over many times.

Value, Price and Profit. By Karl Marx. Still

another book that every student of Socialism

needs.

Suppressed Information. By Fred D. Warren.

A book of facts useful to every Socialist; the

book also contains Warren's famous speech

before the Federal court.

Socialism: What It Is and “'hllt It Seeks to

Accomplish. By Wilhelm Liebknecht.

Socialist Songs with Music. By William Morris

and others, compiled by Charles H. Kerr.

The Right to Be Lasy. By Paul Lafargue. A

powerfully written satire that helps make

revolutionists.

(‘luss Struggles in America. By A. M. Simons.

A brief Socialist history of the United States.

The Socialists: Who They Are and “'hat They

Stand For. By John Spargo. A propaganda

book for beginners.

Our Mental Enslavement. By Howard H. Cald

well. Explains how important it is to the

capitalists that the wage-workers be "moral."

The Socialist Movement. ‘ By Rev. Charles H.

Vail. A concise and simple statement of the

principles of Socialism.

One Big Union. By \Villlam E. Trautmann. An

outline of a possible industrial organization of

the working class, with chart.

The Wolves. By Robert A. Wason.

fable for wage-workers. Illustrated.

“'hat's So and What Isn't. By John M. Work.

(Not subject to ordinary discounts.)

Merrie Englund. By Robert Blatchford. (Not

subject to ordinary discounts.)

A modern

Economic Evolution, Paul Lafargue.

Imprudent Marriages, Robert Blatchford.

The Growth of Socialism. Eugene V. Debs.

From Revolution to Revolution, Herron.

Revolutionary Unionism, Eugene V. Debs.

“'age, Labor and Cagital. Karl Marx.

The Man Under the Iachine, A. M. Simons.

The Mission of the Working Class Vail.

Origin of Great Private Fortunes, yers.

Socialist Songs, “’illiam Morris and Others.

Socialism and Primitive Christianity, Brown.

Rational Prohibition, \Valter L. Young.

Prison Labor, Eugene V. Debs.

How I Acquired My Millions, Corey.

A Christian View of Socialism, Strobell.

You Railroad Men! Eu ene V. Debs.

Parable of the Water ank, Bellamy.

The American Movement, Eugene V. Debs.

Why I Am a Socialist Herron.

21. What Life Means to e. Jack London.

22. Science and Socialism, LaMonte.

23. Unity and Victory, Eugene V. Debs.

24. The Government and the Strike. Debs.

25. The Folly of Being Good, C. H. Kerr.

26. Intemperance and Poverty, Twining.

27. Where We Stand, John S argo.

28. Socialism and the Home, ay \Valdcn.

29. Why a Workingman Should be a Socialist.

ilshir .

30. Socialist Party and \Vorking Class, Debs.

31. Methods of Acquiring Possession, Richard

,son.

32. You and Your Job, Chas. Sandburg.

33. Liberty, Eu ene V. Debs.

34. Class Union sm, Eugene V. Debs.

The Philosophy of Socialism. Simona.

An Appeal to the Young, Kropotkin.

The Issue, Eugene V. Debs.

an Lessons in Socialism, Lefl‘in well.

Industrial Unionism. Eugene V. ebs.

Industrial Union Methods, Trautmann.

Forces That Make for Socialism, John Spargo.

Civic Evils, Reed.

Craft Unionism, Eugene V. Debs.

The Scab, Jack London.

Confessions of a Drone, Patti-rson.

Woman and Socialism. May Walden.

Revolution, Jack London.

Useful Work vs. Useless Toll. Morris.

A Socialist View of Mr. Rockefeller. S argo.

Marx on Cheapness. Translated by Le. onte.
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MISCELLANEOUS PUBLICATIONS

The International Socialist Review the one

reat illustrated monthly magazi e in the

nglish language that is of, by, and for the

working class. 10 cents a copy; $1.00 a year.

Socialist Playing Cards. A full deck of 53 cards

with which any ordinary game can be played.

The picture cards are Socialist cartoons and

glitch card carries a clever rhyme by Mary E.

arcy.

Class Struggle Game.

like backgammon.

play it."

Socialist Stickers. Miniature posters three inches

square, on gummed paper. No other form of

propaganda reaches so many readers so

cheaply. 10 cents-a hundred. assorted; 100

each of seven kinds mailed for 500.

Socialist Post Cards. Each with a picture, in

cluding portraits of Debs, Warren. Marx, En

gels, etc. 10 cents a. dozen; 50 cents a hundred.

Center Shot Leaflets. Eight kinds. 10 cents a

hundred: 80 cents a thousand.

Played with dice and men

“The whole family can

Any of the books in this list will be sent postpaid to any address on receipt of price.

Our stockholders may deduct a discount of 50 per cent on orders accompanied by a remit

tance of $10.00 or more, and 40 per cent on smaller orders, we to prepay cxpressage. These

discounts do not apply to the “miscellaneous publications” at the end of the list. Address

Charles H. Kerr & Company, Publishers, 118 West Kinzie street. Chicago.
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U. S. SOLDIERS AT FORT MONROE. VA.—VVAITING TO SAIL TO TEXAS.

end of the country to the other that President Taft had ordered

twenty thousand troops, one fourth of the regular army of the country,

to be mobilized and hurried to the Mexican border. At the same

time several American warships were ordered to proceed at full speed to

ports on both coasts of Mexico.

The order was issued immediately after the adjournment of Congress.

It was sudden and unexpected, and caused deep apprehension among the

masses of the American people.

What is the object of this formidable military display? What is the

meaning of this hurried movement of troops toward a friendly neighboring

country?

ON THE 7th day of March the startling news was flashed from one

58‘
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The earlier explanation that the extraordinary measure was intended as

a mere war game, was so clumsy and palpably insincere that it was speedily

abandoned and the semi-oificial explanation now vouchsafed to the people is

that our army and navy are to prevent the smuggling of arms to the Mexi

can insurrectionists and, in case of emergency, to protect the endangered

American interests. The explanation is such as to cause every peace and

liberty loving American to hang his head with shame.

The people of our sister state of Mexico are in open and active revolt

against their government. During his uninterrupted rule of thirty-six years

Porfirio Diaz, the nominal president of Mexico, has been the evil genius of

his country. He has reduced the republic to a despotism more barbarous

than Russia, and has constituted himself the absolute autocrat of his people.

He has ruthlessly destroyed the freedom of suffrage, speech, press and as

sembly, and has exiled, imprisoned and assassinated all patriots who strove

to restore the liberties of the people. He has ravaged the country, plundered

its resources and enslaved millions of its inhabitants. Since 1875, when

Diaz became military dictator of Mexico, there has not been a single free

and honest election in the country.

Porfirio Diaz has been able to maintain his infamous rule over fifteen

million outraged subjects by aid of his soldiery, police and camarilla, and

largely also through the powerful support of the American capitalist in

terests. Mexico, with its vast deposits of precious metals and other natural

wealth, Mexico with its large supply of cheap and uncomplaining slave labor,

Mexico with the arbitrary and lawless reign of the Dollar, has become the

paradise of the American capitalists. It has been invaded by our Smelter

Trust and Oil Trust, our Sugar Trust, Rubber Trust and Cordage Trust.

The Wells-Fargo Express Company has acquired a monopoly of the Mex

ican express business, and the railroads, land and mines of the country are

largely in the hands of American capitalists. The Rockefellers, Guggen

heims and J. Pierpont Morgan, have vast holdings in Mexico; Henry W.

Taft, brother of the President of the United States, is general counsel for

the National Railways of Mexico, and hundreds of other American trust

magnates are heavily interested in Mexican enterprises. The total amount

of “American” holdings in Mexico is variously estimated at between a

billion and a billion and a half dollars.

These American “investors” have always been the staunchest allies

of Porfirio Diaz, his partners in pillage and crime, his confederates in the

enslavement of the Mexican people.

A reign of iniquity and violence such as was maintained by Diaz and

his Wall Street partners no nation, and be it ever so patient and meek,

could endure for any length of time. The people of Mexico have for years

been in a state of smothered and smouldering revolt. Their limit of

patience was reached after the last Presidential election, when Francisco I.

Madero, the man who had the courage to oppose his candidacy to that of

Diaz, was cast into jail for “insulting the President,” the citizens were

prevented from voting by violence, and the “election” of Diaz for the

eighth term was brazenly proclaimed by his henchmen. Then the people
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ROY SAILORS GOING ABOARD THE TENNESSEE TO SAIL SOUTH.

of Mexico rebelled. In all parts of the country the citizens rose in arms,

determined to reconquer their liberty or to die, even as our forefathers had

done over a century ago under slighter provocation. The insurrection grew

in strength and extension day by day; the Mexican people were solidly

with the rebels, the Mexican army was wavering in its allegiance to the

despot in the presidential chair; even the censored press dispatches re

ported repeated victories of the rebel forces—the throne of Diaz was tot

tering, freedom beckoned the people of Mexico after a generation of servi

tude. Then the President of the United States dispatched a large force

of troops to the Mexican border.

The mission of the American army at the Mexican border and the

American warships at the Mexican coasts, is to save the reign of Diaz and

to quell the rising of the Mexican people.

Against this unspeakable outrage the Socialist Party of the United

States, representing over six hundred thousand American citizens and

voters, lodges its public and emphatic protest.

In the name of America’s revolutionary past and her best traditions of

the present, we protest against the attempt to degrade our country by re

ducing it to the position of a cossack of a foreign tyrant.

In the name of liberty and progress we protest against the use of the

army of our republic to suppress and enslave the people of a sister republic

fighting for their freedom and manhood.

In the name of the workers of the' United States we protest against the

use of the men and money of this country for the protection of the so-called

“American” interests in Mexico. We assert that neither the government

nor the people of the United States have any property interests in Mexico;

that the speculative Mexican ventures of a ring of American industrial free

booters gives us no warrant to interfere with the political destinies of the

country, which they have invaded upon their individual responsibility.
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AND WE CALL UPON ALL LOCAL ORGANIZATIONS OF THE

SOCIALIST PARTY AND ALL LABOR UNIONS AND OTHER

BODIES OF PROGRESSIVE CITIZENS TO HOLD PUBLIC MEET

INGS AND DEMONSTRATIONS OF PROTEST AGAINST THE

LATEST EXECUTIVE CRIME. LET THE VOICE OF THE PEOPLE

RESOUND FROM ONE END OF THE COUNTRY TO THE OTHER

IN LOUD AND UNMISTAKABLE TONE: “WITHDRAW THE

TROOPS FROM THE MEXICAN BORDER!"

SHOTS FOR THE WORK-SHOP

BY

WILLIAM D. HAYWOOD

Poverty has nothing to arbitrate.

The capitalist has no heart. But har

poon him in the pocket-book and you will

draw blood.

The manager’s brains are under the

workman’s cap.

The bandage will remain upon the eyes

of Justice just as long as the Capitalist

has the cut, shuffle and deal.

Industrialism is socialism with its

working clothes on.

One union of all workers in an indus

try; all industries in one union.

There can be no trade agreements be

tween capitalist masters and wage slaves.

If you would be industrially free, refuse

to sign agreements that enslave you.

If you bore from \VITHIN long enough

you will come OUT.

Some workingmen are so proud of the

dignity of Labor that they wear overalls

all the time for fear they will be mistaken

for Capitalists.

The Capitalist Class starve

which they cannot profitably

Labor

employ.

Would the Working Class be justified in

destroying what they cannot peaceably

enjoy?

Twelve hours is a bad habit.

Eight-Hour habit. Get it now.

We are going to turn this government

from a political junkshop into an indus

trial workshop.

The Supreme Court of the United

States is the Gibralter of Capitalism.

To the Working Class there is no for

eigner but the Capitalist.

The prosperity of a labor organization

is measured by its activity.

Activity for improved conditions of

employment or against the lowering of

existing standards of living means that

the membership is in arms against the ex

ploiters.

Action against exploitation requires ag

itation, publicity, strikes, boycotts, polit

ical force—all the elements and expres

sions of discontent. Discontent is life.

It impels to action. Contentment means

stagnation and death.

Get the



FIGHTING FOR FREEDO~t. 
EXTREME OUTPOST JNSURRECTO CAMP OVERLOOKING JUAREZ. 

w·HY MEXICAN WORKERS REBEL 
BY 

JOHN KENNETH TURNER 

I N :Mexico there are no labor laws in 
operation to protect the workers-no 
provision for factory inspection, no 
practical statutes against infant labor, 

no process through which workmen may re
cover damages for injuries sustained or 
death met in the mine or at the machine. 
Wage-workers literally have no rights that 
the employers are bound to respect. Policy 
only determines the degree of exploitation, 
and in Mexico that policy is such as might 
prevail in the driving of horses in a locality 
where horses are dirt cheap, where profits 
from their use are high, and where there 
exists no Society for the Prevention of 
Cruelty to Animals. 

11811 

Over against this absence of protection 
on the part of the ge>vernmental powers 
stands oppression on the part of the gov
ernmental powers, for the machinery of 
the Diaz state is wholly at the command of 
the employer to whip the worker into ac
cepting his terms. 

The six thousand laborers in the Rio 
Blanco mill were not content with thirteen 
hours daily in the company of that roaring 
machinery and in that choking atmosphere, 
especially since it brought to them only 
from twenty-five to thirty-seven and one
half cents. Nor were they content with pay
ing out of such a sum the one American dol
lar a week that the company charged for the 

Digitized by Coogle 
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rental of the two-room, dirt-floor hovels

which they called their homes. Least of

all were they content with the coin in which

they were paid. This consisted of credit

checks upon the company store, which fin

ished the exploitation—took back for the

company the final centzwo that the company

had paid out in wages. A few miles away,

at Orizaba, the same goods could be pur

chased for from twenty-five to seventy-five

per cent less, but the operatives were un

able to buy their goods at these stores.

The operatives were not content. The

might of the company towered like a moun

tain above them, and behind and above

the company towered the government. Be

hind the company stood Diaz himself, for

Diaz was not only the government, he was

also a heavy stockholder in the company.

Yet the operatives prepared to fight.

Secretly they organized a union, “El Cir

culo de Obreros,” which means “The Cir

cle of Wonders,” holding their meetings

not en masse, but in small groups in their

homes, in order that the authorities might

not learn of their purposes.

Immediately upon the company learning

that the workers were discussing their

troubles, it took action against them.

Through the police authorities it issued a

general order forbidding any of the oper

atives from receiving any visitors whatso

ever, even their own relatives being barred,

the penalty for violation being the city

jail. Persons who were suspected of hav

ing signed the roll of the union were put

in prison at once, and a weekly newspaper

which was known to be friendly to the

workers was swooped down upon. sup

pressed and the printing plant confiscated.

At this juncture a strike was called in

the‘cotton mills in the city of Puebla, in an

adjoining state. The mills of Puebla were

owned by the same company as owned the

Rio Blanco mills, and the operatives there

of were living under similar conditions to

those at Rio Blanco. The Pueblo workers

went on strike and the company, knowing

that they had no resources behind them,

decided, as one of its agents told me, “to

let nature take its course”; that is, to starve

out the workers, as they believed this proc

ess could be accomplished inside of a fort

night. ' -

The strikers turned for aid to those of

their fellowcraftsmen who were at work in

other localities. The Rio Blanco workers

themselves were already preparing to strike,

but thereupon decided to wait for a time

longer, in order that they might collect

from their meager earnings a fund to sup

port their brothers in the city of Puebla.

Thus were the ends of the company de

feated for the moment, for by living on

half rations both workers and strikers were

able to eke out their existence. But no

sooner had the company learned the source

of strength of the Puebla strikers than the

mills at Rio Blanco were shut down and

the workers there locked out. Other mills

in other localities were shut down and other

means taken to prevent any help reaching

the Puebla strikers.

Locked out, the Rio Blanca workers

promptly assumed the offensive, declared

they were on strike and formulated a series

of demands calculated in some measure to

alleviate the conditions of their lives.

But the demands were unheard, the ma

chinery of the mill roared no more, the
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mill slept in the sun. the waters of the Rio

Blanco dashed unharnessed through the

town, the manager of the company laughed

in the faces of the striking men and women.

The six thousand starved. For two

months they starved. They scoured the sur

rounding hills for berries. and when the

berries were gone they deceived their gnaw—

ing stomachs with indigestible roots and

herbs gleaned from the mountain sides. In

utter despair, they looked to the highest

power they knew, I‘orfirio Diaz. and begged

him to have mercy. They begged him to

investigate their cause, and for their part

they promised to abide by his decision.

President Diaz pretended to investigate.

He rendered a decision. but his decision

was that the mills should reopen and the

workers go back to their thirteen hours

of dust and machinery on the same terms

as they had left them.

True to their promise, the strikers at Rio

Blanco prepared to comply. But they were

weak from starvation. In order to work

they must have substance. Consequently

on the day of their surrender they gathered

in a body in front of the company store

opposite the big mill and asked that each

of their number be given a certain quan

tity of corn and beans so that they might

be able to live through the first week and

until they should be paid their wages.

The storekeeper jeered at the request.

“To these dogs we will not even give

water!” is the answer he is credited with

giving them.

It was then that a woman. Margarita

Martinez. exhorted the people to take by

force the provisions that had been denied

them. This they did. They looted the

store, then set fire to it. and finally to the

mill across the way.

The people had not expected to riot, but

the government had expected it. Unknown

to the strikers. hatalions of regular soldiers

were waiting just outside the town, under

command of General Rosalio Martinez him

self, sub—secretary of war. The strikers

had no arms. They were not prepared for

revolution. They had intended no mischief.

and their outburst was a spontaneous and

doubtless a natural one, and one which an

officer of the company afterwards confided

to me could easily have been taken care of

by the local police force, which was strong.

Nevertheless. the soldiers appeared, leap

ing upon the scene as if out of the ground.

Volley after volley was discharged into

the crowd at close range. There was no

resistance whatsoever. The people were

shot down in the streets with no regard

for age or sex, many women and children

being among the slain. They were pur

sued to their homes, dragged from their

hiding places and shot to death. Some fled

to the hills, where they were hunted for

days and shot on sight. A company of

rural guards which refused to fire on the

crowd when the soldiers first arrived were

exterminated on the spot.

There are no oFficial figures of the num

ber killed in the Rio Blane; massacre. and

if there were any, of course they would be

false. Estimates run from two hundred

to eight hundred. My information for- the
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Rio Blanco strike was obtained from nu

merous widely different sources—from an

officer of the company itself, from a friend

of the governor who rode with the rurales

as they chased the fleeing strikers through

the hills, from a labor editor who escaped

after being hotly pursued for days, from

survivors of the strike, from others who

had heard the story from eye witnesses.

“I don’t know how many were killed,”

the man who rode with the rurales told me,

“but on the first night after the soldiers

came I saw two flat cars piled high with

dead and mangled bodies, and there were a

good many killed after the first night.”

“Those flat cars,” the same informant

told me, “were hauled away by special train

that night, hurried to Veracruz, where the

bodies were dumped in the harbor as food

for the sharks.”

MURDER AS PATRIOTISM

BY

GEORGE D. BREWER

MERICAN soldiers are of? to

A war! By orders from \Vashing

ton they are rushing to the front

on the Mexican border to give up

their lives if need be in defense of Ameri

can “interests” in Mexico.

Enroute from Mobile to Montgomery.

Ala., Comrade Debs and myself stopped

at a small station in the extreme southern

part of the state. A train loaded with

these uncrowned heroes of the United

States Army were on a siding. The whole
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population of the little town, men, women,

children and dogs, were at the depot to

see and admire the valiant war lads and

their bristling armament.

As they pulled out of the siding women

wept, men and boys shouted, dogs barked

and fair southern lasses waved dainty

handkerchiefs to the boys in kakhi uni

forms.

These soldiers were real heroes in the

minds of the stupid and drivling populace

who were so demonstrative in their sup

posed patriotism.

If you, dear reader, happen to be en

dowed with just a trace of real humani

tarian feeling and common sense, think of

the disgusting and infamous motive

behind these mock heroics.

On the part of the soldiers one can only

express contempt and pity. Ordered to

go blindly to the front to slaughter Mexi

can workingmen who are inspired with

the spirit of revolt against the bloody

tyrant who has for years kept them en—

_slaved, they gallantly obey.

Why this mobilization of twenty thou'

sand troops on the Mexican border?

Quoting from President Taft’s own state

ment in the morning papers, he says:

“American interests must and will be pro

tected in Mexico.”

What are the “American interests in

Mexico that must and will be protected ?”

Morgan and other American capitalists

own a billion dollars worth of stolen pos

sessions in that despot ridden country

and they are enabled by virtue of the Diaz

administration to secure Mexican peon

labor at from ten to twenty—five cents per

day to operate these industries. If the

present government is overthrown and

the revolutionists are victorious as they

will be if left to fight the one enemy.

Diaz, conditions would be changed among

the Mexican workingmen arid our Ameri

can capitalists would be compelled to pay

a living wage to their slaves.

American "INTERESTS," Morgan

and \Vall Street, see a grave danger to

their fabulous profits should the insurrec

tos be successful. In that event a much

larger portion of the wealth produced

would go into the stomachs and house

holds of the starving wealth producing

peons.

Thus, through Wall Street’s official

representative, President Taft of the

United States, the warships and uni

formed murderers are ordered to the front

to strengthen the tyrant and intimidate

and discourage the Mexican representa

tives of freedom.

The shame and pity of it all cannot be

expressed in words.

American soldiers. with murder in their

ignorant hearts, and patriotic (sic) blood

seething in their veins, are rushing for

ward to put down the hope of freedom

which has sprung in the souls of real pa

triots of Mexico.

An inspiring spectacle for lovers of free

dom in America, isn’t it?

Does the American soldier show true

bravery and courage? . No. Common bru

tality! -

Does he show a semblance of intelli

gence or true manhood by permitting a

master to order him to murder or be mur

dered? No. He does show, however.

that to be a menial is his sodden ambition

and that to have been born a cur dog

with a Mexican master to beat and kick him

would have been more in keeping with

his demonstrated mentality.

Are the people who cheer- and encour

age these dogs of war truly civilized?

Great God, no! They are semi-barbarous

by instinct, ignorant and perverted by

training and by natural selection should

have lived in the days of Grecian suprem

acy and cheered on their slave brothers

who, under the lash, put down the upris

ings of brother slaves in their every strug

gle for freedom.

If American “INTERESTS” would

protect themselves, I’d say, “Go to it!”

But damn the degenerate brutes who go

to war for them and damn the assinine

fools who cheer them on their murderous

way in the name of sweet patriotism.

  



  

BEFORE THE CHANGE

INTIL a few years ago the Far

East, as it is called, was closed

to \Vestern trade and “civiliza—

tion.” Far “Cathay” was for

many centuries a fabulous country, a

fabulous and terrifying distance from the

centers of “civilization.” Many were the

tales told by sailors who had returned

from “furrin parts" about its wealth. C0

lumbus made his famous voyage in search

of a short route to “Cathay” that com

merce, such as it was, might be facilitated.

In the thirteenth century Marco Polo

visited China and Japan. About the mid

dle of the sixteenth century one of the

smaller islands of the Japanese kingdom

was visited by Fernam Mendez Pinto. In

1549 Christianity was introduced into

Japan by St. Francis Xavier. During the

next century the priests were exiled by

the wily yellow men and a general mas

sacre of all Christians ordered and ex

ecuted. For about 200 years—until 1854

THE

GREAT

AWAK E N IN G

Showing How Capital,

the Juggernaut, is Devel—

oping and so Hastening

Socialism in the Far East

ROSCOE A. FILLMORE

BY

  

AFTER.

—_]apan was left severely alone by W'est

ern nations. Of this more later.

In 1684 the East India Company—an

English concern doing business in India

—through the intervention of the English

government, was given permission to

trade with the natives of China. This

trade continued until the beginning of

the nineteenth century, when some trou

ble arose.

In order to understand that trouble we

must take a brief survey of Western civ

ilization. During the latter part of the

eighteenth century feudalism succumbed

to capitalism. Modern industry, as a re—

sult of great changes wrought in the

mode of production by newly invented

labor-saving machinery, triumphed over

the old methods of manufacture. Colonies

had been established during the past few

centuries by all the principal Christian

nations and these territories immediately

became dumpingr grounds for the wares

594
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which were turned out in ever increasing

quantities by English, French, German,

etc., manufactories.

Faster and faster were these wares

turned out. As the machines of produc

tion, through the application of labor,

power became steadily more productive.

so grew the volume of surplus products

for which a market must be secured. So

prodigious was the need for expansion

and development immediately forced up

on these countries that in a few decades

practically the whole inhabitable portion

of the globe was brought under this com—

mercial sway.

The Far East being but little known,

was for a time exempt. Faster and faster

flew the wheels of industry, higher and

higher the surplus products mounted, and

there was no end of them. The need for

greater markets became more pressing.

And ever the workers of civilization

turned out a larger product. Even those

colonies which had served as markets

now became hives of industry and they

also stood in need of markets for surplus

commodities.

Longing eyes were finally turned to

wards China, J'apan, Africa. Persia. In

the meantime the East India Company,

made up of Christian English gentlemen

who practically owned India, had become

immensely interested in the cultivation

of the poppy, from which opium was

procured. The Chinese were fast becom

ing addicted to the opium habit. The

Chinese government attempted to put an

end to the traffic but the company still

carried on a large contraband trade. Fin

ally vigorous steps were taken to enforce

the Royal Edict against it and traders

were severely dealt with when captured.

This was Great Britain’s opportunity and

the British bulldog, ever watchful of the

interests of its masters, was unloosened.

China received a severe spanking in 1842

and again in 1856-60 and was compelled

by the treaty of Nan'kin to open tive ports

—Cant0n, Amoy, Foochow, Mingpo and

Shanghai—to British commerce.

Thus was capitalist trade and “civiliza

tion" forced upon the yellow man. Of

course, as usual the whole affair was

whitewashed and made to appear as a

campaign waged against “heathenism”

and Great Britain was pictured as swag

gering about with a Bible in one hand

and a sword in the other. Missionaries

were placed on the ground in always in

creasing numbers to teach the “poor

heathens” their great need of “civiliza

tion” and for sometime things went on
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merrily. Funds for missions were raised

by numerous individuals and societies

who pictured to their hearers and read

ers the terrible conditions of the clear

people without Christianity and its beau

tifying and uplifting influences. Of

course the money was put up for the

purpose of “winning the world for

Christ.” Large numbers ofthe heathen

dropped their heathenism and adopted

things western.

Meantime America, an aforetime mar

ket, had swung into line as a great pro

ducer of surplus wares—also Germany,

France, Italy, etc. In 1844 the United

States negotiated a trade treaty with

China and ten years- later Commodore

Perry, U. S. N., landed in Japan and ef—

fected a commercial treaty which re—

sulted in opening up Japanese ports to

American ships. After a short struggle

with the old regime the “civilization” of

the West began to take root and a new

era was inaugurated in the “Flowery

Kingdom.” In 1867-8 another important

treaty was engineered with Japan by the

Hon. Anson Burlingame of the United

States. The same was revised in 1880,

some troubles over the proposed exclu

sion of the yellow race from America

having arisen.

Capital had in the meantime leaped

geographical boundaries and had become

International. The European and Amer

ican trade with the East grew by leaps

and bounds and many fat purses .were

lined at the expense of the wage slaves

who produced the wares for foreign mar

kets. Modernism waxed apace in the

Far East. There were men-“croakers,”

they were usually called—who pointed

out the inevitable result. Marx and

others pointed out that capitalism was

conquering and “civilizing’ these coun

tries for markets and that eventually

when these became highly “civilized”—

viz., with capitalist manufacturers—the

breakdown of capitalism must inevitably

follow. Surplus value wrung from the

workers cannot be realized by the owners

of industry unless the wares containing

that surplus can be marketed. When the

markets fail and surplus can no longer be

realized upon—then what?

The “croakers” have increased in num

ber and their chorus in volume won

drously of late. For things are happen

ing. Sixty years ago capital opened up

the markets of China. A little later the same

fav0r (P) was conferred upon Japan and

the predictions of the “croakers” are fast

being realized.

A peculiar phenomenon'has of late been

manifesting itself. The great East is in

deed awakening. For years the “yellow

peril” has been a stock phrase with many

of the lickspittle class. For decades trades

unions, Asiatic Exlusion Leagues and

others have been howling of this peril

and numerous exclusion acts have been

passed. in the United States and Canada.

Their ostensible purpose was to keep out

the yellow immigrant whose lower stand

ard of living was cutting into the wages

and standard of living of native workers.

Rioting has taken place in the Pacific

States and provinces and many a would

be reformer has jumped into parliamen

tary fame as an exponent of Exclusion.

All to no purpose.

Today a real “yellow peril” confronts

Western civilization, a peril against which

Exclusion is of no avail, one which comes

not in the shape of the “man behind the

gun” as has been expected, but in the

form of cheap commodities. Marx said

years ago, “The cheap prices of its com

modities are the heavy artillery with

which it (capitalism) batters down all

Chinese walls, with which it forces the

barbarian’s intensely obstinate hatred of

foreigners to capitulate.” Now China,

India, Japan, turn the tables and batter

the walls of Europe and America'with—

cheap commodities. The biter is bitten!

The following from the National Geo

graphic Magazine reprinted in the Chris

tian Herald will elucidate the cause bet

ter than I can.

“American Rivals in the World’s Trade.

In India, in China and in Japan, we have

been the guests who have enjoyed their

hospitality, only to arise in the morning

and say to our hosts, ‘You must not sit

at table with us.’ Believe me this con

dition cannot endure. Politically we are

in grave danger. Commercially with

their industry and their frugality, the

members of the yellow race are fast out

stripping us. They have ceased buying

flour from the Minneapolis mills because

they are grinding Indian and Manchurian
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OLD STYLF. OF CHINESE ROAD TRAFFIC.

wheat with Chinese labor at \Voosung.

A line of ships is running from the Yel

low River to Seattle bringing 72,000 tons

a year of pig iron manufactured at Hank

how and delivered, freight and duty

added, cheaper than we can produce it.

In Cawnpore, India, with American ma

chinery, they are making shoes so cheaply

that the manufacturers of Lynn can no

longer compete with them. The cottons

and silks which we at one time sent to

Asia are now

made in Japan

and C h i n a . —

M e l v i l l e D.

Stone.

Nor is this all.

T h e Montreal

Weekly Witness,

. a Canadian news

1 paper of even in

ternational re

p u t e , s a y s .

“There appears

elsewhere a pic

ture of steel

i works at Hank

‘ low, in China,

worked by Chi

nese labor, with

I 1 Chinese capital

v‘ under a Chinese

directorate and

exporting rails

to San Francisco.

This great plant is a menace

Britain, threatening to under

sell her in her staple industry . . . .

The days of Great Britain’s industrial

ascendancy are probably numbered.

What China can do in steel she can do

in textiles.”

Nor is even this all. The magazines of

the day are fully alive to the menace.

Scores of articles are appearing upon the

Far East and her unprecedentedly sud

to Great
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den rise to commercial power. She has

proven an apt pupil. Indeed so apt has

Japan become that a short time ago—

through as fine an art of treachery as

ever made Britain “mistress of the seas"

and “the empire upon which the sun

never sets"——she seized upon Korea and

made a market of her. Even now the

United States fears her power in connec

tion with the Phillipines, the territory

which she in turn seized that she might

have a “foreign” market to exploit.

“Education” of the American variety

is making immense strides in Japan. She

is going in for super-dreadnaughts at a

cost of my. millions each and developing

a bunch of government “financiers” sec

ond to' none. Railway construction and

improvement to the tune of millions of

yen (the yen is worth about fifty cents)

is going on in Korea and Japan proper.

So great has been the stride taken to

wards civilization that even this early in

the game she appears to have a consider

able spirit of revolt among the workers

to contend with. Recently a number of

rebels who have been very busy in the

dissemination of sedition ideas were ar

rested and twelve of them on a trumped

up charge swiftly tried and railroaded to

the gallows. One of these, Kotoku, was

a man of international reputation, a gifted

writer who had translated the works of

Marx into Japanese. His utterance when

sentenced to the gallows, “Vive la Revo

lution,” is significant as showing the

spirit of revolt existing.

In China too, we are told by Clarence

_Poe of the “Progressive Farmer” of

Raleigh, N. C., things are moving rapidly.

\Vithin a few months China will have a

constitutional government. This is iu~

deed one of the surest signs of the break

down of the old regime and the advent

of civilization. Sir John Jordan, British

minister to China, tells us that in the

past ten years the yellow race has made

greater progress than in the preceding

ten centuries. This of course from a

strictly capitalist viewpoint.

The opium habit became a menace to

the productivity of Chinese workers as

well as a clog on the ability of public

officials. Capitalist China immediately

resolves to throw of? this trafiic and has

practically done so already. This break

ing up of the business has had the same

effect upon China as had the fencing of

the common lands in England many years

ago. Millions of mortgages on small

holdings of land have already been fore

closed as the farmers could not make a

living when the cultivation of poppies be

came illegal. Land values have decreased

in many places over seventy-five per cent

and the peasant farmer will now make

his way to the cities and become a wage

slave in capitalist manufactories. History

is repeating itself.

As to education it is reported that to

day there are more school teachers in

the empire than there were pupils only

six years ago. The curriculum includes

all the studies of the American or Euro

pean pupil. Even graft on the part of

ofiicials is a common occurrence and as

capital needs a good business administra

tion there as elsewhere, care is being

taken to stamp it out. An army is being

drilled, the currency system reformed and

a modern banking system inaugurated.

Telegraphs and telephones, railroads, a

postal system—these are some of the

projects under way now. Cities are in

stalling up—to-date water and lighting

plants. Even Pekin, the most Chinese of

cities, has a modern water system now

under construction. Straws show the di

rection of the wind. All these things and

many more in connection with the Far

East go to show that capitalism at last

has a firm hold of this last stronghold

of the barbarian! And even Socialism,

the hope of the exploited and dispossessed

workers, is taking root. This, of course.

was inevitable so soon as Capital reached

the point in the development necessary to

breed revolt.

This then is the “yellow peril” that we

workers of the older civilized world are

getting up against, a peril which is now

become very real. In the course of “de

veloping” the East the capitalist class has

discovered that the cost of production of

labor power in Oriental countries is much

less than in America or Europe. In other

words the standard of living of the work

ers is lower; they can subsist as produc

ers on less hay and oats, hence they need

not be paid such high wages. At the

same time that foreign capital has step

ped in Chinese capital has begun to de—
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velop and is after a share of the spoils.

Eastern goods can' be manufactured,

shipped in and Suld at a good profit for

much less than the home made product.

International capital, when this discovery

is made begins with added zest to exploit

the East, not as a market only but as the

home of their manufactories while Chi

nese and Japanese capital, exploiting their

native workers, bid fair to put even the

\\'estern capital out of commission. ’Tis

a merry game—for those who gather the

spoils. Yellow wage-slaves must now

produce the (vares which have been

hitherto produced by white labor. China,

japan and others. until yesterday sans

that beautiful institution “civilization”

are now to become hives of capitalist in

dustry, while ere long America, “the land

of the free” will be the “foreign market”

to be exploited by International capital

with headquarters in the Far East.

The foregoing is no dream but a stern

reality that those workers who are still

asleep must face at no distant day. Capi

tal (Industry) will go wherever wares

can be manufactured to contain the very

largest possible proportion of surplus

value—unpaid labor. The si t u a t i o n

should be instructive to those who have

not yet discovered the cause and remedy.

Today all countries, or practically all, are

engaged in the struggle for markets.

“"ars have been fought and millions of

lives sacrificed to the golden god—Capi

tal—that he might have markets. No

sooner does he seize upon a territory than\

development begins. \Yage slavery with

its mass of surplus value—profit for the

god—takes hold and presently that coun—

try also has a surplus and is looking for

an outlet. \Vhat is to happen when in

the very near future all countries have a

surplus piled mountains high and no mar

ket can be found?

Millions of us are today idle because

the masters cannot profitably employ us.

Industry goes to China where more profit

can be made. But tomorrow our condi

tion will be even worse as the yellow

man working in his own country—or

rather his master’s country—will compete

and beat us. Other millions of us will

then be out of work and so penniless and

starving. A few days later the unem

ployed problem will have traveled to the

East in the wake of Industry. The yel

low race will flood the world’s markets

with cheap commodities—dirt cheap. He

will throw himself out of a job. He will

overproduce as we have done in the past.

There will be mountains of goods, food,

clothing, shelter, etc., on the market yet

you and I, my readers, will be unable to

buy—we wont have the price.

Then, my metaphysically i n cl i n e d

friend, my fellow slave, you who have

thrown in your unit to help convert the

heathen and will perhaps read this and

talk solemnly of the “sacredness” of “law

and order” and other such piffle, you will

be hungry and shelterless with mountains

of food and clothing all about you and

palaces in profusion occupied by the para

sites who have sucked you dry. \Vhat

will you do? I know well what you will
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do. You will have to revolt. You will

have to capture the political power of the

State and use it to provide for your use

the means of life. That is the only way

out. You must own and operate for your

exclusive use, for the exclusive use of

the working class, all the tools of produc

tion, distribution and exchange. Until

you own these things your life must be

uncertain at the best and but a continual

round of toil and privation. When you

are possessed of these things you will

then enjoy to the utmost the good things

that are scattered in such profusion all

about you.

Perhaps you have wondered why it is

that the Socialist, who works beside you

at the bench or in the pit, is so unruffied

by the slurs and jibes you and your fel

low slaves fiing at him. \Vell, I can tell

you the secret of his philosophic attitude.

He knows that you must sometime

awaken to your need for Socialism. He

knows that the screws of oppression—

the “iron heel” of capital—are constantly

being tightened and steadily becoming

more crushing. Perhaps another turn or

two will catch you in just the proper

place to make a rebel of you. He knows

that, sooner or later, you and all workers

white, black, yellow, red, without distinc

tion, will have to revolt against capital

ism. Knowing this he goes on, unrufiied.

spreading the light. In‘ a little while

when capitalist industry has become a

little more perfected our opportunity will

come. Then the “expropriators will be

expropriated” and slavery be banished

from the earth forever. join us or stay

outside, just as you please at present.

Sooner or later, however, you must.

  



TAKE THE BIG STICK

BY

ED MOORE

N old proverb says that “Money

A is the root of all evil."

Socialists say that money is hu

man labor power put into a form

with which you may buy anything that is

for sale.

Recent events have called attention to

the buying and selling of city, state, and

national oflices.

'Only collectors of rare specimens and

curios pay money for things from which

they expect to get no useful service or more

money than they paid for them.

Men who are elected to fill city, state,

and national offices are not rare specimens

of the human race. As the great majority

of them are no better and no worse than

the average man or woman, they are not

bought by bribes because they are abnormal.

Nowadays, when we want to know why

people do certain things, we look around to

find the cause. If we still thought we

would like to know who struck Billy Pat

terson, its dollars to doughnuts that our

first question would be : Why did he hit

him? And if we knew that Billy had taken

a striker's place we would be reasonably

sure that someone of the strikers had

“handed it” to him.

It is up to us, then, to find out why any

one will pay good money to buy officials

who are the government. we never puzzle

our brains trying to find out why people

invest money in a profitable business. We

know it is much nicer to get rich by put

ting money into a business, paying wages

to others to do the work, and then taking

the profit from their work and calling it

a legitimate return on our investment than

it is to do the work.

“Legitimate return.” Let us see what

this is. Briefly, legitimate means lawful.

To get a law to give you the privilege to

own what another makes, you must first

_ get those who make the laws on your side.

When you get the biggest crowd of them—

a majority—yon can have them pass a law

to let you take what others make.

You want more than the law to get what ~

you are after. Unless you have the crowd

that pass judgment on the law, the judges,

on your side, you are very likely to find

yourself in the position of a man too late

for the train—left.

You may have the law and the judges

on your side and still not have the power

to force the workers to give over to you

the wealth they have made. What is it

you want then? The “strong arm” of the

government, its “slugging committee," “the

boys in blue” paid to shoot without asking

why. As Tennyson put it:

“There‘s not to question why

There's but 'to do and die.” 1

Our rulers, those who have the money

they got from the sale of what the work

ing class made, tell plainly what the gov

ernment is. They say it has three func

tions: legislative, judicial, and executive.

Legislative in making the laws; judicial in

saying whether the laws are broken or not;

executive in using all the force needed to

make people obey, or, if it is found neces

sary to keep the‘ workers quiet, to jail or

kill any or all who insist that they have

legal rights equal, if not above, those who

bought and own the government.

Here is a question for workingmen to

consider: If the government is the “big

stick” used by the bosses to beat the work

ers into accepting low wages, would it not

be a fine thing for the workers to take it

away from the bosses?

There is a big army of working people

who are trying to take the big stick away

from the bosses. They are in the Socialist

party. If you do not like to be beaten with

the big stick put in your application to be

come a member of the party and help take

it away from the bosses.
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MACHINE FINISHING.

STRIKE OF BROOKLYN SHOE WORKERS

BY

GRACE POTTER

YER since Nov. 21, 1910, there has

Eheen a strike on among the shoe

workers in Brooklyn, New York. It

is a chapter of the constant story

of war between labor and capital—and

more. In Brooklyn it is war also between

the two branches of organized labor, The

Industrial Workers of the W'orld and The

Boot and Shoe Workers Union.

They make the finest ladies' shoes in the

United States in Brooklyn. The shoes sell

for up to $30 a pair. On such high-grade

foot-wear men have worked ten hours a

day. During the busy season they made

from $8 to $12 a week. During the two

slack seasons they made as low as 60 and

72 cents a week. These two slack seasons

lasted, each of them, over two months. The

men almost all of them have families of

from three to seven children. The result

has been that the shoe-workers and those

they supported were always half starved.

There has never been any union in the

Brooklyn shoe industry except what the

men call in all seriousness the "Tobin"

L'nion. Ten years ago one shop in Brook

lyn, the \Vickert 81 Gardner concern, was

organized in The Boot and Shoe \Vorkers'

Union of which _Iohn E. Tobin of Boston

is president.

\Vages all over Brooklyn were bad

enough but in the Union shop they were

602
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worse than anywhere else. The men beg—

ged and pleaded with the L'nion leaders for

years that they make some move toward a

betterment in wages. The answer was al

ways the same, “You are working under

contract and we cannot help things now."

Then always when the contract expired,

union officials, without proper conference

with the men, would arrange with W'ickert

& Gardner a new scale of prices, binding

the men for years ahead to prices as low

as ever. The rise in the cost of living the

last two years made the men desperate last

fall. Their contract under which they were

at work would not expire till April. The

contract called for work on slippers and

the men for a long time had been working

on high shoes which took twice as long to

make at the old scale of wages.

When Joseph Ettor, a member of the

executive board of the I. \N. \V., came on

from \Nashington, D. C., last October and

began to agitate for a new organization, the

men were all ready for it. The next time

the Boot & Shoe Workers’ Union represen

tative called to collect the $0.25 monthly

dues, the men took out their union cards

and tore them to pieces under his eyes.

“We are half starving," the men told

him. “The Union keeps us at work at less

wages than anywhere in Brooklyn. We

don't make enough to buy bread for our

families. We are done with the union.”

The men were told that if they struck the

union would furnish workers to take their

places.

“We shall see that Wickert & Gardner

have all the union workers they want to

put out their shoes,” the union oflicials de—

clared. “We shall live up to the contract.

It binds us to the present prices.” In vain

the workers pointed out that the contract

was signed when a difi‘erent style of shoe,

taking half the time, was made. The union

officials said that made no difference. And

the men struck.

Shoe \Vorkers’ Local Union No. 168, I.

W. W., was formed and shoe workers from

the largest shops in Br00klyn joined the

strike. The strike had two definite aims,

to oust the union men who had been sent

to take the strikers' places and to secure

higher wages. Between three and four

thousand men went out. The scabs who

took their places were provided with new

union cards but many of them had never

made shoes before and the shops, though

paying wages, could not put out work. The

only men who remained at work when the

strike was first declared were the Goodyear

machine men who were making as high as

$40 a week. They refused to see that the

cause of the poorly paid workers should be

their cause too. These men have,. however,

been idle at their machines ever since the

first two weeks of the strike when the avail

able supply of material for them to work

upon was used up.

Though the strike-benefit allowed was

many times less than a dollar a week, the

men have held out wonderfully well, the

more so when it is considered that most of

them are new to any united action or any

effort to better their condition.

The bosses knew that the holiday rush

brought the men the best wages of any

time in the year and they confidently ex

pected they would come back shortly. The

low wages made it impossible for them to

have saved a cent and the bosses thought

the cold weather would make new clothes a

necessity to prevent sickness. The Shoe

Manufacturers' Association argued in this

way to the Brooklyn employers and offered

aid in fighting the strike. The employers

put up bonds of many thousands of dollars

each to the Association not to take back the

strikers as I. W. W. men. It is estimated

that the Association has spent at least $200,

000 in fighting the strike.

Elizabeth Gurley Flynn has been sent to

Brooklyn by the I. W. \N. to assist Joseph

Ettor in the conduct of the strike. She has

gone to labor organizations all over New

York and Brooklyn asking for financial help

for the strikers. . I

Written appeals of different kinds have

also been sent out. These were prepared

mostly by the strikers themselves and bear

evidence of their lack of understanding of

English. This in'many cases has given an

added pathos to the request. The following

is an example of an appeal sent to their

fellow workers to join them in striking:

To All Workers Working in Shoe Factories in

Which the Lasters Are Out on Strike,

Listen a Word With You.

We who are your fellow workers who suf

fered and worked under the same miserable

conditions that all of you, unable to longer

bear in meek submission and suffer to work

for miserable low wages revolted, we struck

in order to better our conditions.
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Therefore we appeal to you in the name of

your shopmates and comrades in misery who

are struggling for better conditions that you

make common cause with the workers out on

strike and common war against the arrogant

bosses who seek to starve into submission

the brave men who have had the courage to

rebel against miserably low pay.

Desert the shops, Fitters, Firemen, Engi

neers, all workers without distinction as to

trades, sex or anything else. Show in no mis—

taken terms that you are men and wpmen

who love and yearn for better conditions.

Don't be scabs by helping to defeat your shop

mates, you may be satisfied to-day and will

use your position to help the bosses defeat the

striking workers, to-morrow you will be out

but without the support of your fellow work

ers, then there is the sad plight of defeat for

all, one group after another.

Desert the shops, agitate, organize, organize

right, join in with the lasters and other workers

all into ONE BIG UNION of Shoe \IVorkers.

We appeal to you to make common cause

with us and we are fervently hoping that you

will not turn a deaf hear to our appeal.

We are going to win, victory is sure to

crown our efforts and on the day we return

to work and ever afterward we will remember

and never forgive those who now remain at

work in the 'struck shops and help the bosses.

We will pass the list of names of all the

traitors in this fight on and on.

We will forever remember. We will never

forget. \Nle will never forgive.

An Injury to one is an injury to all. Solid~

arity is the watchword of labor.

Sincerely yours for the cause of labor.

Shoe Workers Strike General Committee.

73 Troy Avenue, Brooklyn, N. Y.

Among the men on strike there are many

nationalities represented. Beside the Ital

ians who are in the majority, there are

Jews, Germans, Poles, Irish and Americans.

As usual, the bosses have tried to create

race prejudice, but they have not succeeded.

There have been many arrests of pickets

but the orderliness of the strikers has suc

cessfully prevented many convictions. Dom—

inique Taropetto, one of the strikers, who

was walking along the street with a red

sash across his chest, bearing the words,

“Striking Shoe Worker,” was arrested by

a critical policeman for parading without a

license. He was gravely sentenced to ten

days in prison by a judge who declared that

he hoped that would keep him from break

ing any law in the future!

There is a police station within a block

of the Wickert & Gardner shop and a de

tail of fifty policemen are sent at noon and

night to keep the pickets from speaking to

the scabs. These cops have not relished

the job of spying on their very neighbors

and have done their best to keep their pic

tures out of the papers. A newspaper rep

resentative with a camera went one day

with a delegation of strikers to the shop to

get some pictures. One policeman whose

picture was taken before he realized what

was going on, called in a fury to the pho

tographer, “Don't you dare take another

picture around here!" The photographer

walked over to the policeman’s side and in

formed him that it was not against the law

to take pictures on the street and it was not

going to be stopped. When the policeman

saw he was dealing with a newspaper man

and not a striker, he tried to cool down a

little and said that his picture must not be

used in any paper. “I don't wonder you

are ashamed of the work you are doing,”

said the newspaper man politely. After a

conference with the lieutenant the police

man decided that he could not arrest the

reporter and swallowed his wrath.

Among those who have come to the aid

of the strikers are individual members of

the very union the strike is against. They

have expressed the greatest shame and hu

miliation at the attitude of their leaders and

assured the strikers of their fullest sym

pathy. Other organized workers who have

sent money are those from all sorts of tex

tile unions, machinists, glass workers. and

miners. beside many Socialists.

   

  

THE "COP."
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SEWING UPPERS.

Some of the men have worked as long

as twenty-three years in one shop. One

man said he had begun work when a boy

at $4 a week and now, over twenty years

later, could make no more than $10 in the

busy season. For ten years he had be

longed kc “Tobin’s” union.

LIO~iL ladstone. of 1664 Prospect ave

nue, Brooklyn, who despite his name, came

from Italy eleven years ago, said: “I

wouldn’t go back to the Boot and Shoe

\Vorkers’ Union again for anything. I’ll go‘

the river first. My family hasn’t had enough

bread for years and I’d rather starve pro

testing than starve submitting any longer.

There are just nine in the Gladstone family,

seven children beside the father" and mother.

“Sometimes I could make ten or twelve dol

lars a week,” said Mr. Gladstone, “but often

for weeks at a time I could not make a

dollar. So we’ve starved!”

The following is a copy of a letter sent

out to all shoe dealers:

Brooklyn, N. Y., January 10, 1911.

Dear Sir:—

We enclose a copy of the preamble of the

“Industrial \Norkers of the World," an organi

zation which is opposed to both employers and

trade unions alike, having for their object to

get control of the manufacturies and to die

tate their own terms. Their agitators have

recently organized most of the lasters of New

York and their demands are so unreasonable

that it would be suicidal for any manufacturer

to attempt to treat with them as they could

with the “Cutters,” “Goodyear Operators," or

other like unions. In some shOps, they have

walked out two and three times in one week

after their demands had been granted each

time. In other shops, they demanded an in

crease greater than the total profit on the

shoe.

Realizing that if we did not crush this or

ganization" it would mean a large advance in

the price‘ of shoes together with inferior work

manship. we decided to protect our trade at

any cost. e are the only factory up to date

that has been entirely successful and we are

pleased to inform our trade that prices and

quality will remain the same. So completely

have we the situation in hand that there will

be no trouble in the future.
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\Ve are now devoting our undivided atten—.

tion to helping the other manufacturers less

fortunate than ourselves. We would seek your

assistance and indulgence in their behalf so

that this organization will be driven from the

city. Yours truly,

(signed) KRIIEGER SHOE CO.

The feeling in union circles generally is

typified by the following:

Jewelry Workers' Resolution.

movement making it a laughing stock and Opening

up an opportunity for the employing class to

point its finger of derision at any attempt on

the part of the workers to uphold trades union

ism; therefore, be it

“Resolved, That we, members of the In

dependent Jewelry VVorkcrs' Union, hereby

register our most earnest protest against the

action of the scabbing union and call upon all

self-respecting unions to voice their declara

tion in a like manner; and be it further

“Resolved, That all labor leaders in and

around Greater New York he called upon to

exert every effort they can muster to bring

about a speedy settlement of a situation that

has become a blot upon the history of trades

union movement in the United States."

“MOSES L. LORENTZ,

President.

"JULIUS ROSENTHAL.

“Secretary.”

If the strikers
 

The Independent Jewelry \Vorkers’ Union

requests The Call to print the following:

“At a regular meeting of the Independent

Jewelry \Vorkers' Union, held on Tuesday

evening, January 10, 1911, the following reso—

lntions were unanimously adopted:

“\Vhereas the 4,000 organized shoe workers

of Brooklyn who have been on strike for the

past few months, and snfi'ering with those de

pending upon them

all sorts of priva

tions, are being

confronted wit h

the disgraceful

spectacle of their

fellow workers,

members of an

other union, scab

hing upon them;

and

“\Vhereas s u ch

a state of affairs

tends, besides dis

couraging workers

in other trades

from affiliating

with trade unions,

to bring humilia

t i o n u p o n t h e

whole trades union

   

 

do not win, it

will be because

they can not

stand the sight

of their hungry

wives and babies.

The last reports

are that half of

the men have

gone back to

their shops rather

than see th e i r

children suffer as

they have for

more than three

months.

 

 

 



THE BROTHERHOOD OF MACHINISTS

BY

ROBERT M. LACKEY, General Secretary

  

FRONT ROW—JOHN J. MCCARTHY.

li.\"l‘l.\l liN'l‘ in favor of industrial

unionism has made tremendous

strides as a result of the lectures

on the subject. recently delivered

in the East by \Villiam D. l-laywood.

Noteworthy meetings have been held un—

der the auspices of the Brotherhood of

Machinists in New York City, Harrison.

N. J., and Bridgeport, Ct.

Haywood made the trip from Denver.

across two-thirds of the continent, with

but a brief st0p at Detroit. in order to

address the throng gathered at the great

Annual Entertainment and Ball of the

lrotherhovd in New York on \Vashiug

ton's Birthday Eve. The enthusiastic re—

THE GENERAL EXECUTIVE BOARD.

BACK ROVV—GI'S. Z‘VAHODA, CHARLES IIEYDE, CHRIS lIILING. FRANCIS J. O‘CONNELL.

ROBERT M. LACKEY.

ception accorded him and the concrete re

sults achieved were ample rewards for a

journey many times as long.

The necessity of industrial organization

has been recognized by the rank and file

of the machinists for a long time. In

1903. the members of the International

Association of Machinists with which the

lodges which organized the Brotherhood

of Machinists were formerly affiliated, de

clared themselves in favor of industrial

ism. but this, like the other referendums

of a progressive tendency, was ignored by

the officials. It is true that feeble. spas

modic attempts were made to organize

metal trade councils in various localities,
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but these have been repeatedly proven to

be quite useless when most needed, for '

each craft organization after consulting

its separate executive authority has al

most invariably found it quite impossible

for innumerable reasons to assist the

others in time of trouble.

When the Brotherhood of Machinists

was organized, about eighteen months

ago, many members advocated the forma

tion of an organization to embrace all the

workers in the metal and machine in—

dustry, but the step from a simple craft

organization to an industrial union in the

broadest sense of the term was deemed

inadvisable at that time, when all the

forces at the command of the officials of

the I. A. of M., from which the lodges in

the B._of M. had been compelled to sepa—

rate, 2were being used to whip the

“rebels” back into line. The platform as

originally adopted was a compromise; it

declared “The purpose of the Brother

hood of Machinists is to organize all the

workers in the machine industry and to

strive to secure for them the full products

of their toil.” .

During the past year the membership

of the Brotherhood has grown and its

strength increased. The impediments

placed in its path by its enemies have

been swept aside and henceforth need not

be considered. Meanwhile the sentiment

in favor of industrialism has been fostered

by lectures and articles in the “Machin

ists’ Bulletin.” “The crime of craft

unionism” by Debs, first appearing in the

“International Socialist Review,” was re

printed in full and was generally com

mended for its plain statement of fact and

logical conclusions. It did much good.

Then, a considerable portion of the mem

bers were formerly in the Metal \Vork

ers' Union of Germany, where an organi

zation embracing all the workers in an

industry has long been a reality.

\Nith all the forces tending toward the

same purpose, it was but necessary to

crystallize the sentiment so that it would

be given concrete expression. This was

accomplished to a large degree, through

Haywood’s address on “Industrialism,

the Coming Victory of Labor,” delivered

at the entertainment and ball held by the

Brotherhood in New York City, where

there are twelve local lodges.

It was an event greater than a simple

entertainment that jammed the two halls

in Murray Hill Lyceum and brought

parties from Newark, Harrison and Eliza

beth, N. 1., and even the more distant

state of Connecticut. Haywood was

greeted by generous and prolonged ap

plause. His intimate knowledge of the

inner workings of the A. F. of L. Was par

ticularly displayed in his references to

the machinists in the opening remarks,

which were as follows:

“I have come a long way to be with you

this evening. No doubt had I chosen

another course and so preferred, I could

have been at another machinists' affair

tonight (referring to a ball held by the I.

A. of M. on the same night), I would have

been honored by'being heralded in an of

ficial journal of the A. F. of L. and men

tioned in the press with praise as a mem

ber of the executive board of the National

Civic Federation. I prefer, however, to

be with you machinists, the memberspf

the Brotherhood of Machinists, because

you are rebels. You have dared to revolt

even against the tyranny of labor leaders,

who stand in the way of progress. 'It is

my fate to be ever with the radicals, the

rebels, and the undesirable citizens gen

erally; so I prefer to be with you rather

than with the others. '

“I regret division in the ranks of labor,

but it‘is often justified and will be vindi

cated by the victories of the future. The

strike of the machinists on the Santa Fe

road was lost because of division in the

ranks of labor. The various railroad

brotherhoods interceded in behalf of the

machinists’ organization, but when they

were asked if each of them did not have

a contract with the road and if it was not

being carried out according to schedule,

they were compelled to answer in the af

firmative. The management then told the

brotherhoods: ‘Live up to your contracts

and we will attend to the machinists.’

And it did attend to them so effectually

that there is no union of machinists on

the Santa Fé System today. It was the

same in the strike on the Rio Grande.

That also has been attended to.

“The evils of division were seen by the

members of the International Machinists,

who instituted a series of referendums for

the purpose of obliterating them as much

as possible. One was to extend the scope

of the organization, so as to include help
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ers. and others directed the delegates to

the A. F. of L. convention to vote for

the principles of Socialism and against

Gompers for president. * * * Helpers

were not admitted as desired. Socialism

was covered up and blotted out. Gompers

was not only voted for by all of the I. A.

of M. delegates at the A. F. of L. con

vention, but was placed in nomination by

one of them as well. Division under such

circumstances is born of revolt. It is

justifiable and shall and will be vindi

cated. Though you may be only 3,000 in

number, you are Stronger in fact than

30,000 who are submissive and divided

in opinion. You are powerful; they are

\powerless."

The meeting held under the auspices of

the Harrisoii Local of the Brotherhood

was biggest mass meeting held in that

city. The largest hall was crowded to

the doors by those eager to hear Hay

wood's lecture on “Industrialism.” The

speaker’s surprising store of information

was again shown by his references to

local labor conditions and the clear, con
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vincing replies to the numerous questions

from the audience were a revelation to

all. -

The Bridgeport meeting occurred too

late to be included in this article. At

this time the indications are that the suc

cesses in other places will be repeated.

Now for the results. Since the Hay

wood address in New York, several locals

have proposed amendments to the consti~

tution of the Brotherhood which provide

for the extension of the Qualifications for

membership so as to admit every person

engaged in any branch of the metal and

machine industry. 5 In order to pitOvide

for the unskilled and lower paid workers.

a lower rate of dues is to be collected

from these.- As the demand for this

change is so prevalent, it will undoubt

edly be ratified by the referendum vote

which must follow. Then there will be

another considerable body of workers.

having at present locals in the East and

Middle West, which has adopted a sane

but not conservative, industrial form of

organization.

 

 



 

 

  

The Foundry.

A FLOUR OF 60 PIANO MOLUS; THE STRIPPING PLATE MOLDING MACHINE ON WHICH THE DRAGS ARE MADE IS

SHOWN IN THE FQREGROUND AT THE LEFT AND THE COPE STAND AT THE RIGHT.

(When these plates are made by hand, the daily output of a molder and helper averages

from six to seven molds. By the use of the stripping plate machine and the cope stand five

unskilled men produce 65 molds a day. To equal the record of machine molding would require

18 men—nine moIders and nine helpers—when molding by hand.)

A MOLDERLESS FOUNDRY

BY

THOMAS F. KENNEDY

‘- ITOU have heard of an Adamless

Eden, of boneless fish, smokeless

powder and seedless oranges, but

did you ever hear of a Molderless

Foundry? I can see the crew of some

backwoods jobbing shop where they still

"bed in" everything smile in a superior

sort of way and remark. “Some slaughter

house where they make chunks ‘maybe.’ ”

Is that so? Well, now you and your

pattern maker, who is also carpenter and

engineer, and maybe cupola tender. go

over to that car on the side-track and ex

amine the castings on the airbrake. Note

the triple valve. Is it a “chunk”? Look

at the cylinder. It must be perfectly

clean and free from all defects. In your

one-horse shop it would take you a whole

day to make one. Inspect the tank. and

remember that it is only 3-16 of an inch

thick and must stand an air test of 100

pounds to the square inch. Could you

make one at all? \Vell, all these castings

are made in the Molderless Foundry of

the \Vestinghouse Airbrake Company, at

\Vilmerding, Pa., 15 miles from Pittsburg.

For several generations inventors have

been securing patents upon, and pro

moters have been pressing the claims of

inventions which they insisted were des

tined to revolutionize the. foundry busi

ness. A few of them substituted squeez

ing or bumping for the molder’s rammer,

but for the most part they were mere

pattern drawing devices designed to per

form the one operation requiring most

skill. The aim of the inventors of this

latter type of machine was to enable nn_

skilled laborers to do the work of skilled

molders. and do more of it.

They were not in any true sense labor

saving. The machine operator who took

the place of the molder had to do all of

the hard, slavish drudgery that the molder

(3)0
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had to do. If the machine enabled him to

make more molds than the molder, the

drudgery was increased just that much.

Every improvement that has been made

upon these machines increased the pace

and intensified the muscular strain on the

machine hand. And while the output per

man increased, the earnings per man de

creased. The same improvement that

increased the output decreased the earn

ings and lowered the economic status of

the “hands.”

\Vhile hundreds of foundries have in

stalled these pattern drawing devices only

a few have introduced any real labor sav

ing machinery. One of the few is the Air

brake at \Vilmerding. In addition to

pattern drawing devices which merely

eliminate skill, they were the first in the

world to introduce a whole new system

of foundry practice, eliminating the hard,

muscle-straining work of sand cutting,

sifting, shoveling, ramming, carrying out

molds, casting and shaking out.

Even in foundries where the pattern

pullers are in use, it is still the practice

to make molds for 6 to 8 hours and de

vote the remainng hour or hours to cast

ing. Excepting upon jobs requiring more

than one day to mold, very little molding

is done in such foundries after the blast

goes on and the metal begins to run.

At the Airbrake foundry at Wilmer

ding, this ancient practice has been en

tirely abandoned. There they have several

cupolas from one of which metal flows

all day. There finished molds are not

placed on the floor to await metal, but on

a conveyor which takes them to the eu

pola to be poured. This was the one big

revolutionary innovation at Wilmerding;

the one that made numerous others pos

sible.

There are two conveyors, one for

small molds which moves continuously.

and the other for large molds which

moves intermittently—moves every time

a batch of molds is finished. To the small

conveyor goes all molds which ordinarily

would be made on the bench; molds one

half of which a man can conveniently

handle. All larger ones. molds that re

quire two men to handle, one-half of

which must be handled with a crane, go

to the conveyor which moves only when

the last mold of a batch is finished. Of

rourse, the size mold that can be handled

even on the large conveyor is limited,

but they make airbrake tanks and cylin

ders at Wilmerding.

The small conveyor is in the form of

a link, one side of which is toward the

molding machines and the other side to

ward the cupola. Instead of each man or

group of men pouring his mold or their

own molds, a special gang, stationed at

the cupola, pour all molds, and pour them

right on the moving conveyor.

At the end of the conveyor just before

it turns back to the molding machines,

is the "shaking out” bed, consisting of a

coarse iron grating on a level with the

foundry floor. On this small conveyor

the molds are lirrlited to a size that two

men can handle, and stationed at the

grating are two "shakers out,” who grab

each mold as it passes, knock out sand

and casting and return the flask to the

conveyor. Another man, with a hook,

pulls the casting to one side away from

the grating. The sand passes through

the grating to a conveyor which takes it

to a mixer where water and new sand

are added and where it is thoroughly

mixed and cooled.

Over each molding machine is a hopper

bottom bin, tapering into a spout closed

with an ordinary gate controlled by a

lever within easy reach of the operator of

the machine. Another conveyor brings

the sand from the mixer to these bins. In

a steady stream, the cooled, tempered and

renewed sand is returned to the bins.

Hour after hour through the long

monotonous day at regular intervals of

a few seconds the flasks come back on

the conveyor. No matter how hot the day

or stifling the atmosphere, no matter how

his back hurts, how his head aches or how

exhausted he is, the machine “hand,” like

a criminal in a treadmill, must keep pace

with the conveyor or make room for one

that can. Even when each “hand” keeps

the pace without missing a stroke it re

quires nice adjusting to make the stream

of metal from the cupola match the

stream of molds from the machines.

The hard, slavish drudgery that makes

work in the ordinary foundry so murder

ous is all eliminated at Wilmerding.

There is no sand to cut, no sifting. shovel

ing, ramming, carrying out of molds,

pouring or shaking out. Still though each

motion does not require all his strength

so great is the nervous pressure and

muscular exertion needed to drive the
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body at such a rate that the “hand” is

exhausted as much as if he were doing

heavier work at a slower pace. vAs the

load decreases the speed increases so that

at the end of the day about the same

amount of “juice” has been extracted

from the “hand.” But with this differ

ence, that at the high speed, the output

per “band” has been enormously in

creased.

Why He Can Make the Speed.

Instead of being obliged to shovel the

sand from the floor, the machine operator

at Wilmerding places the flask under the

spout from the sand bin; a quick jerk

opens and another closes the gate and

the flask is filled. Now, instead of

pounding away with his rammers, a slight

push brings it under a powerful hydraulic

press and a touch on a lever sets the press

in motion and quicker than I can tell it,

half of the mold is compressed to exactly

the right degree of hardness. Now, in

stead of “sponging,” “rapping,” and

slowly and carefully “drawing” the pat

tern and then, perhaps, spending some

minutes mending it, he gives a lever a

push and the pattern is drawn, and drawn

so perfectly that no mending is necessary.

Now, instead of carrying it out on the

floor to await the melting of metal, he

just turns around and if it is a “drag”

 

turns it over and sets it on the carrier and

grabs the next flask and begins another.

if it is a “cope” he matches it with the

“drag” made by the “hand” on the ma—

chine on his right. On jobs where there

are several cores to set like tripple valves,

there may be a third man who places the

cores.

In the molding of a job where one or

even a dozen castings are to be made the

methods and practice are substantially the

same as they were 100 years ago. Indeed,

if a molder that made the bronze columns

for King. Solomon’s temple were to return

today and watch the molding of a casting,

where only one was to be made, he would

see nothing new. So far as the making of

the molds is concerned no invention has

so far affected a number of branches of

molding, the most important of which

are the jobbing and heavy machinery

branch. In fact the march of progress, by

making castings more complicated, has

raised the standard of skill and made

jobbing and machinery molding more of

an art than ever before.

But the number of these very highly

skilled molders is small when compared

with the total number of foundry work

ers, while the skilled specialty molder is

being forced out by machines operated by

unskilled laborers. .

  

THE DAY’S WORK OF 60 MOULDS WITH THE MACHINES. UN

IgggyTgE OLD METHODS THE SAME MEN TURNED OUT



NOW IS THE TIME

CLOUDESLEY JOHNS

T HE control of the Pacific” is a

phrase which has a sweet sound

in the eager ears of the masters,

and at their behest the news

columns of the directly and indirectly

subsidized press of these Benighted

States of America are being larded with

it from day to day.

It is not alone the commercial advan

tages which might be gained in Asia

through the "prestige" of a naval and

military victory over Japan, heretofore

undefeated, that causes the ruling class

in this country to feel such patriotic joy

over the idea, nor is that joy confined to

those who expect to profit ultimately by

extended markets or immediately by sell

ing to the government rotten transport

ships, in which to drown fool heroes by

wholesale, or putrid commissary supplies

with which to poison them. Aside from

these pleasant prospects (calculated to

reflect great credit and glory upon the

gaudy Stars and Stripes) there is the

gorgeous probability that hosts of sov

ereign American citizens, by such a

course of national flim-flam, may become

so imbued with patriotic enthusiasm for

“our country" and its flag as to forget

that they are members of a dispossessed

and mercilessly exploited class in human

society.

Clearly, the greatest good to be derived

from the projected war with Japan, in

the fond expectations of our anxious

masters, is to be realized through the pa

triotic fervor which may be aroused in

the minds of wageworkers, clerks and

salaried men'in all fields, not only turn

ing their thoughts from the tyranny of

capitalism in this great rich country, but

also inspiring them with a feeling that

anything done under the official flapping

of the Stars and Stripes must be noble

and glorious. The skeleton army of the

United States would be filled out (as

pretty poster pictures and alluring lies

have failed to fill it), and recruits would

be of the type desired by the master class.

For the regular army, lacking many

thousands of men to bring it up to its

authorized numerical strength, also is

lacking in the true spirit of American

patriotism prescribed by the masters, the

prime quality of which consists in the

willingness of the armed slaves to

slaughter striking workingmen for the

glory of the American Flag and the

strengthening of the chains of wage slav

ery upon the limbs of the American

workingman. So'many of the enlisted

men in the army as it is are only dis

couraged workingmen themselves, with

bitter memories of wage slavery endured

and jobs fruitlessly sought. Furthermore.

their army life has been such as would

enlist the kindly oflices of the Society

for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals

in their behalf if they were dumb quad

rupeds instead of sovereign American

Citizens.

The growth of industrial unionism, the

masters perceive, is such as to decrease

the comfort of their position on Labor’s

back, and on this account they are be

coming more acutely conscious of Amer

ica's need of a loyal and patriotic army

that will stop at nothing.

A little jap-war enthusiasm might do

itl . . . Hurray for the American flag!

G0 on, you sovereign slaves! Fight and

grow patriotic, for all of you who do not

die in war can be used to slay revolutionary

unionists while patriotism and the lust for

slaughter are hot in your blood! Hurray

for Old Glory! Hurray!

* * *

Now is-thc time for the anti—militarism

propaganda, now that we can carry it

forward without incurring the penalty of

death or worse. When, in the future.

we shall be called upon to cry out against

the monstrous military program of the

masters of America in the face of all the

penalties which the government will im

pose, let us hope that none of us will

fail; but let us do all we can now, when

we can work most effectively with least

sacrifice.
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THE CALIFORNIA SITUATION

BY

AUSTIN LEWIS

ANY thanks from many comrades

M in California, including myself,

for your editorial on the state

ments of Max Hayes in this

month’s Review. As a matter of fact,

the movement in California is now in a

most dangerous condition. Things have

progressed so far that the “impossibilist”

position is being actually worked out

with a curious directness and clearness

such as has not been seen in any other

place, unless perhaps France. The war

between the greater and smaller capital

ism with the present electoral triumph of

the latter, has resulted in exactly what

we always maintained would be the case.

The smaller capitalism coming into power

finds itself passing a whole series of legis

lative enactments aimed at giving it a

purchase with which to meet the attacks

of the co'rporation machines. Primary

election laws, which destroy the validity

of party organization, the initiative, the

referendum, and the recall which will

possibly be applied even to the courts,

are all on the way, female enfranchise

ment and pretty nearly everything of

that kind which was a dream ten years

ago are coming into being before our

eyes, but the greater capitalism is hiding

its time. It is maintaining no lobby this

year as it does not know whether a legis

lative lobby is worth the expense. It

knows perfectly well that the smaller

capitalism can effect no real changes and

it relies, and with perfect safety, on its

economic position to right the craft if it

seems in any danger of a real upset.

Under these circumstances when above

all it is necessary for the movement to

maintain its strategic position, we get

the most idiotic and futile meddling with

affairs. A socialist lobby has been estab

lished at Sacramento and our embryo

‘tesmcn, with an itch for distinction,

are putting their messy fingers in the

bourgeois political pie.

Not content with this, they are anxious

to drag the Socialist party into the mire

of pure and simple trade union political

action. The record of San Francisco of

ficial unionism is to be endorsed by the

Socialists if the opportunist group has

its way and the movement is to be turned

over, body and breeches, to the men who

have always treated it with disdain and

have no greater conception of the indus

trial confiict than a Square Deal between

capital and labor. In other words, the

Socialist movement is politically to be

made subservient to the wishes of union

ofiicials. The rank and file are rapidly

outgrowing this official attitude. In fact,

in Oakland union after union has turned

down the proposals of the union leaders

and has v_0ted for the straight Socialist

ticket independent of any compromise.

This is not the place to enter upon a

description of just what the labor party

has made itself responsible for in San

Francisco and indeed one cannot very

well tell the truth about the matter in

print without causing ‘animosities and

stirring up strife which need not be

aroused. As a matter of fact, the whole

structure of pure and simple trades

unionism is rapidly disintegrating. Some

day the push will come which will show

its absolute and utter weakness. It is

a dying manifestation and if the Socialist

party ties itself to that movement and

the political expression of that movement,

it ties itself to a diseased and dying thing

and will itself perish along with its c0m~

panion.

Such an alliance will lose the Socialist

party and indeed the Socialist political

movement the adherence of the vast mass

of the rank and file in the unions them

_selves.
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OMRADE—Just received your

welcome letter, also 100 copies

of “Merry England" and 172

copies of “\\'hat's S0 and \Vhat

Isn't." Thanks. All in good condition.

Sales are slow here, yet I hope to sell

all in three or four months.

I sell more literature on the calling

steamers than elsewhere. But all these

sea-faring people are fairly well paid.

treated, and well fed. Many of them

"blow in" all their good wages knowing

(P) that there's plenty more coming next

month. I tell you. Comrades, it's hard to

get such people interested in Socialism.

Last evening as I was talking to some

of the “M.'s" crew, the burly boatswain

interrupted me with “Awe. Socialism is

a d—m lie." Another fat, red-faced, pud

ding-fed sailor said to me, “I don't want

any Socialist books. I've read all their

hooks and come to the conclusion that

you’ll never get Socialism."

It's only the few thinkers and the op

pressed that will buy our literature here.

On the continent (where there are halls

and such places for assemblies). is the

best field for spreading Socialism.

It's difficult also, to sell our books to

first-class passengers. The Second-class

PAPEETE

TAHITI

SOCIETY ISLANDS

B Y

E. W. DARLING

feel that they ha\e paid the limit for their

tickets for a long voyage, but the third

class are the chief buyers of our paper

covered hooks. Among the latter I sell

many 25c bundles of such books as I’ve

just ordered from you. I have much faith

IEngth I» .

  

BRIDE AND (:KOOM.
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in these cheap paper-covered, but

straight-from-the-sh0ulder books.

As to the French literature, I hope soon

to receive a bundle of paper-covered

books from Paris. A few of the French

here are deeply interested in Socialism

and quite intelligent on the subject.

But the poor, exploited, cheated, mis

sionary-ridden natives are hopelessly

down. I’ve come to the conclusiOn that

it’s too late to do anything for them. Six

years ago, when I first came here, I

printed SOO tracts for them, sold a few

and gave away the rest, but I think ’twas

like pouring water on a duck’s back. No

organization, no improvement in environ

ment or industrial condition, what would

you expect? They are on a steady de

cline. True, they have sixty or more

missionaries, and twenty or thirty church

es on this small island, yet the saloons

are doing a fat business.

The laborers receive from 8c to lOc

per hour for toiling in the warm sun nine

hours. Some of them receive 12c per

hour, but don't earn 5c. I observed that

a well-paid, well-fed and well-watched

native will do a good, respectable day’s

work. So they’re not all lazy.

There’s no encouragement for outdoor

sports or recreation. On Sundays they

 

go to church, and behave well. Others

hire carriages and go out in the country

with several bottles of rum, accordions,

and giddy women. Still others will sit

dizzy headed around the saloons all .day.

And they keep the saloons like crowded

bedlams all Sunday, every Sunday-’in the

year.

There’s no one to teach them financial

economy, how to preserve their bodies or

enrich their minds. They have been

looked upon as savages until many of

them (not all) are really beastly in man

ners and looks, as you may judge by the

pictures I am sending you herewith.

The better class of natives who work

in stores and ofiices in town, are quite as

pleasant and intelligent as most of the

whites. A few are even more advanced

than the average white. NVe have a $100

a month native (for example) attending

all the duties of our mayor. Mr. T. is

a well-educated and well-liked man by

all who know him. I have several native

friends whom 'I' esteem highly. The pic

tures enclosed herewith are more of the

better class. ,

But they are all becoming more and

more dependant upon the Chinese cofi’ee

shops for their food. Every mile'along

the road in the country there’s one or
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more coffee shops. In town they are

thick and well-patronized. They eat less

and less of their good old native food—

fish, cocoanuts, bread-fruit, plantam and

poi.

Before the coral islanders saw the

white man's ships or bibles they had only

raw fish and cocoanuts to eat. Their

strapping bodies, clear eyes, beautiful

dark-brown glossy skins and pearly sound

teeth showed how truly well they lived.

But the kind (?) missionaries have

taught them to cover their beautiful forms

with white duck suits, white shoes and

fine straw hats; to shave off their flow

ing beards and healthy heads of jet black

shiny hair.

Now they are more stooped, haggard

eyed and snoggle-toothed (as I call it).

Too poor to pay the $5-a-cavity for hav

ing their aching teeth filled. Only one

dentist to look after these 1,000 of poor,

crying teeth, ruined by the white man's

white bread, white-cube sugar, white half

cooked rice. and ruined also by the brown

Chinaman's hot, brown (and dark) coffee

for which they pay five little brown cents

regularly every morning and evening.

But the women—the might-be beauties

of the world. it's pitiful to see many of

them promenading the market square in

the evenings, offering their bodies to

sailors or to anybody who will supply

them with more pink muslin gowns, ribs

bons and perfumery, with more hot coffee

and bread, smeared with inferior, ill

smelling butter—with more wine and rum
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and cigarettes. Yes, it's disgusting to

see so many of them smoking. With their

upa-upa (accordions) they try to play

and sing oflc their debauches the day after

the “night.”

There are a few, h0wever, yet unspoiled

dark-eyed beauties—sweet-souled singers

that tell me what they all might have been

had the missionaries taught them phy—

siology and hygiene, and literary attain

ments. In church they are loaded with

religion. In school the children are

crammed with the geography and his

tory of France.

Thus you see the white man’s influence

is fast running these helpless South Sea

Islanders to the wall. The mountains

used to be thickly populated, I judge.

from finding so many ancient brier-cov

ered paths while clearing land on my

plantation. Now there’s scarcely a single

mountain-dweller left—afraid of ghosts.

They often say to me, “Natura. look out.

the too-pah-paos (ghosts) will get you."

But I tell them if I see a too-pah—pao I

will give him or her some of my fine

bananas and tree melons. Then I sit

down and have a chat—try to get them to

help me in founding a co-operative na

ture colony. Six years in Tahiti has taught

me that it’s almost useless to preach to

the natives any more, so I’ve devoted my

missionary efforts (lately) almost ex

clusively to pick and shovel teaching on

our nature-colony plantation. \Vith my

friendly brttsh-knife and well-sharpened

hoe, along with a full supply of other in

struments, I’ve made an impression up

here in the Tahiti mountains that will

make a more telling effect on the native's

mind that a barrelful of bibles.

In the pictures I am sending, you will

see the bright side only—the colored side

that sells. If I had my own camera I

would send you some of the dark, thorny,

sharp stonyness that is the rule. not the
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exception. Paid tourist writers ride

around in carriages, seeing only the front

doors and .smelling only the front yard

flowers. They write home about Tahiti,

the paradise. In my contributions 1 call

it a sleeping paradise, with a heavy line

under the sleeping.

It to me really is a paradise; now that

I have an independent home, planted with

fruits and nuts enough to feed me and

ten mOre nature men if they should come.

But I'd prefer to remain alone than be

molested with the company of cooked

food companions again.

I wish to teach the natives to return

to the good old simple life and simple

diet of their fathers 100 years ago; teach

them to save their hard-earned money, to

purchase good books, good tools, that they

could till their own land, and live in their

own houses. I tell them to sell all the

unoccupied mountain land they cannot, or

will not use. Then, maybe, some day again

Tahiti shall blossom as a rose.

  



BEGINNERS’ COURSE IN SOCIALISM

AND THE ECONOMICS OF KARL MARX

BY

MARY E. MARCY

Lenon VI. High Price: and Monopoly Prices

AST month we considered Low

Prices and their effect upon

the working class. \\'e discov

ered that, owing to the competi

tion among wage-workers for jobs, wages

are reduced (when' prices fall) to

just about the cost of living. In

discussing Low Prices we have

learned what would happen to B. (wages)

as a result.

\Ve are still speaking of commodities

which exchange at their values.

V11

  

3 hour. labor

  

necessities of

if. 1 da'.
  

If A (or the VALUE of the necessities

of life) is DOUBLED, the VALUE of

your labor-power will also be doubled.

Suppose A is doubled without B being

increased accordingly—the value of food,

clothing and shelter be twice what it was

formerly and wages remain stationery.

IAGES  

s hours labor

gold

,or money.

Reformers will tell you that the grocer,

the butcher, clothier and landlord are ex

ploiting you. They say that your em

ployer exploits you, but that when you

go to spend your wages these other men

also cheat or rob you.

But if wages (B) do not rise to the

same value as the necessities of life (A)

this merely means that your boss is no

LONGER PAYING you THE VALUE

OF YOUR LABOR-POWER. The value

of food, clothing and shelter DETER~

MINE the value of your labor-power.

Do not be confused into thinking be

cause rents are “high,” or because food

is expensive that you are exploited when

you pay for these things. As A increases

in value your labor-power increases in

value. And only when wages equal the

cost of living are you receiving the value

of your labor-power.

Shortage of workingmen may cause

labor-power to exchange above its value

temporarily; shortage or an over supply of

any commodity may cause it to exchange

above or below its value for a short time.

But monopoly alone can cause a com

modity to exchange above its value for

any length of time. To repeat:

Reformers say: The wage worker re

ceives his wages. That he is exploited

by his employer. But when he goes to

buy shoes, food, meat or clothes, he finds

the owners of these commodities selling

them at a higher price than he can pay.

Then the reformers conclude that these

merchants are exploiting the workers

also. These people do not understand

that the value of A (the necessities of

life) DETERMINE wages.

Not all individual workingmen or wom

en receive the value of their labor-power.

Some men and women receive a little

MORE than the value of labor-power.

We know a young girl in this city who

works in a department store for $5.00 a

week. She cannot buy food, clothing and

shelter for $5.00. Her brother receives

$18.00 a week. He can live on less than

that sum. He helps his sister pay her
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expenses. Thus both receive the value

of their labor-power.

Men cannot work long upon less wages

than the value of their labor-power. They

must have help from without. Fortunate

members of families help those who do

not earn enough to live on. Thousands

of families receive intermittent aid from

charity organizations, so that, the work

ing class, in general, receives just about

the value of its labor-power. In other

words, the army of workers receive en

ough to produce more workers for to—

morrow and twenty years from now. It

is the unemployed fighting for jobs who

force 'wages down almost to the bare

cost of living.

we see how an increase in the value of

A means a consequent increase in the

value of labor-power. We must not,

therefore, berate the grocer, the butcher

or landlord when our employers fail to

pay us the value of our labor-power. We

will be forced to demand higher wages

in order to live.

But High Prices do not necessarily

mean that the value of food, clothing, etc.,

have INCREASED in value. It may

mean that gold—or the medium of ex

change—has DECREASED in value.

The tendency of almost all commodi

ties is to decrease in value, as modern

production lessens the necessary labor

contained in them. Gold may decrease

in value faster than the value of other

commodities decrease. The gold dollar

has decreased in value faster than the

value of meat, shoes, bread and clothing

has decreased.

A is shrinking, but B (wages) are

shrinking faster in value. Since gold

for wages) is out-decreasing the neces

sities of life, in value, it exchanges for

fewer of them. One dollar buys less

meat today than it bought five years

ago.

Reformers are crying for Low Prices,

but revolutionists are demanding Higher

Wages (the value of their labor~power)

in all the gold standard countries today.

They are also working for the abolition

of wage-slavery tomorrow. Everywhere

we see wages slowly rising to meet the

increased cost of living.

We have bewailed the High Prices,

while prices are only nominally higher

than they were five years ago. Gold (or

wages) has decreased in value consider

ably and as commodities tend to exchange

at their values, gold buys fewer com—

modities.

\Ve may still be receiving the same

number of dollars each week, but the

value of these dollars has decreased.

ACTUALLY our wages have been re

duced. Unless they enable us to buy

the necessities of life we are not receiv

ing the value of our labor-power from

our employers.

1. An increase in the prices of the

necessities of life may come from an in

crease in the VALUE of commodities.

\Ve shall have to receive an equal rise in

wages if we are to get the value of our

labor-power.

2. \Nages (or gold) may decrease in

value until they no longer will purchase

A. Unless we receive MORE wages

accordingly we will be receiving less than

the value of our labor-power.

Monopoly Prices.

Now all through the preceding chap

ters I could hear, in imagination, the re

formers crying, “But what about

MONOPOLY prices?”

In the first place, there never was an

absolute, permanent monopoly. There

are steel mills in China, Japan, Mexico.

England and Germany which will

supply the American market if they

can undersell the home product. China

is now shipping steel rails into California

at a lower price than the American mills

supply them. .

There are still many independent oil

companies in many lands. Automobile

service, electric car lines, aeroplanes.

water courses, chutes and flumes all in

fringe upon the railroads. VVhenever the

railway charges become more than the

traffic will bear, the manufacturer re'

moves to another city.

Men may hope to gain permanent com

plete monopolies, but there is always the

danger of somebody coming forth with

a SUBSTITUTE. Some one is always

providing substitutes.

No man was ever able to raise the

general price of a commodity at will, and

GET that price. If any man ever held

such power, he would have charged an

unlimited price for his commodity and
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immediately assumed the world’s dicta

torship.

John D. Rockefeller may be able to

raise the price on oil in certain communi

ties but he cannot force men to buy at

this price. So-called monopolists are sub

ject to economic laws just as are wage

workers. No monopolist was ever so

great a philanthropist that he did not

charge all the traffic would hear at all

times. \Ve see, therefore, that they can~

not raise prices at their own sweet will.

No man ever held a near-monopoly but

what other capitalists with money to in

vest turned ever longing eyes upon the

Golden Goose ready to produce a sub

stitute that will relegate his rival's pro

duct to the Past. ‘

But there are some very near monopo

lies in the United States. Some of these

doubtless are able to sell—or exchange——

their commodities ABOVE their value.

A few of these are engaged in the pro

duction of food, clothing or houses.

Now it does not mean because a _mo

nopolist holds temporary control of a

commodity that he will raise the price

of that commodity. He will surely seek

to lower its value by closing down un

necessary factories and installing im

proved machinery that will lessen the

labor contained in his product. Many

“monopoly” owned commodities sell at

a LOWER price than they did before

they were monopoly produced.

If a monopoly—produced commodity ex—

changes at its value, under the new method

of production, its prices would be lower.

Many friends assure me that OIL is much

cheaper today than it was twenty or thirty

years ago, before John D. began to build

the Octopus. If a monopolist continues to

sell a commodity at the same price it ex

changed for formerly, he will be able to

appropriate greatly increased profits, for its

value will have DE

CREASED —perhaps

500 miners are receiving $5.00 a day.

working a copper mine in Alaska. Five

dollars just affords them a comfortable,

or tolerable living in Alaska. The man

who owns the food and clothing supply

in Alaska at this time has a temporary

monopoly—an absolute, temporary mo

nopoly of these necessities.

This man finds he actually can double

the prices on these necessities for one

season. The cost of living in Alaska rises

to $10.00 a day.

The EMPLOYER 0f the miners will

be obliged to DOUBLF. their wages if

the miners are to receive the value of

their labor-power as formerly. He will

need to pay $10.00 a day if he expects to

have men to work for him tomorrow. If

the mine-owner finds $10.00 in wages will

leave no profits for him, he will refuse

the increase and shut down the mine;

the miners will return South and the

Monopolist will find himself without a

market. The possibility of such a con

tingency has always to be reckoned with

by every “monopolist.” There is always

the danger of killing the Goose that

Lays the Golden Egg.

You see how if the price of A is

DOUBLED, wages will need to follow

and as B (wages) are increased there

remains less surplus value for the em

ployer to appropriate.

The monopolist, in this case, who has

been able to DOUBLE the price on the

necessities of life and cause our wages

to be doublet] will have FORCED our

mine-owning employer to DIVIDE this

surplus value with him.

Note figure C. If the portion returned

to us in wages is doubled, there will be

just that much less unpaid labor for our

employer to keep. The extra portion paid

to US will be paid over to the monopolist.

 

50 per cent.

But we will take an

extreme case to illus

trate who pays the

increased price where

an imaginary Octopus
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PRICE of the neces

sities of life.

Let us suppose that
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monopolist is strong enough to force

other employers of labor to DIVIDE

with him a portion of the value of our

products formerly appropriated by them.

The real fight is between the

MONOPOLIST and the MINE-O\VN

ING employer who will do all in his

power to “smash the Trusts.”

The mine owner in this instance may

offer us $9.00 a day and we may try to

live on $9.00 for a few weeks. \\’e will

be unable to do it because we will be

receiving LESS than the value of our

labor—power.

Questions.

Do the Trusts rob the wage-workers

when selling them Trust—made products?

Can a monopoly sell its product at the

same price as the independent concern

and make a bigger percent of profit?

\Vhy?

What are three causes for a rise in

Prices? Explain.

There are more factories producing

barrels this year than last year. All

these owners are competing with each

other to sell hoops and staves. But the

prices of hoops and staves have risen

everywhere. Why? Has the value in

creased? Precisely the same methods

of production prevail in the hoop and

stave industry as formerly.

Also the wages of men and women

working in the hundreds of small fac

tories all over the United States have ris

en during the past year or two. There

are many men and women out of employ

ment but they have not reduced wages

at these points by competing for jobs,

although they are always in the market

offering to sell their labor-power. Even

men out of work are asking MORE for

their labor-power than they asked a few

years ago.

Why are wages rising at these points

and everywhere in gentral. Why are men

who are out of work asking more for

their labor-power? '

There are no Trusts in China—-yet.

Prices of the necessities of life are ex—

tremely low. D0 “low prices” in a coun—

try necessarily mean the working class

is any better off than where “high prices”

prevail?

Suppose one landlord owned all the

ground and cottages rented to working

men in one city. Suppose all these men

worked in a factory at this point. Sup

pose the landlord raised the rent on cot

tages from $10 to $30. If the workmen

had been receiving just about the 'value

of their labor-power before, what would

happen when rents were raised? \th0

would actually pay the increase?

THE TEXAS PROGRAM

BY

NAT L. HARDY

Two years ago the Socialist movement

in Texas was torn up with one of these

organization rows that from time to time

disrupts the party in different states;

paralyzes propaganda, produces pessi

mism and turns loyal comrades into bit

ter enemies, while capitalist politicians

laugh at the “fool Socialists.”

It had arisen over nothing of any conse—

quence to the state movement as a whole,

but owing to the way the party was or

ganized, allowing a state committee to

take control of local afiairs, it had spread

throughout the party. The work of or—

ganization was worse than at a standstill

—it was on the decline everywhere ex

cept in the western part of the state,

where c0unty.organizations had been

spontaneOusly formed and were carrying

on the work with little regard for the

state organization.

About this time Thos. A. Hickey, a
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veteran in thc muvclllcllt. who had had

much experience in party rows, arrived

at state headquarters and outlined a plan

of organization to \V. _l. Bell, who was

then state secretary, that he claimed

would make general disruptions impossi

ble if put into practice. -Bell was con

vinced and set to work drafting a con

stitution along that line. J. L. Hicks.

editor of the Farmers Journal, opened

the columns of his paper for the discus

sion of the subject. The result was that

as soon as the constitution was submitted

to referendum vote it was almost unan

imously adopted.

The new constitution contained the fol

lowing provisions in addition to county

autonomy: All candidates for political

offices to be nominated by referendum

vote, all state party officials are required

to retire at the end of two terms of one

year each, and county and state commit

tees have no functions except to fulfill

legal-political requirements. The state

and county secretaries are the only ex

ecutive party officers and they are di

rectly responsible to the rank and file

without the interference of meddlesome

committees.

Four days prior to the adoption of the

new constitution R. Meitzen, also a

friend of the program, was elected state

secretary. Besides the delicate task of

bringing about peace and harmony out

of strife and disorder. he had another diffi

culty to meet. The constitution as

adopted did not provide for a division of

the state dues with the county organiza

tions. He foresaw that without the sin

ews of war the vital feature of the pro

gram~county autonomy—would remain

little more than a theory. A referendum

was submitted, and adopted, dividing

the 10 cents per month state dues equally

with properly bonded county secretaries.

This has proveu a good investment to

the state office. Not only has it saved

time and postage; but it has distributed

the executive power, accelerated organiza

tion and the resultant gain in member

ship has more than repaid the state of

fice for the seeming loss in funds.

The membership has doubled, over fifty

counties have been organized and the re

ceipts of the state office have increased

thirty per cent. But the greatest gain

has been in the peace that has reigned

in the party since the adoption of the

complete program—with n0 breakers in

sight.

The autonomous county organizations

are left to do their own work in their own

way; adapting their propaganda to local

conditions, settling their own disputes

and depending on themselves rather than

a centralized state organization. Several

instances have been reported where local

disturbances have arisen, that were equal

ly serious as the one that was the genesis

of the late state-wide row, but were set

tled without spreading beyond the county

boundary lines, because there was no out

side power to interfere.

One of the chief benefits has been the

increased activity of the rank and file.

The work is brought right home to them

and they take more interest in party af

fairs.

The results have been great and no

conceivable power could force the mem

bership of Texas to go back to the old

centralized form of organization that has

caused so much strife, bitterness and dis

organization in the past. On our banner

we have inscribed this slogan:

“Socialism means democracy and de

mocracy must reveal itself in our form

of organization; and democracy and de

centralization are synonymous terms.”
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GUSTAVUS MYERS.

Author of History of the Great American Fortunes.

INCE the publication of my “His

S tory of the Great American For

tunes,” a number of solicitous

requests have been sent to me

asking me to make public certain letters

from capitalist publishing firms—letters

to which I refer ironically in a footnote

in the closing pages of Vol. III.

For nearly ten years I have carefully

cherished these letters. Now that I have

decided to publish at least two of them

it is only because of the moral that they

convey. They will serve to throw illu

mination upon the methods and esoteric

processes of thought of some of those noble

disseminators of knowledge—the power

ful capitalist publishing houses of New

York. Even more, they will reveal —

what may be a surprise to many readers

——that the recent Morganizing of the ma

gazines is simply a culmination of a long

continuing, although gradual, campaign

of silencing the press—whether publish—

ing, newspaper, periodical or magazine.

So long as the end sought was accom

plished, it did not especially matter what

the nature of the means employed was.

If timidity and cowardice were inculcated

in the mind of the publisher, the ultimate

purpose was served equally as well as

by the power of social and financial in—

fluence. The truckling to ruling class

power and the indisposition to offend or

alienate it were as effective, in the whole,

as the fear of reprisal or direct money

control of the publishers. Many roads

may lead to the same destination.

At the time that these letters were

written I was not a Socialist. I was in

the “reformer” stage of my career—a

fact well known to the writers of the

letters. My “History of Tammany Hall”

had just been published—a work, by the

way, that a number of publishers ap

proved of but decided not to publish on

the ground, as one of them frankly and

inelegantly wrote. that he “did not care

to lock horns with Tammany.” Hence,

not being a Socialist at the period that

I conceived the idea of writing a work

on the great American fortunes, there

could have been no fear on the part of

the publishers that such a work would

contain any Socialist interpretation. I

did not become a convinced Socialist un

til the end of 1904, at which time I joined

the Socialist party. Parenthetically, I may

say that I am now glad that I did not

write “The History of the Great Ameri

can Fortunes” before I came to an un

derstanding of the Socialist philosophy

and aims. Had I done so the work would

have lacked comprehension and percep

tive treatment of the facts.
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However, the fact that I was then only

.i "reformer" makes the appended letters

all the more significant. The first of

these, dated November 12, lQOl—Exhibit

A—was from a long-established New

York publishing house, the head of which

has been a member of fashionable “re

form” organizations; has served as fore—

man of a noted grand jury which exposed

Tammany corruption; and altogether is

a highly respectable citizen.

' Exhibit A.

"My dear Sir—

“I am obliged to you for the sugges—

tion in your favor of the 11th inst. con

cerning the publication of the volume you

have in plan which would present a His

tory of the Origin of Private Fortunes.

I judge that such a volume, prepared with

adequate knowledge of the material to

be considered, and with proper literary

skill, ought to prove of no little popular

interest. I doubt, however, whether

_—- would be the best people to

handle eflectively such a book as you

have in mind. It seems to me (and I

find on this point my partners are in

accord with me) that if the narratives

were presented with accuracy, they must,

of necessity, contain certain statements

on data which would be considered ob

jectionable by the present representatives

of the families concerned. (his

firm) would be unwilling to print any

book which could be criticized as in

correct, as attempting to “whitewash”

certain more or less unsavory careers.

“They would also, however, be un

willing to associate their imprint with

any volumes which would give cause for

offense to living persons who are, as a

rule, entirely free from responsibility in

regard to the actions of their ancestors.

“As a practical example, it would not

be possible to present the career of Jay

Gould without describing in pretty plain

English certain noteworthy undertakings

in which he was concerned. On the other

hand, we should be entirely unwilling to

print anything that could possibly cause

offense to his daughter, Helen Gould, who

is one of the best citizens in this country.

“It seems to us that this difficulty is

fatal, as far at least as our connection

with such a work is concerned. It is very

possible that some more enterprising or

less scrupulous House might be ready to

give favorable consideration to the plan.

I am.

“Yours faithfully,”

The second letter, Exhibit B, dated

November 23, 1901, was from another

large New York City publishing house

which, for the last few years, has, in ad

dition to publishing books, issued an “up

lift” magazine. Note the fine attempt

to hold out to me the financial rewards

that would follow from presenting an

eulogy of the founders and beneficiaries

of the great fortunes.

Exhibit B.

"Dear Mr. Myers:

“1 have been talking with my partners

about your proposed book, and we all

feel that there's a possibility for a volume

on the subject you mention. Our chief

fear is that it would be of such a nature

in some cases—notably that of Jay Gould

——as to get us into a good deal of trouble.

The most interesting point about it, com

mercially, would be its bearing on the

idea of American achievement and the

suggestion to the ambitious man of today

as to how great fortunes have been made

—and I know this is by no means the

interesting part to you. \Vhy not go

ahead and lay out a very complete list

of chapters, making the headings as full

as possible, so that we can get an idea

of the way in which you treat the sub—

ject; you might also write a chapter.

If you can send us these, we can prob

ably be much more definite.

Very truly yours,”

By way of conclusion I may add that

I wasted no time replying to either of

these letters.



THE LAKE SEAMEN

;

BY

FRANK CATTELL, Member of the Lake Seamen'a Union

OBERT CORCORAN,the Marine

Union Fireman, has at last been

found guilty of cutting off the

ear of a scab fireman named

on the night of june 27th

last. The trial lasted over two weeks

and the jury were out six hours. Nine

ballots were taken. Daniel Cruice, the

well-known Chicago lawyer, defended

the accused. An appeal for a new trial

is now being made.

This case is the outgrowth of the war

on the Marine L'nions by the Steel Trust,

alias the Lake Carriers’ Association. The

fight has been waged for three years and

the end is not yet in sight.

During this time a score of union men

have been murdered in cold blood by the

hired assassins of the Shipping Trust.

Brutal murders of union men are followed

by prompt acquittals of the hired

butchers. \Vhile union men, innocent of

any crime, are arrested on some trumped

up charge, thrown into jail and railroaded

to the penitentiary as victims of craft

unionism.

Over a score of boats have been sunk,

hundreds of accidents have occurred as

a result of incompetent crews on these

vessels.

Corcoran was convicted on the unsup

ported testimony of a pimp who acknowl

edged on the witness stand that he had

never done a day’s work in his life and

had lived in a house of prostitution for

the past three years.

Corcoran took the stand. denied being

in the vicinity 0n the night of the crime

and had a dozen witnesses to support

him. In spite of all they could do the

prosecution was unable to shake his testi

mony or that of his witnesses.

Four union men were arrested in New

York and brought back to Buffalo,

Charged with this crime: Robert Cor—

coran, joseph Myers, llarry Millan and

John Norton. Myers has already been

sentenced to serve from six to thirteen

years in Auburn prison. An appeal to
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the Supreme Court for him is pending.

Norton and Millan have been in jail over

seven months and have not been tried yet.

These workingmen are innocent and

everybody knows it. But the Steel Trust

is determined to smash the Marine

Unions and hopes to do so by bankrupting

them through defending the men arrested

on false charges.

These men are victims of craft union

ism. They would never have gone to

jail if the unions in Buffalo had raised

a protest. Debs offered to come here

and hold a protest meeting, but the

unions laid down for fear they would of

fend the Powers that Boss. They de

cided it would be the best policy to go

around quietly and collect a few paltry

dollars to pay a lawyer to defend their

brothers. The business agent of the

Central Labor Body had sons holding

down political jobs.

It is not the leaders who do the picket

8,0
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ing or who go up against the guns of

Corporation detectives. They take no

risks. As Debs says, they are cowards

and lack the courage to stand up at the

front and if these leaders believe in craft

unionism and are honest about it. let

them furnish the corpses as well as draw

the salaries. Let them have some of the

hardships as well as banquets with pluto

cratic lords under the prostituted auspices

of the Civic Federation, where the

triumphs of craft unionism are lauded to

the skies.

The Lake Unions engaged in this

struggle have put up a heroic fight

against tremendous odds. This is one

of the hardest fought battles that ever

occurred in this or any other country.

It is not the SCA US that have defeated

the unions. but the craft unions them

selves. In 1904 the Masters and l'ilots

vtent on strike and the remainder of the

unions stayed at work. in consequence of

which the Masters and Pilots were de

feated.

In 1906 the Mates. Firemen and Long

shoremen went on strike and the union

Sailors and Cooks stayed at work because

they had contracts which they have been

taught to believe are "sacred." They

watched their brothers go down to de

feat.

In the spring of 1909 the Lake Car

riers’ Association demanded that every

man employed on their vessels take out

what they called “a welfare book." ln

this book was recorded degree of ability,

descrpition of physical traits, and char

acter of the man. The book cost him

one dollar. It was to be turned over to

the captain of the vessel on which the

man shipped. If he quit the boat or com

plained in any way of the treatment ac—

corded him. or the captain did not like

his lonks. his book was withheld and he

was forever barred from sailing on the

lakes again.

The men were to get the benefits from

being possessors of this book when they

were dead. when the Bosses promised to

bury them, provided they were obedient

slaves during their lives.

The unions protested, seeing this move

threatened their very existence. and the

Seamen, Cooks, Firemen and Engineers

called a strike. But the other crafts. be

ing composed of “good union men" and

not wishing to offend their masters by

breaking their contract, stayed at work.

So we have the spectacle of Union Tug

men towing ships loaded with scabs;

union grain scoopers helping scabs to

unload grain and union dredgemen dig

ging deeper channels so that scab boats

can navigate safely. The engineers have

been completely wiped out and the sea~

men. firemen and cooks are being sup

ported by the seamen on the Pacific and

Atlantic coasts.

Money cannot win this fight. For

every dollar the unions can contribute,

the Trust can and will contribute a mil

lion. Only through an industrial organi

zation comp0sed of everybody employed

in the transportation industry and recog

nizing their class interests and that an in

jury to one is an injury to all, can this

fight be won?

The rank and file are ready for such

an orginzation, but the so-called leaders

keep them apart. President Conners of

the Longshoremens’ Union, is a member

of the Executive Board of the Militia of

Christ. an organization formed by the

Capitalist Class and composed of labor

leaders. or labor skinners to preach the

Identity of Interest between Slave and

Master and to fight Socialism.

It will be a great day for the working

class and a bad day for the leaders when

the unions wake up and recognize how

they have been fooled.

The unbearable conditions aboard the

ships have caused the scabs themselves

to revolt and they are now joining the

unions in a body. The latest rule of the

Trust, of withholding one—tenth of the

pay of every man until the close of the

season has finally convinced the strike

breakers that working for the vessel

trust means absolute slavery.

Only the men who remain till the close

of the season are entitled to receive this

10 per cent. In other words. any man

who quit for any reason or who is fired,

will be docked 10 per cent of his total

wages. No matter how wretched the

conditions aboard his boat may be. he

will have no means of protesting and he

will not dare quit unless he wishes to

lose one—tenth of his earnings. And the

man who quits will be blacklisted for life.



SCIENTIFIC BUSINESS MANAGEMENT

What is it? What effect will it have on the Revolutionary

Movement?

BY

LOUIS DUCHEZ

CONOMY, efficiency, scientific

management —— these are the

watchwords of the latter-day capi

talism. Not only in great indus

trial establishments, but in city, state

and national government the economy

and efficiency cry is heard.

Regardless of the fact that wealth is

piling up so rapidly that “over-produc

tion” and panics are the result, the cap

italists of the country are striving for a

larger output and greater efficiency, un

concerned as to what the outcome may

be, so far as it effects the working class.

For months the capitalist papers have

been making much of this improved

method of getting the very last bit of

labor out of the workers. Syndicated

articles are being published in all the big

Sunday papers. I will quote from one of

these articles written by \Villiam H. Ev~

ans, after which we will note the ten?

dency and draw conclusions from the

standpoint of the Revolutionary Move~

ment. Evans says:

“Five years ago such a thing as scien_

tific management was unknown. Today,

while it is still in its infancy, there are

nearly one hundred industrial plants

working under this system and they em

ploy more than 50,000 workmen. The

variety and diversity of the industries in—

volved are wonderful, ranging through

structural work, including building work,

bricklaying, concrete construction, mould—

ing and casting, spinning, weaving,

bleaching, dyeing, printing, bookbinding,

accounting, clerical work, blast furnaces,

plate mills, armorplate, forging, toolmak

ing, firearms, and a score of other diversi

fied work.”

Evans says the workers have been pro

ducing about twice as much under. the

new system as compared with the old,

and that “costs a unit of output have

been reduced, and profits have increased

very materially.” He says the workers

(who happen to be employed) under sci—

entific management are receiving much

higher wages and he adds; “In the entire

list of industries under scientific manage

ment there has not been a single strike.

This was shown in Philadelphia’s big

car strike a year ago, when thousands of

industries shut down as a result of the

sympathetic strike. In one plant under

the new system, which employed over

7,000 men, only seventeen quit work.”

“The man,” declares Evans, “who is

responsible for this great change, which

in time will sweep the country from end

to end, is Frederick \V. Taylor, for years

a consulting engineer of Philadelphia,

who completely revolutionized the art

of cutting metals and who has since re

tired. He experimented for thirty years

before he reduced his scheme of scientific

management to a practical plan. While

he has retired from active work, scores

of men who worked under him are spread

ing the new business gospel throughout

the land.”

Taylor’s plan, it is stated, is based on

four great principles: “First, the applica

tion of scientific knowledge to replace

rule of thumb knowledge which existed

in the past; second, the selection of

workmen and the development of each to

his highest state of efficiency and pros—

perity; third, bringing the scientifically

selected and developed workman and his

work together; fourth, the almost equal

division of the whole work between the

workmen on the one side and the man

agement on the other.”

The scheme is no theoretical afi’air

which some individual or group of indi

viduals want to sell to the capitalists, but

0”
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a workable plan which pays. Facts are

given. Evans continues:

“The most interesting illustration of

scientific management is shown in brick

laying, probably the oldest of the trades.

It is essentially elemental. The imple

ments and the mortar and the method of

laying bricks have not materially changed

in 2,000 years. Frank B. Gilbreth, a large

contractor, becoming interested in scien

tific management, went to Mr. Taylor and

was assured that it applied to bricklaying

just as much as it did to other more com

plex employments. Gilbreth and his wife

studied the situation for two years. They

discovered that the bricklayer went

through eighteen motions in laying a sin

gle brick. A man had to stoop and pick

up the brick which had to be picked out

of a tangled pile. He then threw it into

the air to get a good grip on it, then he

had to examine the four edges, so as to

pick out the smoothest side for the out

side of the building. This involved three

motions. Several other motions were gone

through before the brick was placed in

the mortar. Gilbreth put in an adjustable

scafi'old, with a table in the middle of it.

Cheaper workmen piled up the bricks

with the right side up and mortar was

tempered so that the weight of the brick

brought it to its proper resting place.

Briefly, he reduced the eighteen motions

down to‘five per brick and in some cases

to tWO.

“Then he found himself up against the

labor union. His plan was correct, but

the bricklayers could not see the advan

tage of setting twice the number of bricks

for the same amount of pay. He went

before them and told them that brick

laying was becoming a lost art and that

he had five re-enforced concrete contracts

to one of brick. He showed them unless

something was done the bricklayers

would be out of jobs. He got the consent

of the union to experiment. He prompt

ly hired men at $6.50 a day instead of

$4.50, the union rate, but told the men

that they would have to lay bricks the

way he wanted them. In a short time

his men were laying 350 bricks an hour.

as opposed to 120, which was the record

in Boston before his experiments.

One of the most revolutionizing and

profitable of Taylor's experiments was at

the Bethlehem steel works. Taylor de

veloped what he called the “science of

shoveling.” He figured that there must

be some particular shovel load at which

any “first-class man” would do the big

gest day’s work. What was that load?

he thought. Three first-class shovelers

were selected. They were told that their

pay would be doubled, but that they

would have to do just as they were or

dered. Several experiments were made,

and, finally, it was discovered that some

where between twenty-one and twenty

two pounds a shovelful was a load that

permitted the first-class shoveler to do

the biggest day’s work. There were 600

laborers in the yard, which is two and

a half miles long and a half mile wide.

In order to do the shoveling necessary.

ten different shovels were made for the

various kinds of work.

As each man reported in the morning

he took two pieces of paper from a rack.

one showing what he had done the pre

vious day and the other detailing his work

for the day and the man to report to.

Each man was treated as an _individual.

and his record watched, instead of treat

ing the 600 as a gang. A teacher showed

him how to do his work and this in

structor had nothing else to do but in

struct. There was a huge map of the

yards which showed where every man

was and what he was doing. The gang

of laborers was broken up so that there

were never more than two men working

together. Even during these first years

of experimentation, it is shown, the pro

cess was highly profitable to Charles

Schwab and the Steel Trust. of which he

is a part. Evans says:

"Where it cost seven cents a ton to handle

the average materials, the new plan cost

three cents a ton. The men’s wages were

increased from $1.15 to $1.85 a day (noth

ing is said about the increase in the cost

of living) and the number of workmen

reduced from 400 to 600 to 140. The saving

on the part of the company was between

$75,000 to $80,000 a year.”

Taylor also experimented at the Beth»

lehem plant with the men carrying pig

iron. The men in carrying the "pigs"

walked a hundred feet or so. The best
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record was seventeen tons a day. Taylor

used stop watches in an effort to find out

the time it took. Finally two or three

men were selected and told when to carry

and when to stop. In less than a week

these men were averaging forty-eight tons

a day. Their wages were also increased to

the princely sum of $1.85 a day.

Another experiment was made with

young women who inspected bicycle

balls. There were 126 girls employed.

The girls were working ten and a half

hours a day, and yet when it was put

to a vote whether they would do the

same work in ten hours, every girl voted

for the longer period. They were finally

persuaded, and in a short time were do

ing the same work in eight hours. As

a result of further experimentation only

one-fourth of the girls were retained.

These girls were instructed when to work

and when to rest, and in eight hours they

soon were doing four times more work

than had been done in ten and a half

hours. For this enormous increase in

efficiency, the girls that were retained

were given an increase in wages, Evans

hastens to explain.

In the application of scientific manage

ment in the plant of the Link Belt Com

pany in Philadelphia, the firm saved $43

a week by paying two boys $5 apiece per

week to carry water to the men.

In scientific management, according to

its leading exponents, “the mass of know

ledge hitherto owned by the workmen is

classified, tabulated and reduced to laws

and mathematical formulas. The manage

ment in the old days put up the work to

the men. Nowadays the actual doing of

the work is up to the management as

well as to the men. As an instance, in

one shop under scientific management

there are now twenty-nine managers and

seventy workmen. Under the old system

there were 126 men and two managers.

Every movement of every man becomes,

under scientific management, the subject

of scientific study and analysis and then

of reduction to laws."

Harrington Emerson is another “effi

ciency engineer.” He is the man who

first said that the railroads could save a

million dollars a day if they wished to.

He also says that, under the present sys

tem of managing the industries. labor is

thirty-three per cent. inefficient and

capital seventy per cent inefficient. He

means by that that the workers could do

thirty-three per cent more than they do

and that the management (though this

management may not own a cent's worth

of stock in the industries which it di

rects) is seventy per cent short of what

it could accomplish under the new sys

tem of working the workers. Emerson

deplores what he calls “the colossal waste

in our business methods." His business

is to inspect other people’s business—

and he gets well paid for it—and to tell

them how the efficiency of their business

may be increased.

Strange as it may seem, while the

capitalist system has reached a point

where it can only 'perpetuate itself

through waste, the capitalists of this

country, unmindful of this fact, so far

as the class is concerned, are doin all

in their power to increase the individual

output of the worker. But it is this fact

that Marx had in mind when he said the

capitalists were their own grave-diggers.

Through this system of scientific man

agement “over-production” will become

a chronic condition of capitalism—already

it is in some industries—panics will ap

pear oftener and remain longer and un

employment will more and more and more

loom up as the mightiest of problems.

\Vhere scientific management is ap

plied unionism is crushed—that is the

craft form of unionism. \Vith the “bonus”

system of "rewarding the worthy and ef—

ficient workmen,” and with the more in

timate connection with managers and

foremen, labor organization will be more

and more threatened.

The outlook at first thought seems

somewhat hopeless from the standpoint

of the working class. But it isn't. It is

only becoming more and more hopeless

from the standpoint of perpetuating the

present order. It is simply creating in

the minds of an ever increasing number

of workers the hopelessness of existence

as long as the capitalist system lasts. The

few who may have the good luck to be

employed, even though they struggle, are

becoming more and more powerless in

the face of the advancing forces of the

Social Revolution. With this hopeless

ness in capitalism. there develops a class
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confidence as well as a class-conscious

ness.

More and more the idea of a

cataclysmic transformation of society

grips the workers' minds and as they be

come enthused with the thought, their

power increases. And with this develop

ment the old ideology loses its power to

dominate, the gulf between the classes

becomes wider, the conservative craft

union leaders will no longer retain the

power to prevent revolutionary action,

and a revolutionary economic base will

have been reached.

For every weapon that the masters

forge to keep the masses in submission

and weaken their power of organization,

a more deadly one is created which shall

be turned against themselves. They may

consciously hurry on the process which

is destroying craft union power and they

may tear away the foundation upon which

group interests of every character rests,

but they cannot, however hard or con

sciously they try, tear away the founda

tion upon which the interests of the re

volutionary working class lie. Madly or

carefully they will attempt it, but in do

ing so they are hurrying themselves to

their own destruction. They will rush

to their own graves where they will be

pushed in by an enlightened and an or

ganized working class.

Personally, I am of the opinion that

the final blow to the capitalist system

will be struck here in America before

Europe. Karl Liebknecht and other well

known Socialists across the water, tell us

that the workers of America will lead

the world, but the reasons they give are

only a few. They only see the surface.

The old romantic ideal of political de

mocracy, which, at bottom chiefly is a

middle class ideal, is not troubling the

workers of this country. It is essentially

Industrial Democracy—Socialism—that

they are concerned with.

True, we haven’t made the material

progress in the building up of a revolu

tionary movement that some European

countries have. But this backwardness

is only apparent. Since the revolutionary

movement of the workers is a class move»

ment, no isolated wing of the workers

can advance and hold the position gained

very long and still retain a militant atti

tude. Therefore, we see the inevitable

spontaniety of action. The entire class

must move. Skirmishes will and must

take place and the progress of these skir

mishes must be more psychiological than

material. They act as a training school

for revolutionists and the revolution. In

view of this, how prophetic are the words

of Marx when he said:

“The Proletarian Movement is the self

conscious independent movement of the

immense majority in the interest of the

immense majority." And further, “the

proletariat, the lowest stratum of our

present society, cannot stir, cannot raise

itself up without the whole superincum

bent structure of official society being

sprung into the air." Then again this

bold, penetrating statement:

“Along with the constantly diminish

ing number of the magnates of capital

who usurp and monopolize all advantages

of this process of transformation, grows

the mass of misery, oppression, slavery,

degradation, exploitation; but with this,

too, grows the revolt of the working class

—a class always increasing in numbers,

and disciplined, united, organized by the

very mechanism of the process of capital

ist production itself. The monopoly

of capital becomes a fetter upon the mode

of production, which has sprung up and

flourished along with, and under it. Cen

tralization of the means of production

and socialization of labor at last reach a

point where they become incompatible

with their capitalist integument; this

integmnent is burst asunder; the knell

of capitalist private property sounds; the

expropriators are expropriated.”

There is nothing here that indicates

that Socialism will be the result of a long

series of slow changes from the present

system to the new one. Besides, how

true is this sweeping analysis of present

day industrial life—especially in this

country!



POISONING THE WORKERS IN MATCH

FACTORIES

BY

FREDERICK SUMNER

N 1909 our United States Bureau of

I Labor, evidently stimulated by the

stories circulating about “phossy jaw"

in the match factories, made a great

noise about inspecting these institutions.

with the accustomed expedition which in

spectors usually show in such cases, the

work was “pressed forward,” but seemed

never to get anywhere, but before its

completion, the American Association for

Labor Legislation began an independent

investigation and I think they relieved the

over-worked (?) inspectors from further

responsibility.

There were sixteen match factories in

the United States in which white phos

phorus was used. The workers in them

were consistently and continuously

poisoned. Of the nearly 4,000 workers

employed over 65 per cent were exposed

to the action of the poison. Ninety-five

per cent of the women and 83 per cent of

the children employed were constantly

exposed.

The investigation disclosed over 100

cases of poisoning in a very short time,

although the manufacturers claimed the

disease had not existed in this country

for over twenty years. In one small fac

tory, records were secured of more than

twenty cases of poisoning, many of which

were so bad that they required the re

moval of an entire jaw.

In one of the more modern establish

ments, records of forty cases of phos

phorus poisoning were secured. Of this

number fifteen resulted in permanent de

formity through the loss of one or BOTH

jaws, and several cases resulted in death.

In another establishment records of

twenty-one cases were secured.

The process in the manufacture of

matches is simple. The wooden match

splint is prepared; the phosphorus com

position for the head of the match is

mixed; one end of the splint is dipped

into this paste. The green match is al

lowed to dry, and finally, it is boxed and

wrapped.

Poisoning from phosphorus has many

evil effects. The daily breathing of air

laden with phosphorous fumes, and the

continual contact with the particles of

phosphorus, result in a gradual lowering

of vitality which, in turn, invites other

forms of disease.

Phosphorous necrosis (phossy jaw), is

caused by the absorption of phosphorus

through the teeth or gums. Minute par~

ticles of phosphorus usually enter through

the cavities of decayed teeth, setting up

an inflammation which, 'if not quickly

arrested, extends along the jaw, killing

the teeth and bones.

The gums become swollen and purple,

the teeth loosen and drop out and the

jaw-bones slowly decompose and pass

away in the form of nauseating pus,

which sometimes breaks through the

neck in the form of an abscess, or, if not
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almost continually washed out, oozes into

the mouth, where it mixes with the saliva

and is swallowed.

Treatment is largely preventive, but

when the disease is once contracted, a

serious surgical operation is often the

only means of arresting the process of

decay. In many instances of poisoning

it is necessary to remove an entire jaw,

and in several cases both jaws have been

removed at a single operatiOn.

The records of two or three cases show

how terrible are its ravages:

Annie B. contracted phosphorous ne

crosis, which caused the loss of an eye,

as well as of her upper jaw; and finally,

after terrible sufi‘ering, resulted in her

death.

In the same factory a doctor saw a

“disgusting object—an old man, with

teeth rotted out, pus oozing from the

sockets, and with necrosed bone protrud

ing from the gums.”

Maria 0., a strong and healthy girl had

worked for several years as a packer in a

match factory. Eight years ago, at the

age of twenty, she married, but continued

to work in the factory. Two months later

she commenced to have trouble with her

teeth. Dr. T. first treated her, beginning

with the first operation Nov. 15, 1901.

He performed a second operation Aug.

11, 1903, removing several large splinters

of bone from her jaw. She grew no bet

ter, and, finally, as the trouble continued,

she went to Drs. V. and N. for further

medical aid. She is receiving treatment

from them at this time.

Three years ago an abscess opened

through her right jaw, and one year ago.

another opened on the left. Both required

constant bandaging. When the wriwr

saw her in December, 1909, she was

scarcely able to open her lips enough to

speak, and could not separate her upper

from her six remaining lower teeth. All

of her lower teeth, except the middle six,

have come out, and several inches of the

jaw bone are bare, with pus oozing from

the sockets. She has a boy six years old

and a baby but two years old.

The record of weekly earnings of em

ployes in the fifteen factories, indicate

that the dangers connected with the work

did not make it necessary to pay high

wages. Twenty-three and twenty-six

tenths per cent of the 1,888 males receive

less than $6.00 a week and only 33.52 per

cent earned $10 or more. Of the 1,278

females, 53.75 per cent earned under

$6.00, and only 4.47 per cent earned $10

or more.

Since this data has been gathered, we

hear that the uniform publicity given

these atrocities by the Socialist and labor

press all over the United States has

worked to some good results at last. And

we are able to conclude this article with

the news that the Diamond Match Com

pany has thrown open its patent on ses

quisulphide to all who care to use it.

This act looks very generous but their

rights expire anyway in three years.

When the prohibitive legislation was car

ried in England, the Act made it compul

sor that the Diamond Match Company

(w ich owned the patent in that country

also), grant its use to other manufactur

ers on reasonable terms. The same provi

sion is included in the Canadian bill in

troduced a few days ago by W. L. Mac

kenzie King. Commissioner of Labor.



SOLIDARITY WINS IN FRESNO

ECAUSE we tried to organize the

B workers in Fresno. the authorities

denied us the streets for agitation

meetings. After persecuting our

members for their activity; after throw

ing them into jail and subjecting them _to

the greatest brutality and passing a city

ordinance denying the rights of free

speech, the authorities have turned

around and granted us all these things

for which we have been fighting. Here

after we shall be permitted to speak on

the streets unmolested and unrestricted.

How was this victory accomplished?

The answer is simple. Two hundred

workingmen, roused by acts of violence

against the organization of which they

were members, moved on to Fresno from

various points on the Pacific Coast to

fight the Capitalist enemies. They real~

ized that if our organizers were not to be

permitted to speak and agitate, they

would be seriously hampered in the work

of organization for the great. approach

ing conflict. From first to last both sides

of the struggle clearly recognized Class

Lines and freely admitted them. One of

the most intelligent members of the op

position stated in an early stage of the

struggle that this was a skirmish in a

great war.

Antiquated methods were generally

abandoned. It was decided that no money

should be wasted on lawyers to expound

the meaning of the first amendment to the

Constitution of the United States. How

ever, the court was used effectively for

propaganda. Trial after trial was held

and each time our position was presented

to a crowded court room, by some mem

ber of the group on trial. Incidentally

about 500 residents of Fresno, chiefly

business men, were summoned to serve on

juries. Not one of these was so disloyal

to his class as to “hang a jury." Work

ingmen were promptly challenged by the

prosecuting attorney. They might not

have been so pliable.

The antagonism with the local press

with its malicious misrepresentation, pers

BY

PRESS COMMITTEE

fectly reflected the attitude of the employ

ing class in Fresno. But our appeals for

aid, made only to the working class, found

a ready response. Perfect discipline was

maintained inside the jail. Things were

kept in a sanitary condition. Educational

work was carried on systematically. The

fight was directed throughout by the men

in jail. The outside work was executed

by an outside committee, also directed by

the imprisoned men. Funds contributed

were spent economically and to the best

advantage.

Experience gained in past skirmishes

taught us to concentrate all our forces at

the point of controversy. As the fight

progressed and our resistance became

more stubborn. it dawned upon the enemy

that a prolonged fight would bankrupt the

city treasury. The police power was

broken; the courts were clogged to a

standstill. Day and night sessions were

unable to dispose of the cases coming up.

Open threats were constantly made by

business men and members of the under

world to wipe us out by an armed force.

Bloodshed was freely predicted. Mob vio

lence was used regularly against our

street speakers. The jail was crowded;

no more men could be received. At this

critical moment, fresh bodies of men

started from various points in the \Vest.

Some came from points as far away as St.

Louis. The enemy were at their wits

end. As the leading daily paper stated

editorially:

“Here was a body of men who reversed

all the ordinary motives governing man

kind.” In this editorial, all citizens were

urged to keep cool. The past excesses of

the authorities were censured and our or

ganization acknowledged better than their

own.

On February 22nd the leading citizens

of Fresno assembled to seriously consider

the situation. A committee was appointed

to investigate; to learn our terms of set

tlement and report back. Our committee,

instructed by the men in jail, met the

town committee, and after five days of

“4
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conferences the city body recommended

the granting of our demands. The fight

was over. As fast as legal papers could

be drawn up, prisoners were released and

at this writing, Sunday, March 5th, 1911,

the Fresno Free Speech Fight has passed

into history. This statement is author

ized by members of the I. \V. \V. released

from jail.

a a: o o o e a

March 5th witnessed the surrender of

the city of Fresno, in the free speech fight

to the fighting brigade of the Industrial

Workers of the \Vorld.

The ending of the Fresno fight marks

the third victory of the I. \V. \V. in its

fights to maintain the supposed “right”(?)

of free speech and assemblage. A right

that is popularly supposed to be one of

the basic and unshakable pillars of this

glorious land of “frecdom”( ?).

Events in the past few years, however,

have proven that this right( ?) in common

with many others is a delusion so far as

the working class is' concerned.

The Fresno fight furnished a remark

able example of courage and determina

tion 0n the part of the men engaged in

the struggle.

In the fall of 1909 the agitation for or

ganization carried on by local No. 66, I.

W. W., began to bear fruit. An organ

ization of the despised “common” laborer

was in a fair way to be realized. The

employers of labor began to feel the ef

fects of organized erort on the part of

their hitherto powerless slaves. The sam

ple did not by any means please them and

they set about to put an end to the work

of organization.

Members of Local 66 who were active

in the work were subjected to the studied

indignities of the police officials. They

were arrested and ordered to leave town

without any other pretext than the will

of the employers. Finally they were or

dered to stop speaking on the streets, and

one of the members was convicted of

“vagrancy” by a packed jury of “respecta

ble” citizens.

The fight was on. It began October 16,

1909, after a call had been sent to all lo

cals for volunteers to carry on the fight.

After two weeks the fight was temporar

ily called 05 owing to difficulty that the

members experienced in getting over the

road. The reinforcements were handi

'capped in reaching Fresno by the activi~

ties of the Bulls along the route. For be

ing proletarians they were forced to travel

by way of the “side door Pullman," and

the bulls along the road assisted the Fres

no sluggers all they could.

On November 26 the fight was re

opened. Headquarters were established

outside of town with a tent and a commis

sary to take care of the recruits as they

arrived and to enable them to get a square

meal before going up against John Law.

From November 26 to March 2 the

struggle' was waged with varying inten»

sity and dogged persistence by the mem

bers. Inside and outside the jail the or

ganization was perfected. The cost began

to pile up on the dear taxpayers. It was

but a question of getting sufficient num

bers into action.

For three months 85 members were in

jail and but a few of them had been given

any trial. Finally a police judge discov

ered that no law was being broken, and

discharged a member who was before him

for trial. Allin jail were released. It

looked as if the fight was won. But not

so. If there is no law abolishing freedom

of speech and assemblage in Fresno “we

will soon alter that,” resolved the employ

ing class. Consequently an ordinance

was framed and passed making it “unlaw

ful" for a worker to do anything in Fresno,

except work hard for the boss. Again the

fight was on. The broadcloth incited mob

put in appearance. We are the law said

they. Thugs official and otherwise led a

mob against the headquarters of the local.

It was a safe venture, as all but two sick

members were in jail by this time. The

tent was set on fire, provisions stolen and

the two members beaten up by the mob.

Reinforcements began to gather at

other points and to head for Fresno. From

Seattle, Portland and St. Louis detach

ments left for the scene of action. All by

the box car special. The way- was long

and the hardships many, but that did not

deter them. Two hundred strong the

finally reached Sacramento, Cal., the cap:

tal of the state and two hundred miles

from the goal. At last Fresno was to be

shown. The taxpayers began to increase

their howls. The governor began to see

things. The brutality of their thugs had

been of no avail. There was but one

course left. To get out of the fight with
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as good grace as they could, but to get'

out of it, grace or no grace. The city of

ficials tried to save their face. They

wanted to compromise. They did not

want to have to admit defeat. But there

was no alternative. The fighters stood

firm and finally the citizens through a

committee asked for terms. These were

given to them and were accepted with the

best grace possible by the citizens’ com

mittee and the mayor and council.

Once more have the workers proven the

efiicacy of united working class action.

Another victory for the militants of the

labor movement of the United States—the

third in a little over a year. Another step

in the advance of the toilers to their own.

May there be many more.

THE Tlnlfis TURNING

TOM J.

HE strikes, lockouts, blacklists

l and injunctions and the growing

use of the police in these strug

g'les between Capital and Labor

are demonstrating more than anything

else the need of organization in the work

ing class. Every day wage-workers are

waking up to the fact that they need to

fight WITH their comrades in these

struggles instead of AGAINST them.

Capitalism is doing a mighty work in

helping us show the proletarians what

they need. In this, Capitalism is sowing

the seeds of its own destruction.

It is impossible to keep up with the

developments of machinery. These de

velopments are going forward by leaps

and bounds. Almost every improvement

eliminates the need of the skilled worker.

The mechanic is being thrown into the

ranks of the unskilled—the common la

borer. This is having a very enlighten

ing effect on the members of craft unions.

Progress is not going to halt nor go back

because of the howls of any craft unionist

wailing for the Good Old Days, when the

skilled worker got high wages and looked

down upon his less fortunate brothers.

The old-time skilled worker finds un

skilled men taking his job. Boys no longer

have to serve an apprenticeship in order

to get a job. They are soon able to com

pete with the old-time skilled worker.

But the craft unionists are not going

to lie down and wail. They are picking

up their scattered ideas and beginning to

adapt themselves to the new conditions.

They are looking for a way out of the

trouble, and they are finding that way.

Things are beginning to look up for the

wage-worker.

Evolution is a cold and indifferent help

' Evolution is helping us a great

LEWIS

deal. It is going to be pretty tough for

the working class until the great awaken

ing comes, but now that men and women

are asking questions and beginning to

think and plan for themselves we will go

forward to victory. They are learning

to work for organization and an indus

trial society of equal opportunity for all,

of economic independence.

It don’t take a surgical operation to get

the correct idea into a workingman’s head

about what the Capitalist Class use the

police and the Courts and the Laws for.

The Capitalist Class are showing us all

plain enough. It saves us a whole lot of

theoretical thinking on these questions

to be in a strike, to be banged up by the

police and slammed into jail for picketing.

Empty stomachs tell us we mant MORE

and better FOOD. The cold weather

stimulates our thinking apparatus and we

don’t need to be told that we want steam

heated flats. All these hard, and unpleas

ant facts that we workers run up against

every day are the greatest eye-openers

in the world. We are so busy thinking

about porterhouse steaks that we don’t

have time to hunt up unimportant issues.

We are right on the job for the 'main

chance.

We know there are TWO CLASSES

in society, no matter what the big books

say. We know we are making things

and the other fellow is grabbing them.

And we also know that we shall have

to organize with our fellow workers, ir

respective of race, creed, color or any

thing else into one big union of all the

workers, and to seize every weapon—

political and economic—to abolish wage

slavery. Our watchword is “One for All

and All for One."



EDITORIAL

Barbarous Mexico and Capitalist Am

erica. As we go to press, Taft is concen

trating a large part of the United States

army on the Mexican border. This in

dicates that the revolt of the Mexicans

against Diaz has become more serious

than the capitalist press has generally

admitted. It also tends to confirm the

charge made by John Kenneth Turner

in his book, “Barbarous Mexico,” that

the bloody despotism of Diaz is backed

by American capitalists who use their

government to help Diaz whenever

necessary. This is not saying that Ma

dero, who is in command of the largest

-forces of “insurrectos,” is a revolutionist

or would, if successful, abolish slavery

in Mexico. On the contrary, the New

York Call has published evidence that

he has betrayed and disarmed revolu

tionists who would gladly have helped

him against Diaz. Nevertheless, at the

present moment whatever weakens Diaz

will at least offer some hope of escape

for the Mexican laborers now working

under the lash for American capitalists.

Conditions could scarcely become worse

- than now for the workers of Mexico,

and if Taft sends American soldiers

there, it may let in more or less light on

the horrors of Mexican slavery. 1f Am

erican wage-workers could begin to re-

alize the fearful tortures daily inflicted

on their fellow workers in Mexico by

the agents of American capitalists, there

would be a storm of revolt that would

end slavery in Mexico and in the United

States together. For what the capitalists

are doing to Mexican toilers they would

do to Americans also, but for their

greater power to resist. Only by organ

ized resistance can we keep what little

freedom and comfort we have, or add to

them as the productiveness of our labor

lincreases. \Vithout a fighting organiza

tion, we should sink into the terrible

slavery of the Mexican peons. United,

we can put an end to slavery, in Mex

ico and at home.

The Eight Hour Work Day. We have

already called attention to the wide

spread agitation for an eight hour work

day started by the wage-workers of Port

land, Oregon. The aim of the agitation

is to prepare for a concentrated demand

of an eight hour day by the wage-work

ers of the entire world on the second

day of May, 1912. Unlike most “imme»

diate demands,” this one is revolutionary

in its purpose and in its conseqtiences if

successful. The army of the unem

ployed is the chief instrument by which

the capitalist is able to hold wages down

to the bare cost of living. \Vere that

army out of the way, the competition of

capitalists for wage-workers to keep

their machinery going would force wages

up. Now a shorter work-day is not

merely a relief to the body and brain

of the over-worked laborer; it is also

an important factor in the labor market.

At any given stage in capitalist produc

tion, a given number of men cannot turn

out so large a product in eight hours as

in ten hours. If, therefore, the hours of

labor are reduced, more men must be

hired to turn out the same product. Thus

the army of the unemployed is reduced,

and in the ordinary operation of the law

of supply and demand, wages will rise.

A few years ago the union carpenters of

Chicago had foresight enough to insist

on an eight hour day and even accept a

reduction of wages for the time being

in order to carry their point. In a short

time the demand for carpenters outran

the supply so that they were enabled to

claim and receive higher wages than

ever before. Here is a proposition on

which all wage-workers can unite. Let

us start the propaganda with a rush on

May-day, so that in a year the demand

may be made with a unanimity that will

compel the capitalists to concede it.

Democracy Through Decentralization.

On another page is a brief and suggestive

article by Nat L. Hardy, explaining how

the Texas comrades have put an end to

factional quarrels and entered upon a

period of united work and steady growth.

It was by taking authority away from

the state central committee and making

the state secretary an agent to carry out

the will of the membership as expressed

by referendum, and more important still,

by puttlng most of the party’s work into
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the control of the county organizations.

The success of the Socialist Party of

Texas under its revised constitution is an

example that the comrades of other states

might well consider. Moreover, it leads

up to a suggestion which, we believe,

might be of untold value to our national

organization. The annual dues paid to

the national organization of the Socialist

Party by each member amounts to 60

cents 'a year. At the beginning this was

a reasonable amount. We started with

about 10,000 members, and many states

had to be organized. Now the work

of organization is practically completed.

The National Secretary, in his latest

monthly bulletin, predicts that the mem

bership will soon reach 100,000, so that

the income of the national ollice from

dues alone will probably reach $60,000

this year. And what do we get for it?

Very little. And probably the most val

uable thing we do get is the services of

organizers assigned by the national or

ganization to work under the direction

of state organizations. Now this is a

clumsy, roundabout way of doing a neces

sary thing. Moreover, it opens the door

to favoritism. We agree with the New

York Call in holding the present national

executive committee in no very high es

timation. But we doubt the effectiveness

of the Call's remedy, namely that we

“elect competent men, recall the incompe

tent ones, and exert constant pressure

through the local and state organiza

tions.” This is all very well, but it re

minds us of the time-honored plea for

the election of “good men to office.” \Ve

are all considerably alike, after all, and

it would be rather a difficult matter to

select seven members who could be safe

ly trusted to spend $60000 a year to the

entire satisfaction of the membership.

Reduce the National Dues. That is the

sensible and obvious solution of the

whole question. The present system of

dues stamps is an excellent one; let us

not disturb it. But let us direct the Na

tional Secretary to sell the stamps to

state secretaries at 2 cents each instead

of 5 cents, thus reducing the annual con

tribution of each member to the national

organization from 00 cents a year to 24

cents. Let each state organization de—

cide for itself whether to reduce the price

of stamps to the locals or keep them at

the old figure and use the extra revenue

for state organization work. But we

believe the wisest plan will be to make

the price of stamps to each local as low

as possible, and let the locals make the

dues high or low according to local con

ditions. These changes would probably.

raise the total membership of the party

to at least 200,000 within a year, so that

the income would be ample to carry on

the work of the national organization,

while the work of the local organizations

would be immensely stimulated. Com—

rades, we move:

That Article XII, Section 6, of the Na~

tional Constitution of the Socialist Party

be amended so as to read:

The State Committees shall pay to the

National Committee every month a sum

equal to 2 cents for each member in good

standing within their respective terri

tories.

Also that Article X, Section 6 (provid

ing for a percentage of dues to be set

aside for railroad fare of delegates to con

ventions and congresses) be amended by

striking out TEN and inserting T\VEN

TY-FIVE.

If you agree with us, bring the matter

up at the next meeting of your local, and

start a referendum.



INTERNATIONAL NOTES

BY WILLIAM E. BOHN

England. The Labor Party's “Practical”

Politics.—During the first week in Feb

ruary the Labor Party held a conven

tion at Leicester. An account of what

was done might lead one to think that the

proceedings had no serious significance.

The most important discussion raged

round a revision of the party constitu

tion recommended the party executive.

One change aroused more interest than

all the others. The old constitution said:

"Candidates and members must acre/it

this constitution.” This has always been

interpreted to mean that candidates of

the Labor Party must sign a pledge to

support the constitution. 1n the consti

tution submitted by the executive this

sentence is made to read: “Candidates

and members must maintain this consti

tution." A wayfaring man might think

that there is little to choOse between “ac

cepting" and “maintaining” a constitu

tion. Yet the choice of one rather than

the other is what caused the excitement

at the convention of the Labor Party.

And as a matter of fact this choice of

a word was fraught with deep signifi

cance. By the selection of the wrong one

the Labor Party sold out what little it‘

had left of self-respect and independence.

In its decision in the Osborne case the

Law Lords expressed the opinion that

the signing of a pledge by candidates of

the Labor Party is contrary to "public

policy." The Osborne case. it will be

remembered. was brought at the instance

of a union man who objected to paying

dues which would go to support the po

litical activity of his union. The decision

in this case took from the organizations

of labor the right to use their funds for

political purposes. The Labor Party. nat

urally, is fighting to have this decision

reversed. This can be brought about

most simply by having a new enabling

act passed by parliament. One might

think that the Labor members have done

enough for the Liberals to get from them

a promise to pass such an act. But such

has not been the case. All that they have

got has been a suggestion from Mr. As

quith that the uni0ns might be permit

ted to raise voluntary subscriptions for

political purposes!

Now the convention of the Labor Party

was naturally concerned about this mat

ter. \Vith great enthusiasm it directed

the Labor group in the House of Com

mons to introduce a bill to annul the Os

borne decision. ln order to pave the way

for such a hill. in order to escape the dis

approval of the Lords, it decided to dis

pense with the pledges which its candi

dates have heretofore been required to

sign. It was openly stated at the conven

tion that these pledges have been lightly

signed and lightly disregarded. But in

order to show the Liberals that they have

no crotchety notions about the class

struggle and to demonstrate to the Lords

that they are disposed to obey the law,

the members of the Labor Party conven

tion voted to do away with the party

pledge.

This is the secret of the excitement:

“Accept this constitution" means sign a

pledge to abide by it. “Maintain this

constitution" means, nobody knows what.

The convention accepted "maintain" by

an overwhelming majority. '

So this action at Leicester means that

the shade of distinction which has hith

erto separated the Labor Party from the

Liberals has been reduced to the vanish

ing point. Candidates are to be supported

politically and financially by the Labor

Party and are to be responsible to no

body.

The leader in making the change was

Mr. Ramsey Macdonald. In his speeches

he affected to make great sport of theo

ries and said much about the glories of

practical policies. Apparently he voiced

the feelings of the majority of delegates.

It is a pleasure to record the fact that

Keir Hardie fought manfully for the in

dependence of Labor.

A "Socialistic" Government as Strike

breaker. The printers of London are

winning their fight for an eight-hour day.

The most interesting feature of their

struggle is the part taken by the labor ex
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change established by the government

under the administration of the Board of

Trade. When the strike was at its height

the master printers were surprised to re

ceive from the labor exchange a circular

letter offering to furnish all the printers

required to meet any emergency.

It is to be hoped that the striking print

ers will appreciate the value of the Lib

eral Government to the working-class. It

must be a great comfort to a workingman

to know that as soon as he quits his job a

thoughful government is ready to furnish

a substitute.

Striking Under a Labor Government.

—The teamsters of Adelaide, South Aus

tralia, chose an opportune time to strike.

Three thousand of them went out in De

cember, during the holiday rush. They

asked 8 s. and a forty-eight hour week.

The wage demand was certainly modest

and the men themselves said that the

heart of the movement was the demand

for an eight-hour day. The demand for

a forty-eight or a forty-four hour week is

becoming popular with the workers of

Australia. They say that every hour won

for leisure is to the good. while a raise in

wages is eaten up immediately by an ad—

vance in prices.

At first the tie-up was almost com

plete. Scabs were not to be had. Rail

way employees refused to handle parcels.

Goods piled up on the wharves and in

the factories. \Vhen the strike was over

8,000 tons of goods were waiting delivery

on the wharves of Port Adelaide. Retail

stores sent out boys with hand—carts, or

told customers they would have to carry

their own goods. Breweries and mills

closed. The empIOyees of other trades

who were thrown out of work by the

strike acted as pickets for the teamsters,

even men carrying bundles on the streets

were stopped by the pickets. The tram

way employees were ready to go out

when called. The Labor Premier him~

self predicted a general strike.

Then two forces began to act. \Vithout

came the pressure of police and military;

within came the pressure on the unions

to make exceptions and issue permits.

Every policeman in Adelaide was 0n

strike duty, and trying, ineffectually, to

get passage for the few wagons that the

employers tried to run. \Vhen the police

failed to open traflic, the soldiers were

called in and coal-wagons surrounded by

troopers made their way through the

streets.

From the first the strikers had allowed

deliveries to be made to the hospitals.

Next they gave a permit to the Electric

Co. to haul the coal needed to make

power for the trams. Flour was deliv

ered to union bakers. Finally individual

firms signed up with the union and ran

their wagons for awhile and then with

drew from the agreement. The permits

confused the situation and every excep

tion to the tie-up weakened the blockade.

But it seems to be politics that dealt

the last blow. You will remember that

Australia has a Labor Government. The

Labor Party controls the state govern

ment of South Australia also. The Labor

Prime Minister of South Australia him

self said that there had been more strikes

under the Labor Government than ever

before. It was reported that if the team

sters’ strike was not settled before New

Year, the government would have to re

sign. The Adelaide Register called on

the citizens to form armed bands to sup—

ersede the police. Labor officials were in

a tight place. It is against the law to

strike in Australia and the ministers de

clared that, as a government, they must

upholdthe law. On the other hand, the

Labor Party knew where its votes came

from. At first the request of the Employ

ers’ Association that the strikers be

prosecuted was refused by the Labor

Premier. Finally, however, the legal

gentleman known as the Crown Solicitor

advised the Premier that the acts of the

union were criminal and the union should

be prosecuted. The Labor Party simply

let this decision be known, and then re—

minded the unionists that Australia pro

vided a way of salvation for the discon

tented in the Industrial Court of Ap—

peals. It was announced that the gates

of salvation would be open on Dec. 21.

The unionists appeared before the court

on that date, agreed to hold a conference

with the employers and as a result of the

conference went back to work the 'next

day. The question of wages was left to

the Industrial Court. The employers

agreed to some increase of wages, but the

eight-hour day was lost.

The Attorney—General summed up the

view of the Labor Party as follows:
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"I hope in the future no trades union

will resort to the clumsy wasteful, bad

and ineffective method of strike for the

purpose of solving industrial troubles.”

But the President of the Teamsters said:

“The workers can expect nothing from

Industrial Courts of Appeal."

France. Exit Briand.—Aristide Briand,

Hero! Aristide Briand, Savior of So

ciety! For months we have been hearing

the praise of Briand. Every great daily

in America has hailed Briand as the great

man able to deal with the obstreporeous

working-class.

And now Briand has fallen. On Feb

ruary 27th, the Chamber of Deputies

gave his ministry a vote of confidence

that really indicated a lack of confidence.

The majority was small, so small that it

was clear that M. Briand really lost the

support of the Chamber of Deputies. So

he resigned, and within a few days a new

minister was at the head of the French

government. -

The -new prime minister, M. Monis.

seems to differ from his predecessor only

in being a bit more cautious. So the

fall of Briand has little significance. It

does, however, bring to conclusion a

chapter in the struggle of the French

working-class against the French govern'

ment.

Briand’s policy was one of the ruthless

suppression of the working-class and

compromise, or worse, with the reaction

ary ecclesiastical power. In the first

place he was supposed to represent the

policy of rigid separation of church and

state. It was thought that he could be

depended upon to inforce the new law

with regard to church property and the

organization of the congregations. Of

late, however, since he has felt the work

ing-class turning against him, he has pur

sued a policy of conciliation—in relation

to the law regulating the relations of

church and. state. He has been making

friends with his bishops, and it is said,

has received the support of the church

in various selections. This has naturally

made enemies of all those who wish ,to

free the French republic from the in

fluence of Rome.

But it was really his anti-labor policy

that killed Briand. The policy of the

mailed fist has come too late. The strike

of the railway workers was crushed. Not

only that. We all know how Durand was

persecuted and only pardoned when the

whole public rose in protest. And the

persecution is not yet over. A number of

the striking railway workers are still in

jail awaiting trial for rioting and destroy~

ing property. All that can be proved

against them is that they addressed pub

lic meetings which were held for the pur

pose of calling attention to the condition

of the railway employes. They made

speeches; a strike occurred; property was

destroyed: therefore these men are

criminals. This is the reasoning of the

French courts.

All of this is a part of the Briand policy.

And the public has evidently got tired

of it. At least the French working-class

is evidently tired of radical politics.

“Radicalism” is about played out. Briand

in a peculiar sense has come to stand for

“radicalism” in this, its latest form. So

Briand had to fail.

Germany. The Death of Paul Singer.

-—-Here in America as well as through

out Europe the passing of Comrade Paul

Singer is mourned by the whole Socialist

movement. Singer was no orator. He

was not a great writer. He was not the

discoverer of any new economic theory.

But he was one of the greatest organizers

the world’s labor movement has ever

known. To him more than to any other

single person the German Social Demo

cratic Party owes its perfect mechanism.

German Socialists will never forget

that Paul Singer came into their move

ment in 1878 when the anti-socialist law

went into effect. At the moment when

all the half-hearted reformers were scur

rying to cover Paul Singer, a man of

wealth and influence, saw that the only

salvation for society lay in the power of

the working-class. He had the courage

to join the Socialist movement in those

eventful days. And from that time down

to the day of his death he devoted his

wealth and all the strength of his pow

erful personality to the work of building

up the Socialist movement. A great man

has passed away, but he has left a great

work behind him.
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BY MAX S. HAYES.

THE resignation of John Mitchell from

the National Civic Federation the

first of the month spells war in the United

Mine Workers, the largest labor organiza

tion in the country, with upward of 310,

000 members. There has been an internal

contest on between the Mitchell and

Lewis factions for several years, but that

has been a gentle June zephyr compared

to the tornado that will rage from now on

until the next convention meets, nine

months hence.

There is no doubt that Mitchell and his

friends will demand vindication and at

tempt to reverse the decree of the Colum

bus convention forbidding members to

join the Civic Federation. In the United

Mine Workers the convention’s action is

final and no referendum vote is provided

for to approve or reject constitutional

provisions. Consequently the Mitchell

followers and the opposition may be ex‘

ected to work like beavers to secure

riendly delegates and dominate the com

ing Indianapolis gathering.

While Mitchell’s resignation from the

C. F. undoubtedly was a popular move,

the announcement of Lewis, his powerful

rival, that he would go back to the mines

instead of selling the knowledge that he

had gained in the labor movement to the

operators or the Civic Federation, was

also a fine master stroke, for within the

memory of man virtually every prominent

official in the big union has either gone

over to the employers to serve as a sort of

“labor commissioner” or took to playing

old party politics.

Of course, Lewis’ back-to-the-mines

declaration was greeted with derision by

his opponents, who pronounce it a per

formance for the galleries, a four-flush,

etc., which causes the former to hurl an

other bomb by threatening to write a

book. But instead of making Mitchell

turn pale and cry for mercy, this latest

proclamation from the Lewis camp will

probably be received with shouts of joy,

for be it known to all men that the

doughty John once amused this merry old

world as an author. The keynote of his

book was that the great mass of the

workers have made up their minds that

they must be hewers of wood and draw

ers of water always, and about the only

thing they could hope for was to convert

the profit-grabbers into kind masters who

would enter into trade agreements and

condescend to let them work or hunt for

‘ jobs owned by the master class.

As nobody accused John of being radi

cal, he became the beau ideal of the con

servative element in the labor movement

to such an extent that Sam Gompers be

came envious and also thrust himself

upon an unsuspecting public in a volume,

which, along with Mitchell’s and several

millions of other ebullitions of budding

authors, are gathering dust on book

shelves or storerooms.

Now the question arises, Is Le'wis go

ing to thresh over old straw and write

about something that nobody reads. or

will he send a ray of hope of emancipa

tion into the miserable and monotonous

mining shacks of the country—into the

bowels of the hillside and in the valleys,

where dwell the men, women and chil

dren, who. as they toil and drudge in pro

ducing wealth. secure a glimpse through

the “muck raking" magazines, or even

their boiler-plate country papers, of the

riotous and extravagant debaucheries of

the Civic Federation class who ride upon

the backs of the workers?

Let me jot it down right now that here

'tofore, as regards the fundamental view

point of working class justice. viz.: to the

workers belong the full product of their

toil, I never saw or heard much conten

tion between Mitchell and Lewis. Both

sidestep that principle—you can’t drag

them into debate on the subject with a

team of oxen. Either they seem to fear to

arouSe the enmity of their capitalistic

friends or are too dense to hande the sub

ject.

Therefore, to a man up a tree it ap

pears as though there isn't much choice

in this personal combat between the two

factional leaders (so called). The Social

ist element during the past two years con~
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trolled the balance of power. They helped

elect Lewis and defeat him and helped to

drive Mitchell out of the Civic Federa—

tion. They did exactly the right thing,

for both Lewis and Mitchell, while boast

ing of enjoying the friendship of Social~

ists, were always found voting against

them in Federation conventions, thanks to

the clever manipulations of the powers

that be.

During the past two or three years the

tide has been running strongly for Social

ism in the mining districts in the United

States and Canada. That I know from

personal observation; that we know from

the vote cast in political campaigns, from

the gains in Socialist locals, and from the

increasing demand for Socialist literature.

This growth is bound to continue, and

men are naturally being forced to the

front who know more about economics

than Mitchell and Lewis ever dreamed of,

and unless the latter accept new ideas

they will be dumped overboard as were

the McBrides and Ratchfords. The

world doesn't stand still. Let the Social

ists stand by their convictions and pro

nounce a plague on both their houses.

WHATEVER the outcome of the ref

erendum election in the Cigarmak

ers’ International Union may be (at

this writing both sides are claiming

victory and the official count will

not be announced until about the

time the REVIEW is being printed),

the "insurgents," as the anti-administra

tion forces are termed in the campaign,

gained a signal victory in cutting down

the great majorities that the old regime

received at the previous election to a

point where it required the official count

to decide the result.

The Civic Federation was the principal

issue before the membership, and the in

surgents carried, with few exceptions,

every large city in the country—the cen

ters of industry in which the workers are

most sternly confronted by organized and

aggressive capitalism—while the smaller

unions, where the “buckeyes” operated by

journeymen who supply the local market

with smokes, supported the administra

tion pretty generally.

A good-sized book could be written de

tailing the progress of the Cigarmakers' In

ternational Union and the many problems

that confront that organization, which is one

of the best in the country. Proportionately

there are probably more radicals among

the cigarmakers than in nine out of ten

trade organizations, large and small, and

the wonder is that such conservatives as

Gompers have been kept at the front con

stantly representing men who are being

harder hit by centralized capitalism than

most trades.

For some years the American Tobacco

Company and its various ofisets, notably

the United States Cigar Stores Company,

have fought the union factories most un

mercifully; women and child workers by

the tens of thousands are being exploited

by the anti-union capitalists; convict con

tract laborers in many penal institutions

are pitted in competition against the

union workers, and, finally, the govern

ment itself has been enlisted in the un

holy cause to break down the union stand

ard of living by permitting the importa

tion of millions of cigars produced by half

naked Filipinos at a few cents a day.

While I write the Cigarmakers’ Journal,

official organ edited by President Perkins,

comes along and says editorially that the

Tampa cigar manufacturers and manufac

tures in other places “are agitating the

proposition to start trade schools for

teaching cigar making.” This sounds

funny to President Perkins, who says that

“the trust and the United Cigar Manufac

turing Company run huge kindergarten

shops" and employ vast numbers of girls

under the bunch-breaking and roll-up sys

tem.

Singular as it may seem, Perkins and

Gompers have no patience with anyone

who comes forward with a thought of

marshaling the workers on strictly class

conscious political lines to make a fight

to end this sort of thing. Nobody knows

much of anything except these great lead

_ers, who alternately bump their heads

against the stone wall of capitalism or

hide them in the sand like ostriches. But

for the splendid beneficial system and the

widespread advertising campaign that is

pursued by the cigarmakers, all of which

represents magnificent sacrifices on the

part of the rank and file, radicals and con

servatives alike, the international union

would be in little better condition than

the iron and steel workers.

No one can predict just how long this
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intensified struggle between the manu

facturers who employ unionists at decent

wages and hours and the American to

bacco trust and its subsidiaries and their

cheap labor will continue on the competi

tive field—and, you know, “competition is

the life of trade.” Daniel De Leon pre

dicted the downfall of the international

union a score of years ago, but he was

wrong, for, despite all of his supposed

learning, he doesn’t seem to understand

the class ,interests or instincts of the

workers.

The cigarmakers, like all other organ

ized trades, will fight out these questions

inside of their unions, no matter how

many splits and secessions may be en

couraged by impatient folk or alleged in

tellectuals, who may fancy that they can

jump into the co-operative commonwealth

week after next. (I wish we could, but

we can't, for there are too many workers

in the country who know nothing about

the real mission of the labor movement.)

THE next important stru gle in which

the Civic Federation wi I be an issue

is that imminent in the International As~

sociation of Machinists. James O’Connell,

president of the I. A. of M. and a member

of the C. F., is being opposed by William

Johnston, chairman of the legislative com

mittee at Washington, and Charles Bank,

of Toledo, 0., who is heading a movement

to industrialize the metal trades. John

  

ston will prove a most formidable candi

date for O’Connell, not only because the

latter has become identified with the “Mi

litia of Christ,” a religious organization

that has been started to smash Socialism

in the organized labor field, but for the

reason that Johnston has had exceptional

ly good success in pushing through con

gress a measure that will guarantee the

eight-hour day to some 23,000 machinists

employed on government work.

IN the March number of the American

Federationth Sam Gompers makes an

effort to defend the Civic Federation,

which has become an issue in the labor

field. In a nutshell, the whole article is

an apology and a typically cumbersome

attempt to connect the Socialists and the

open shoppers. Yet Gompers hobnobs

with the Carnegies, Belmonts, Fricks,

Markses, Perkinses, Schwabs and their

ilk.
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LITERATURE _

Reader: of the Review will

Road-Town. By Edgar Chambless. New York;

Roadtown Press, 150 Nassau Street. Price

$1.35.

The idea underlying this book is that

the most intelligent way to build a city

is along a line of railroad track extending

a hundred or a thousand miles through

the county, making one continuous house,

with light and air on each side, a railroad

pleou observe that Charles H. Kerr 6' Company sol! only

can not undertake to supply book: of other publuharr nor to answer question; about the

underneath and a boulevard on the roof.‘

The author makes out a good case for the

scheme from an economic point of view,

but it seems to us that he makes a fatal

mistake in urging that it be carried out

by co-operative associations of little cap

italists. The big capitalists are the only

ones who could handle such a scheme ef

fectively. If they were to build “Road

Town," they could give their tenants bet

ter quarters and better transportation

service than the same money will buy

now, and still make immense profits

’until this system of building becomes gen

_eral, when rents (and wages) would fall.

One of the best things about this new idea

is that if the big capitalists take it up, as

they probably will, the number of home

owners will be still further reduced. Home

owners, like other property-holders, usually

think a great deal about their property and

very little about the common interests of

the working class, themselves included. So

the sooner the big capitalists strip them of

their little possessions, the better it will be

for the working class, since one more ob

stacle will be out of its way.

Individualism. Four Lectures on the Signifi

cance of Consciousness for Social Relations.

By Warner Fite, Ph. D., Professor of Phil

osophy in Indiana University. New York:

Longmans, Green & Co. Cloth, $1.80 net.

An extremely scholastic work upon which

brief comment will suffice. The author

occasionally punctures the moral reflections

of reformers in a clever fashion. On the

other hand, when he comes to speak of so

cialism, he is evidently one of those friends

who is more to be feared than an enemy.

To him, socialism “stands simply for a

comprehensive organization of society,” and

their own Publications, and

m.

elsewhere he speaks of “the socialistic doc

trine that the best government governs

everything.” We make this criticism with

no bitterness against the genial professor,

but with regret that many self-styled social

ists talk and write in a way to spread just

such misapprehensions. To him and them

alike we commend a course of reading in

Frederick Engels, who better than any other

writer has put into words the real instincts

and desires of the organized working class

regarding government. We recognize that

the governments of civilized states today

are and must be the managing committees

of the capitalist class to coerce and oppress

the working class. We seek control of

these governments for the sake of abolish

ing them as governments and at the same

time abolishing the capitalists as capitalists.

The state under working class control will

not govern persons, it will enable each indi

vidual through his share of co-operative

labor to provide himself with the necessi

ties and comforts of life, and it will leave

the individual free to regulate his own mor—

als. And it may be confidently predicted

that the morals resulting from this change

will be infinitely better measured in their

effect on human happiness than the morals

of today.

 

What Diantha Did. By Charlotte Perkins Gil

man. New York: The Charlton Co., 67

Wall St. Price $1.00 net.

This is Mrs. Gilman’s first novel and will

prove a surprise to those who know her only

through her sociological writings. In a

brisk and readable story, she.here presents

the adventures of an engaging young hero

ine, who attempts to carry out modern the

ories on the solution of the housekeeping

problem. Diantha’s story is the story of

the struggle many women make to-day

when they insist upon having a life work

of their own outside of the kitchen or the

home. The tale abounds in action, color,

humor, atmosphere and keen characteriza

tion. Mereover, it contains carefully

worked out facts and figures for the guid

ance of other Dianthas disposed to embark

on similar enterprises.
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The Poems of Max Ehrmnnn. New York:

Dodge Publishing Company, 220 E. 23d St.

Price $1.50.

One of the most delightful volumes we

have had the pleasure of reviewing in many

months. The best of Mr. Ehrmann’s po

ems are pervaded with subtle suggestion

that stimulates the reader more than rug—

geder or perhaps stronger verses. There

are charming songs that bring lasting pleas

ure in the beauty of their form and rhythm.

But is is as a. mental stimulant that the

book excels. We find ourselves going over

a line or a verse, following Mr. Ehrmann

through a new field of thought, or over

strange paths to odd thought in surprising

and delightful manner. The Book of Re

bellion is both virile and tender. Thou

That Art Idle Born is a song among songs!

The Chasm, by George Cram Cook. Frederick

A. Stokes Company, 443 Fourth avenue, New

York. Cloth, $1.25 net.

The Socialist novel has generally

proven a failure because of the expedients

each writer has adopted to reach his

readers. These have invariably been

long speeches declaimed by impossible

persons and a ]plot that seemed forced

rather than rea. Those who have not

been guilty of this have had to transport

their readers to a distant future, like Ed

ward Bellamy, and have them “look back"

to the civilization of today, pointing out

its defects and contrasting them with the

“New Jerusalem.” The reSult, while not

lacking in interest, has been far from sat

isfactory.

It is with relief, therefore, that we lay

down Mr. George Cram Cook’s “The

Chasm,” conscious that this powerful

story of love and the all-pervading class

war of today grips the reader with its

clear philosophy, its tense situations, its

glorified love and the realism of the social

chasm that yawns between the world’s

economic masters and those in the social

pit. And all this is developed out of sit—

uations that are natural in their sequense

and without resort to speeches delivered

by impossible people. Socialists will

recognize in Walter Bradfield, with his

general culture and knowledge of modern

science, a proletarian who is now a type

in any city where Socialism is strong.

Marion Moulton, the manufacturer’s

daughter, though not a type, is real. The

chasm—the class struggle—is vital and

dominant, the scenes being enacted in

parvenue America and Czar-cursed Rus~

sia. The story is shot through with the

revolutionary ideals that dominate the

lives of millions and one which the reader

will feel reluctant to lay aside until fin—

ished. Price $1.38 postpaid. Frederick

Stokes Co., are REVIEW advertisers.

Mention the REVIEW when Ordering this

book.

Never-Told Tales. By Dr. Wm. J. Robinson.

New York: The Altrurians, 12 Mt. Merris

Park, W., New York. Price $1.00, postpaid.

A book of strong stories showing the ter—

rible results that obtain through the provin

cial attitude of men and women toward the

sex question and venereal diseases. The

world today is full of ignorant people who

refuse to discuss these subjects With their

sons and daughters with the result that

thousands of young men and women be

come hopeless physical wrecks. Sores are

never healed through neglect. Covering

them does not cure them. Only by open

and intelligent discussion, as well as by

scientific study can society hope to conquer

venereal diseases. Knowledge will then aid

prevention and science will intelligently

work toward permanent cures. False mod

esty should be thrown aside and FOR

THEIR OWN PROTECTION young men

and women should be advised to read this

book.

Socialism and Success. By W. J. Ghent. New

York: John Lane Company. Price $1.25.

A book of essays. The burden of the

Essay on Success 15 the song of the social

ist philosophy “to seek the success of one

in the success of all," or, in the language

of socialism, to abolish classes and exploita

tion and provide equal opportunity for all

who work. To THE REFORMERS, ex

plains why reform cannot help the working

class; pointing to revolution alone to save

it. TO SOME SOCIALISTS, a criticism

which we of the Impossibilist Bent may well

take to heart. Our enemy is Capitalism and

we will have our hands full destroying it.

Nothing else is very important. Sometimes

we forget this and waste time on friends

who do not agree with us on matters of

tactics. To the Retainers, is a plea, to the

servants of Capitalism, whom we shall prob

ably be unable to convert till they have lost

their jobs; To Mr. John Smith, \Vorking

man. is a chapter devoted entirely to the

e
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wage-worker, and inspires in us the wish

that all socialist writers would begin in,

remain in and never leave—this prole

tarian field.

Anti-Matrimony. A Satirical Comedy. By

Percy MacKaye. New York: Frederick A.

Stokes Company, 443 Fourth 'Ave. Price

$1.35.

This is in the first place a thoroughly

bright and enjoyable comedy, but it is a

good deal more than this. It is a keen,

logical satire on some of the absurdities

of the modern drama of Continental Eu

rope in its relation to the marriage ques

tion. The fatal weakness of this school

of dramatic writers is that it overlooks

the economic reasons that established the

institution of marriage and the other eco

nomic reasons that still make it desirable

to the people who live in it.

The Man-Made World, by Charlotte Perkins

Gilman. published by the Charlton Company.

67 Wall street, New York.

Many books have been written about

women by men. This is a book about

men by a woman. It analyzes their es

sential traits and characteristics as males,

and points out the effects that an ex

clusively masculine domination has had

upon every department of human life.

\\'ithout passion or prejudice, but with

relentless logic and apt illustration. Mrs.

Gilman traces to this condition many of

the most crying evils of modern life, and

indicates specifically in just what respects

the participation of women in all branches

of human work will operate for the im

provement of the world.

IN my review of John Kenneth Turner’s

“Barbarous Mexico." I called at—

tention to the fact that the public libraries

of the United States are being stocked

with at least two books on Mexico that

were inspired by President Diaz. It seems

that there is a conspiracy on foot to load

these institutions with books that will

glorif this tottering savage and the slave

pen lie presides over. This view is

further confirmed by the appearance of

another book of this kind, this time from

the pen of James Creelman, a literary

hack of some note. It is entitled “Diaz,

Master of Mexico.” Creelman’s book was

largely dictated by Diaz, for Creelman

is a friend of the Mexican savage, paid

a long visit to him in the Mexican capitol,

and had access to information furnished

by Diaz himself.

In the last chapter of his book Creelman

defends Diaz against the charges of slav

ery, denies that the Yaquis have been en

slaved, and denounces the criticism

launched against Diaz and his hangmen.

This book, too, will go into the libraries.

It with the other two mentioned will do

deadly work against the revolution. I

therefore want to repeat my advice given

before: If your local makes no other ex—

penditure this month, see that your min

utes contain the following entry: “Or

dered that one copy of Turner’s 'Barbar

ous Mexico’ be placed in the public li

brary, cost to be borne by the local.”

This will be a big contribution towards

the Mexican revolt and will aid in count

eracting the sinister influences that would

use the public library to wring sweat and

blood from Mexican slaves.

James Oneal.

 
 

 

The'Sick Made Well

Without Medicine!
It is no longer necessary in

most cases for sick people to

sufier month after month. The

Oxygen treatment with Oxybon

has restored to health vast. num

bers of helpless, hopeless in

valids.

Oxybon Is a self home treat.

ment that Is destined to revolu

tionise the art of healing. Oxybon causes the blood to be

filled with its own life essence, Oxygen from the air. No

one should be surprised nowadays at nnythlng discovered

by the fertile brain of man that puts aside the old way of

doing things.

Oxybon causes the body to absorb Oxygen through the

pores, lungs and membranes in large quantities. which

purifies the blood and restores good circulation as nothing

else can. Oxygen is capable of overcoming all diseased

conditions. no matter w at the name or nature; there is

no other revitalizing force known to science to equal it.

A. J. Smith, 605 S. 10th Ave" Mnywood, Ill.—

Infantile Paralysis and St. Vitus Dance. suffered

forayears, aad after paying $1,000 to doctors and

tin ly given up as lncurable, restored to health by

Oxybon.

S. 1?. Weddle, Kincaid, Kim, writes. saying that

It would take along story to tell of all the good

work the Oxybon has done for his family.

Write or call for our FREE booklets. Tells all about

Oxybon and its wonderful- power over disease. Address

BEN. A .HALLGREN, General West Side Manager, 1622 S.

Springfield Ave., Chicago, Ill
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COMRADE HAYWOOD received

a great ovation when he appeared

on the platform of New Turner Hall, in

Detroit. Over 1,000 people were Packed

into the hall and the ‘Big Fellow’ kept

them interested every minute. In speak

ing of the Class Struggle, he at once

demonstrated that he was not merely a

doctrinaire and had learned the class

struggle from reading Marx, but that he

had lived the class struggle and was still

living it in a very strenuous manner. He

was entirely free from the prevailing type

of ‘school oratory’ and spoke in the

language of the proletarian. Every man

and woman in the vast audience under

stood both the man and his message. The

meeting in Detroit will long be remem

bered as one of the greatest and most

instructive meetings ever held within its

limits.”

Comrade McVey writes from Haver

hill, Mass: “Haywood took well here.

The audience felt at home and were

keenly interested in every word he said.

You will hear from THEM in your Cir

culation Department of the Review.” En

thusiastic reports are coming in from

every point where Haywood has held a

meeting. Dates already arranged for in

March, April and May are as follows:

Pittsburg, 18th; Pottsville, 19th; Scran

ton, 22nd; Altoona, 23rd; Piqua, Ohio,

26th; Muscatine, Ia., 28th; Rock Island,

Ill., 30th. April; \Varr-en, April 2nd;

Rochester, 6th; E. Liverpool, 9th; Bel

laire, 16th; Zanesville, 18th; Elyria, 24th ;'

Lima, 25th; Grand Rapids, Mich., 26th;

Cadillac, 27th; St. Louis, Mo., April 30th;

Kansas City, St. Joseph, Springfield, Jop

lin, and other points have requested dates.

Following these we hope to route him

through the Northwest to the Coast.

All locals wanting dates in Nebraska,

the Dakotas, Kansas, Iowa and still

further West, write us at once so that we

may include you in Haywood’s Western

route.

Requests for Frank Bohn dates are

coming in steadily. Comrade Bohn will

be in Pennsylvania during the latter part

of March and in Ohio in April. There

are several good dates open for April in

Ohio. Comrades wanting a Bohn date

during that month wire us for informa

tion.

For the benefit of those who do not

know our terms for Haywod and Bohn

Lectures, we ask Locals to guarantee to

take 500 admission tickets at 25 cents for

the Haywood and 200 to the Bohn lecture.

Each admission ticket is good for a three

month Review subscription. We pay $25

hall rent for Haywood meetings, and do

nate 200 copies of the Review to each

meeting for benefit of the local. Also we

donate 100 copies of the Review to every

Bohn meeting.

Indiana Locals wanting Bohn dates for

the latter part of April, write us promptly.

Shall We Abolish the National Executive

Committee.—lf the Socialist Party is an or

ganization of the working class for the eman

cipation of the working class from wage slav

ery, its business will have to be conducted

by the membership, and not by a few men.

It is true that we can recall party officials

if they don't do things to suit us, but what

good does that do when we put others in

their places, and allow them the same author

ity possessed by those who were recalled.

Most of our petty narrow pated quarrels

could be avoided if the business of the national

ofiice was directed by the national committee.

The worst curse the working class have is

“leaders” who direct their affairs (or try to),

and still we Socialists have not learned enough

to know that we will have to get past the

“leaders” stage before we can strike a telling

blow against Capitalism.

Why not abolish the National Executive

committee and put that $1,352.00 a year into

propaganda instead of car fare? Yours for

Socialism, E. W. Latchens, Coffeyville, Kans.

The Arbeiter Turner-Band der Word-Oft

Staaten of Elmhurst, New York, decided the

new name of the organization shall be “Work

man's Gymnastic Alliance of the United States

of America." The next Bunder-Festival will

be held on August 20, 1911, in H. Ohlen

schlager’s Park in Elmhurst, N. Y. The next

Bunder meeting will take place in January,

1912, in Hoboken, N. J. Any gymnastic so

ciety declaring itself in favor of the principles

of Socialism IS requested to correspond with

Paul C. Wolf, secretary, Elmhurst, N. Y.. 33

Harrison Place.

 

Butte Labor Council refuses to allow the

workingmen to be bled to build a tabernacle.

The Butte Ministerial Association arranged

048
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to import a sky-pilot to revive the lagging

interest in the churches here. They planned

erecting a tabernacle in which he was to hold

forth. In order to get the work done for

nothing, they sent a committee to the Trades

and Labor Council asking them to suspend

their rule and to allow the mechanics and

carpenters to DONATE their services. The

following is the reply of the Council in brief:

“We, the Silver Bow Trades and Labor

Council, in regular session assembled. have

adopted the following resolution:

“Whereas, We, as a body, are opposed to

sensational vaudeville methods of religious

propaganda, with its attendant spasmodic, the

ological nightmares—so hopelessly out of tune

with the spirit of the time.

“And, whereas, Among organized labor are

represented all shades of religious belief, as

well as agnostics and independent thinkers,

who are strongly opposed to all efforts to re

vive obsolete creeds and dogmas that have

outlived their usefulness;

And, whereas, The primary object of or

ganized labor is to secure economic justice

for the workers and to promote the advent of

a just, equitable and scientific industrial sys

tem and believing that violent disturbances

of the mental equilibrium, resulting from emo

tionalism, running wild, are not conducive to

the realization of our aims and objects;

“And, whereas, We believe that donations

of any character made by unions, as a body,

to the promoters of the enterprise in ques

tion, would be inimical to our policy of co

operation along well defined lines, and would

have a tendency to disturb the sentiments of

mutuality and harmony, now prevailing among

the local organizations.

“Be it therefore resolved, That it is the

sentiment of this body that all affiliated unions

should refrain from compromising their or

ganizations by voting any funds or authorizing

suspension or abrogation of rules or regula

tions, in connection with the building of the

proposed ‘tabernacle' or any similar project

individual members, of course, being at liberty

to donate as freely as they may feel justified

in doing—at a time when the army of the un

employed numbers millions and multitudes of

willing wealth-producers ordinarily go hungry

to bed."

Freedom. A new monthly journal; published

at 789 Mission street, San Francisco. Cal.; 10

cents a copy; $1.00 a year. An attractive

magazine devoted to the destruction of super

stition and the uplift of the Under Dog. It

is a sparkling periodical, brilliant, satirical and

filled with hot shots against parasites and

ghosts.

Wants a Daily Review. Comrade A. H.

Shewry, of California, writes: “Enclosed find

money for bundle of February REVIEWS. I

wish they came daily. I would not be without

the REVIEW even if I had to miss some of my

rhree meals a day to get the price"

Socialists to the Front in Muscatine.—The

Muscatine, Iowa, Journal, reports the recent

election as follows:

Far overshadowing all other features of yes

terday's city election, the most sensational and

closely contested in the city’s history, was

the wonderful strides made throughout the

city by the Socialist party, and the election

of the Socialist candidate for alderman in the

Third and Fourth wards by overwhelming ma

tonnes.

Second in importance was the neck-and

neck race for the recorder's office, with T. H.

Brannan, Republican, leading his Democratic

opponent, Gustav Weis, by five votes, and the

Socialist candidate, F. F. Schoenig, a good

third, only 89 votes behind.

The very close "ote cast for the candidates

of the three parties for some of the offices

lent an added interest to the fact that in yes

terday's election the voters of Muscatine were

called upon for the first time to select the

subordinate officers of the city by ballot.

The Socialist gains filled the hearts of the

members of that party with a great joy, which

was expressed in the early morning parade

through the streets of the city. The Socialists

scored with the unprecedented feat of elect

ing two aldermen, the first members of their

party to be elected to oflice in Muscatine.

Every Socialist candidate carried the Third

and Fourth wards, though the majorities of

the subordinate officers were materially less

than those of the aldermanic candidates, who

in both instances polled a greater vote than

the combined votes of their opponents.

The Socialistic gains are generally credited

to the present local labor situation, several of

the candidates of that party being prominent

in the councils of the Button Workers' Union.

While it is on all hands admitted that the

votes cast yesterday for the Socialist candi

dates by no means is indicative of its actual

strength, it is certain that in future elections

the two older parties will have to reckon.

and that mightily, with this compratively new

political organization.

Comrade Lang of Muscatine writes: The

newspaper report is nearly correct. We made

tremendous gains and we are going to make

the Haywood meeting, on March 28th, the

greatest celebration we have had in years.

The Socialists in Muscatine have been work

ing during the strike there and they have

accomplished wonderful results. Evidently

they do not propose to have the Capitalists

hold The Big Stick much longer. Just as

we go to press another letter from Comrade

Lang brings the news that at a school election

March 13th, the Socialists elected both of their

candidates, polling 924 votes out of a total of

1,784.

 

The Convention of the United Mine Work

ers. On January 17th, men from every part

of America were sent hastening toward Me“

morial Hall, Columbus, Ohio. This 'hall has

been dedicated to the U. S. Army and Navy,

but on this day the doors were thrown ajar
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to admit the soldiers of the industrial army of

mining. Every nationality was represented.

No color lines were drawn. As the eleven hun

dred men took their seats and were called to

order by President Lewis, the thinking men

of America were asking “what will they do?"

President Lewis recognized that in this con

vention he would meet not only his former

enemies, who sought to retire him to private

'life, but another power. This is the p0wer

that makes no war on individuals nor lines up

with factions but stands for principles. The

men that make it are known as Revolutionary

Industrial Unionists. They stand for the

Marxian system of economics and no com

promise. These men had fought for years

within and without the ranks and they were

now ready for a battle to determine whether

the U. M. W. of A. should retrograde or ad

vance.

The recent convention of the A. F. of L.

refused to admit the Western Federation of

Miners. Here the sentiment was that this

organization, with historic battles to its credit

—-Leadville, Cripple Creek, Telluride and Gold

field, should be admitted to the A. F. of L.

There were voted in and this means there will

be many jobless fighters in the amalgamation.

These men radiate life and energy and are

breathing and speaking words of the class

struggle. On their banner is inscribed "To

the worker belongs the full product of his toil"

and their ultimate goal is the industrial re

public.

The great convention began its work. Reso

lutions were read from every state in the

union. We heard from the battle-fields of

Irwin, Tuscarawas Valley. Colorado and Nova

Scotia. Everywhere the Capitalist Government

is in battle array against the mine workers.

Mine workers are being clubbed, shot and

evicted.

Heretofore, ‘the Civic Federation, in our

conventions. has been a plaything. Now it

was the vital question of the hour. The battle

waged for almost a day and men unknown in

the labor movement, threw their strength to

sever themselves from this monster. Germer,

Hefi’erle and Williams, 0f Illinois; HustOtl, of

Indiana; Savage, of Ohio; Charle‘s Gildea, of

Pennsylvania; Michelberry and McCullough, of

Michigan, all stood firm against the Civic Fed

eration. J. W. Carroll. of West Virginia, stood

 

Good Clothes
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It’s Free
showin latest suitingl, light overcoating, etc., also fashion platen. tape measure

and lul simple instruction! for taking measure, besides A Very Special

  

firm and put the question from a class stand

point.

The vote stood 1,213 against and 967 for.

Men who had never heard about “the class

struggle" voted on the right side when this

question came up.

In every mining camp the craft union idea

lies bleeding beside the sacred contract and

trade agreement. Tom Lewis says the A. F.

of L. is a joke. We think it is a tragedy. There

are still members of the Civic Federation in

Gomper's cabinet who think the A. F. of L. is

the labor movement. Presidents make the

same claim. Adolph Germer, of Illinois, was

the one Illinois ofiicial that made a clean fight.

Germer will still have to battle with the U.

M. W. who have industrial unions, but check

off systems, contracts. fines and where one

part of the industry is warring on another part,

due to unequal wages and the craft union idea.

There is sometimes not a vast dificrence

between a craft union and an industrial union,

save in name and form. Both sometimes stand

for nothing more revolutionary than a higher

price for the sale of labor-power as a com

modity. Abolition of wage slavery is not men

tioned. This kind of an industrial union is a

negation and will be short lived. At the pres

ent time leaders are calling for a referendum

vote. And as John Mitchell fell. so will future

labor-leaders fall The day of leaders is pass

ing. Wage slaves from the mines challenge

Civic Federation leaders to debate.

Mect Gildea and \V. H. Thomas of Pennsyl

vania, J. \V. Carroll of West Virginia, Huston

of Indiana, Miculberry and McCullough of

Michigan, or Koch, Germer, Hefierle, “'il

liams, John Francis and Tom McDonald of

Illinois, men from the pick and big box, and

tell them, Mr. Mitchell, how Carnegie can be

a friend of labor when he compensates slaves

at 13 cents per hour. Tell us why he dealt

the blow to the Amalgamated Iron and Steel

Workers? Why your brother, Prof. Elliott,

says a scab is a hero? Tell us why, when

asked to solve the problem of the Unemployed,

President Taft replied "God knows." \Ve ask

you. Mr. Mitchell, why Mr. Taft throws the

burden of this solution upon God?

The convention passed a Preston-Smith

resolution. These ‘men are in the Nevada

penitentiary, suffering for defending their

class interests. The whole working' class

Inducement for a trial order all fully explaind.

You have seen our ad: in Review and Appeal to Reason the past IOyears, hence we need no introduction.

You need this Sample Folder if you need a suit. Remember the C. W. Union Label is on every

A. Bo & CO.

garment we turn out.

19 SO. 6th Avenue, CHICAGO
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should arise and demand their release We

should keep up protest meetings.

With 85 per cent of the miners in Colorado

UNORGANIZED, 50,000 in Pennsylvania un

organized, with Alabama, once organized, now

without organization, with West Virginia un

organized—does not this show clearly that

craft unionism which has spent millions of

dollars trying to organize these men—is a

miserable failure?

The coal miner is going to use another in

strument. To fight highly developed capital,

he will have a highly developed class orgai‘iza

tion. As we see the breaking up of old insti

tutions, we must recognize the economic ques

tion in its full significance.

Every miner should read Marx's Value, Price

8: Proht, Debs' Craft, Class and Revolutionary

Unionism, Shaw & McCliire's Socialism, The

Preamble of the I. \V. \V.

“What Means This Strike?" \Vith the knowl

edge thus obtained he will take his stand in

the working class movement.

John McBride read a review of the early

miners’ organization, from the Knights of La

bor down. There is nothing constant in ideas

and institutions. As he showed, these change

and pass away. So with the U. M. W. as to

day organized. A real bona fide union of the

working class will rise to take its place. The

preamble is already a matter of record in the

proceedings of this convention. it stands as

a beacon and an inspiration to the world's

and De Lenn's‘

workers that the time has arrived when we no!

only TALK but DO.—Philip L. Beal, Delegate

from Labor Union No. 2708, Belleville, Ill.

Danish Socialist Club. The Danish Socialist

Club of Brooklyn, N. Y., has its business meet

ings on the first Thursday evenings, and meet

ings for lectures and discussions every third

Saturday evening each month at Concordia

Hall, 335 Prospect avenue, Brooklyn. All who

can speak the Danish or Norwegian language,

and are interested in economic or social prob

lems are invited to attend the meetings, take

part in the discussions, and to become mem

bers of this club. An excellent library, con

sisting of the best works of Scandinavian writ

ers. also translations from other well-known

authors on sociological and various other

scientific subjects. is free for the use of club

members—P. Thorsen (chairman), 338 Van

Brunt street, Brooklyn.

MONEY MAKING SECRETS. Are you wearing your life

away tolling for millionaires? If so get my book, and learn

how to make money for yourself. Sent postpaid for ten

cents. H. T. Freed, Johnson City. Tenn.

9%

MONTHLY and expenses to trustworthy men

and women to travel and distribute samples;

big manufacturer. Steady work.
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with him the sum of $25 on these conditions:

that when my CURE has removed the Cancer, you will notify him of the fact, and

order him to forward me the $25. Second, if the Cancer is not removed within 20

days, [you will notify him, and order him to return the money to you.

ST ofler, THEN there NEVER WAS one made in this world. This remedy is N

INTERNAL Cancers. I send the CURE by Registered mail direct to the depositor on receipt of

My cure has removed Cancers from the following:

SEND ME NO MONEY,

but simply a statement from

the Publisher of The Inter

First,

UARE

T for

If this is not a FAIR, S

From

the face of Mrs. J. E. Ray, Conifer, Colo.; from the lip of Chester M. Bliss, R. F. D. 4, Attleboro,

Mass. ;from the face of S. W. Shepperd, R. F. D. 2,Hyde Park, Vt. ; from the nose of W. R. Bush, Jen

nings, Fla.; from the breast of Mrs. EttieMiller,899 Pleasant St.,,Willimantic, Conn., which measured

3AM inches, and which she preserved in a jar of alcohol. Ruskin, "Mina

  

 



PUBLISHERS’ DEPARTMENT

The Review Enlarged Again. With this

month’s issue THE REVIEW is enlarged to

84 pages, standard magazine size. It is

now more than twice as large as when

the present editors took charge a little

over three years ago. Do YOU want us

to maintain the increased size, and to en

large again before the end of 1911 with

out an advance in the subscription price?

Whether we can do so depends on you.

There are three ways in which you can

help effectively with very little trouble

or cost to yourself.

Write to Our Advertisers. To publish

an 84-page REVIEW we must have at least

ten pages of cash advertising. More

pages than this will soon enable us to

enlarge again, giving more reading mat

ter and more pictures than ever before.

But we can not hold our advertisers un

less they know they are getting returns.

\Vrite to them whenever you can use any

thing they offer, and in writing them do

not fail to mention THE REVIEW.

Help Us Find New Readers. For $3.00

we will send THE REVIEW three years to

one name or one year to three names and

will also send a copy of “My Country,

Right or Wrong,” by Gustave Hervé, a

book which can not be obtained on any

other terms. Or if preferred, we will for

$2.00 enter three subscriptions for one

year without any premium. We offer

special inducements to traveling lecturers

who take subscriptions for us.

Subscribe for a Share of Stock.

$25

AGENTS \VANTliD—Latest novelty, the Knife of the

Wurld—will pare anything in the Vegetable line, from a

potato to a pumpkin. Send 25 cents for sample, and other

free circulars. E. E. Kugler. 588 20th Ave., Milwaukee.

\\'is,

THE

 

WEEKLY and expenses to men and women_to

collect names. distribute samples and advertise.

Steady work.

C. II. EMERY, M- 1., (111168“). "I

 

REVIEW and the book publishing house of

Charles H. Kerr & Company are owned

by over 2,000 Socialist locals and com

rades, none of whom have ever drawn any

dividends. A share, however, carries with

it the privilege of buying books at cost—

particulars on request. Only 1,450 shares

are still for sale. If we could sell them

all within the next few weeks we could

pay every dollar of indebtedness and have

enough working capital at our disposal

to enlarge THE REVIEW once more and

double its circulation again by March,

1912. A united effort will make THE RE

VIEW and the publishing house a big fac

tor in the campaign of 1912.

One Thing at Least: \Vhether you can

help in any of these other ways or not,

there is one thing you can surely do: fill

out the blank below and send it in with

a dollar for a year's subscription.

  

THE INTERNATIONAL SOCIALIST

REVIE\V.

$1.00 a year; to Canada, $1.20; to other

countries, $1.36.

Charles H. Kerr <9 Company,

118 \Vest Kinzie street, Chicago:

Enclosed find $ . . . . . ., for which please

send THE INTERNATIONAL SOCIALIST RE

VIEW one year to the following address:

Name . . . . . . . . . . . . _ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Address . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Postofiice. . . . .
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Ligh ing _t_h_e Trust

Bummoron Dmecr Gummrs

On Born Otst'. Auo Movwmr

 

 

)TAI." 215E _

i. L ‘(Als

: n r lm; JECONO

No Money Down

Get the FREE Burlington Book

" THIS BOOKLET will quickly convince you

toothat you DO want an Anti-Trust watch—made

in the independent factory that is fighting the

trust as best it can by giving better quality and

superiorworkmanshipthroughout; wewill quickl

convince you that the Burlington watch,on which

there is only one rock-bottom price (the same

rock-bottom price everywhere) is THE watch

for the discriminating uyer; that it is THE

watch for the man or woman who wants, not the

largest selling brand which eve body has, but

the beat watch, the watch bong it by experts,

THE watch that is absolutely perfect in its many

points of supgnority—the Burlington Watch.

You will posted on inside fact. and prices

when you send for the Burlington Company's

tree book on watches.

You too will seize this opportunity to get the “Burlington Special" direct on this wonderful otl'er.

You should not buy a worthleol watch just because it ll cheap. "or need you pay trust price.

now for a top-notch watch. The free Burlington bools explains.

$2. A Month At An Anti-Trust Price

$2.50 a month for the world's most superb time piece! _

payments at the rock-bottom—the Anti-Trust price. 1‘o nuurr u: that everybody wrll quickly at“)!

tin": introductory direct oflrr, w! allow tor/1 or rary paymnm just a: you prrfrr.

\Ve ship the watch on approval, prepaid (your choice

of lady s or '

You risk abso utely nothing—you pay nothin —not One

cent—unless you want the great ofier after seeing and thoroughly inspecting the watc

READ !

AWatch0fferWithout

Parallel

I‘ Write for our FREE book on

watches; a book that posts you on

“selling systems," and explains the

reasons for our moot remarkable rock

bottom- rice offer DIRECT TO YOU

on the highest grade Burlington.

IF YOU WANTa highest grade watch (ladieo’

or gentleman’s), or if you ever ct to own

ouch a watch, write NOW for the Burling

ton heels. See coupon below.

We won't “knuckle down" to selling systems

among dealers, so we have decided to make such

a tremendous and wonderful ofler direct to the

public on a first-class time piece, that no trust,

no dealers under contract will or can stop us.

The easiest

entleman's open face or hunting case).

  

' for the free book. It will

tell you what you

ought to know before you even exam-’

ine a watch. It will tell you the

inside facts about watch prices, ’

and will explain the many 9 BthllltBTOll

superior points of the Bur- ‘6 $9,393?“—

lington over the double 0

priced trust products. °$ m ' '

Just send your name .y Pleasesend me(without

obligations and prepaid)

and address. your free book on watches

1 and copyh0ff ylpur 511,000 chal

enge, wit u exp anations

N0 “"0! 'I & of your cash or $2.50 a month

"m", oflcr on the Burlington Watch.

6
COUPON’

m'lno Name.... u... . . . . . . . . . . . . .......-.

I
BURLINGTONWATCHCOMPANY’

Dept. 2134 , 10th and llarohall Blvd" Chicago, Ill.

s . . . . . . . . . - - . u~eleeloconeoeeeeelelanIICleel.
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.l. P. MORGAN

IS BUYINB -

TIIE RADICAL

MAGAZINES

He is purchasing the “muck

raking” publications in order

to silence them. WEL L—

HE CAN BUY

HOPE IF HE

WANTS IT
at any news stand

FOR 10 CENTS PER COPY

You can do the same. Do it Now!

We Have Sold Out

our entire edition every month.

If you want a c0Py of that great

]USTICE NUMBER

Ask your dealer or send 10 cents today to

HOPE
THE SOCIALIS'I‘ CARTOON MAGAZINE

5110 West Madison St., Chicago

ONE DOLLAR for a Full Year

Pennsylvania Comrades

‘AT'I'ENTION”

The Great Need of the Socialist Party of Pennsylvania

la a State wide means of expression—A Slate Paper

Wisconsin, Oklahoma, and several other states have

proven this the most efl'ective me od building up our or

ganization.

The Comrade has answered the call, and hereafter will be

published as a State paper. Subscription price per year 60

cents; six months, 25 cents. _

Get busy, comrades, and let's build up a circulation and

organization that we can be justly proud of.

THE COMRADE

l22 Welt l2th 8t., ERII, PA.

A PARTY OWNED PAPER

 

 

_

_

I SELL Yllll THIS $35 BUMBI

IIlTIIlII BEII DIVEII

PHIIT FUR UNLY‘. .

TEN D AYS

FREE Trial!

$7.25 after receiver] and

‘ satisfied nnrl $225 monthly.

I am so thorou hly convinced

that every reader of this ma azine

‘I will gladly acI-ept my libera ._ lrre

proposition and that they WIII be

pleased with my furniture that I

don't feel the slightest hesitancy

in saying—send no money with

your first order.

'I‘his_ls an ofl'er I could't make. however. if I mld

my lurmture to jobbers instead of selling direct to you.

> . . . . _ I v .,_..

  

“W4le

  

[have no middlunen's or go-between men's

add on to the price you pay and naturally can well

afiord to sell you my A-l, high grade furniture at much

less than you would have to pay elsewhere.

I absolutely guarantee that the prir'e of m

ture is I5‘7r to 40% lower than other houses a

know absolutely it's just as good as theirs.

Here's a fine big. roomy davenport and combination

bed—$35 is the price you d pay the other fellow— at

my pnce is only $26 89 and on convenient monthly

payments. And I ship it out to you and allow you to

acruull use it in your own home before you pay me

one [C penny.

SENDINO MONEY WITH

YOUR FIRST ORDER

I personally superintendent the construction of every

piece ol lumiture that we sell and can say conscientiously

that your money can't buy better goods anywhere Write

today for my big new catalog that lists hundreds of

household articles—each one is the very lowest in price

and b irer value than any retail store can offer you. and

all sold on my convenient monthly payment plan.

rofits tn

fumi

. and l

A. LEATH’ & CO.
ELGlN, ILL_3044 Grove Avenue,
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We want Men and Women. working

nll or I’m tlmo to take charge 0

territory. Atllomo or Traveling—

thiiu In a IIDI'IOIII opportunlt to

' n big business ml for

yourself. Boindependentr tree from

worry have money In tho bank._
Enjoy Lilo. You can have all this.

7'9“ “l- wB "I" 81"" 70‘! "Ill lenIliflfl, Iroe. All we ask Is honestylnII \nllin Ill‘fil to \nurk.

Men who have never sold HDHI‘IIIIK an» makiniblg monev—lo can you.

FEW INY IN'I ION-fliert-rbas been worked In your territory, _ No other lento to bother you by

cutting price. and prulltl- No ehnrlo [or territory. We will assist. and co-oporato with you to

  

make a bl. lumen 01 thln new You

m“... CAN 00II 1‘ wt. *0. ' \It . .. '

“:‘U‘l‘kl Iln;." ‘(Irdcrn MAKE , .—

qulrk. G. W. Brwnt. CoL. writes, "most lnterentln‘ demonstration I ever Innde. mu 1 have one

Iore county?" rllo letters llke thll yourselliyon can. A Morris. Ohio, cle-red .26 one dny.

100 nun-blue. qulr'lt." “I. H. Burnthoum, Iowa, reportsI
“ n u “, ‘ui, wlll take thln count .'

W. H. Nance, Mm. writes, “wlll like this county whllo l have the ohnnoe." INVESTIGAT I~

dolrli't ntgp until you know all about. this llllllll‘ propolltlon. You can make this money, coolly

no mg l. o

VABIIIIM BLUTIIES WASHER
A new Invention—nothing else like It. OPERATED 0N NE‘V PRIN

(III’LI'J. “'mhes clotht-n nutoniaticully. without work or power. 'lnkeo

when of high irivod washinl tnm-hinen. No rnthnQ—no chomlenll

(7. F. Norton. Kansas. aye “nuke Inn spot onlh prleo on

ill not harm

Ire wtmhili .

[list or npoi

nothan to

eluthi-n. Eu

[Ililt‘hlllfl‘ can run Inn-[Inn n qalokcr army to make mono

IunQIy thin enormoun demand? ‘u want u thousand AGENT _ BALI-IS“

, MI'I.‘ and MANAGHRS—hurry and you on secure one 0! thew poaIttionn.

,
a 9* SEND In MpIEY alarmist sas=aztrdmz."“£.m"s::.;

ll! -I # 23l Hyatt Bldg.,To|edu, Ohio

iii-at. tnbrn-a. You can Im doing other work while clothe.

Made ol genuine burnl-hed convenconaoquently cannot

clothes—never wunr out. No wheolu, knobn or handleb—

et out 0! order. Cli-uneiit, molt. unllnr! way to notch

mnohlno gnnrnnteed. Every woman “until 0110:: thege

an o

 

 
  

  

{litmus me. no.
Reference: Nalt'onal Bank of Commerce. Rrsnurrr: oucr_,ip,ooo,ooo.oo.  

 

YOU NEED GOOD PRINTING

and you want it delivered promptly at the

time agreed. Therefore, would it not be a

good business move to place your printing

orders with a modern, well-equipped estab

lishment, and take no risk of disappoinment?

We will be pleased to quote prices on any

thing that can be printed, large or small.

JOHN F. HIGGINS

OLDEST STRICTLY UNION PRINTING ESTABLISHMENT IN CHICAGO

279 TO 285 E. MONROE ST., CHICAGO
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Don't Be a Wage Slave 
Make $3,000.00 to $5,000.00 a Year 

Be a Doctor of Mechano-Therapy 
We Teach You By Mall or In Class 

you tired of working for wages which barely keep body and soul 
together? Have you the ambition to enjoy the profits of your own 
labor? To gain social prominence and financial independence? To 
go forth among your fellow men with your head up-an honored and 
respected citizen of your locality? 

THEN SEND FOR OUR FREE BOOK 
Entitled "How to Become a Mechano· Therapist." It tells how every man 

woman, with an ordinary, common school education. can acquire a pro
within a few months which will insure financial independence for life. 

OUR BOOK-i• costs you nothing. 

A Personal Word 
From the Preoident of the College. 

Have you ever thought of going Into 
. ~ualness tor yourself I 

Then send for my FREE book. It will tell 
:rou bow others are enjoying a Ute of t::.:x~ 
ury, while putting money a way Jn the bank. 

:~twb;~~eC::fl~~~ o:~in~~~~~~n:;ra0~?gnhcti 
r espected citizen wtth an Income ot 13,000 
to 15,000 a year. 

All I ask Ja that you send me the coupon 
below for my FREE book. You can then 
decide, In the privacy o f your own home 
whether you wish to embrace the oppor· 
tunlty wbtcb I offer you, or whether you 
wtll continue to plod along the balance ot 
your days sla ving for others. ... 

What is Mechano· Therapy? Wonderful Money· Making 
orM:;: .. ~?~gT~r;:.t'le ~~~~b':,~itd~.;g:~I~~Cfs Possibilities 
elmllartoOsteopatby, butfarsuperlor,be- FOR MEN AND WOMEN 
Jng the lates t, up-to-date method of treat- No matter what your occupation may be 
ing disease by the Natural Meth od. It heals Mechano-Therapy offer s a n ew fl eld t or tm! 
as ~ature heals-in accordance with Na.· provingyoursocia.landfinanclalcondttlon. 
ture e laws. Hundreds of men and women have taken 
. The Mechano-Tbaraplst Js a. drnfless phy· up ~lechano-Therapy and many are today 

~~~~:sna~:~~t bJ~~:~~~~:~fe~t~fic c~~[nd~: Independent and earning big money. 
ttonsot tood,ctrcumstance,ldea, water and READ WHAT OUR GRADUATES SAY 
m~~~~~echano.Therapfst Is skilled In com- evBet;-;~~~~t!.~~~'::rW~:~~'i.~~~o:e~e~t!! 
pelllng the body TO DO ITS OWN HEALING women have done you m ay do. We do n ot 
wi th its own force, rather than with poison- give addresRes of people whose testimonials 

· ous drugs of the old school practitioner. we print. J[ you are Jntereated. we turnisb 

CAN I LEARN IT? 
Have you asked yourself this questJon f 

We answer, unhesitatingly, YES. 
It you have so much a s an ordinary, com

mon school education, you can learn. 

co1~d1£'t~:~tg ~~~ri'~~~~o~~~e~::~~r L~~~ 
m§~~ 1~!:~~~.0~~~~~~ar~iu·s ot patient 
study to Jearn Mecbano-.Jberapy-we can 
teach you !n a very short time, so that you 
may enter this profession-and when you 
do, you begin to make money. No text 
books are required, beyond those furni shed 
by us. We supply all lessons and necessary 
t ext books tree ot cost to you. No ap. 
paratus Js used. You do not even need a 
place to work. All you require 1s your 
two handa. 

them on r equest. 

I Make $10 to ~ Day and Work 
Sc\fen Daya a Week 

Dr. W. P'. Lealie, M. T., writes: I am matin• 
from •10 to $15 a do.y and work Ieven day1 a 
week. I am busy all the i ime. 

Makao $25 to $30 Par Da' 
F. L. Stout, M. T. D •• writes: I n ow make 

as hieh n• 125 to 130 per day. I fee l that Ia 
• echano·Ther.:a.pythere is financial•uccenfor all 
who wiU pui forth the necessary enercJ. · 

p~~.5:,!:.~~ tr.r T'.~!~f:e~~~·!n;~~~r's 
practice 1 have never given a s in gle treat
ment for less than $2.50 and the most wasl6 

Income $11 a Day; Former!, a Blaokamlth 

We Teach You In Your Own Home 
W. S. McClure writes; The possibilities of ihe 

Mechano-Therapisis are almosi unlimited. The 
man whO induced metoiake acoursein Mecbano-
Tberapy was formerly a blacksmith with an 
ordinary education. Today be is practicinr 
drug less healing with an average income of .lG 
per day. 

We can teach you an honorable and profitable profession in a few months, which will 
tnsure your tlnanclal independence for life. We can make you master ot your own time
to come and go a s you will-an h e no red and r espected Citizen , with an income of es,ooo to 
1&,000 a year. We t each you this pleasant, profitable profession by mall, right in your own 
b ometf at your own convenience, and without lnterferlng with your present duties. It makeo 

One of our moat Suoceaaful Oraduataa, 
located in New York City, wriies :-1 cleared '80 
above all e:zpense• in fou.r day•' 'ime. 

~0h~~~ ~~~;:tr~n~ g~~ )~~r~r~:Cnla~~~~;;.~;~ ~~ 'Js0~~n-:i~~;r~sta~~ o:~~~r~Y ;roems~~:, It Is s imply drug less healing. A common·sense meth~ of treating human His without._ ________________ • 
dosing the system with poisonous drugs-tbat 's a ll. We h ave taught hundreds of men and 
9/omen who were form erly clerka-farmers-stenograpners-telegraph operators-Jnsur. SIMPLY SEND 
anoe agents-railway employes-In fact, of n early every known occupation-old m en ot 
70 years who felt discouraged and hope leBB-young men of 20 years, who never bad a THE COUPON 
g~y~~~~~~~~s~0~~E:ri:;.~':t~~l~r!::v:enr';:.~~:iu~~:ie~g!~1nf~3 t!rt~~!u~~~~ts:Yvt>;8co:g: 
abJlity to better their conditions. Write for our P'REE book, which explains all-today. fOR THIS 

~~:.::..::.:.::::::.:..:.:.:=..:.::.:.:...:.:..~ .._ FREE B 0 0 K MWIMlil 
A.llBRIC!N t::OLLEGE OF MECHANO.THKRAPY. TI"J" to realize what this opportunity means TO 

u .. pt. 407, 120·122 Randolph Str~et, Cblea!O, Ill , TOU. If you a r e conte nted, and wilUng t o 
GENTLEMEN:- Please send your book, uHow to become a drudge for others a ll your Ufe for o.mel·t; pit· 
Mechano·Therapist,''tree of cost to me. ~auntc?f ~~~ g~~~!lst~~~k~~ymn~;hJ;;~roerst.:~~·. 

My Name . . . .. •••. . ....•••..... •. .... . .... . .• . . . . . ... . ... ....•.. •• 

14~ P3Ct Oftloo.. • • • • • • • • • • • • • •• • • • • • • • • • . • • . . . •.• .••••••••• .• ·41r 

R. F. D. or St. No . .••.• •••• •••••• ..••. . . •• • •.•• ... . State . ••.••.• •• 
(Write name, town and .tate very plain) 

anhood left-any ambition whatsoever to 
Improve your condition socially and finan
cially , learn this pleasant profession. It will 

Vi:Rfro~~=;~;;d;:: t;[z11fh·e J:/:irso_::;~yh-;;!~ 
trouble or expense. Simplu sign and send us 
the ooupo~t now. 

AMERICAN COLLEGE OF MECHANO· THERAPY 
Dept. 407. UO·l21 Rudolph St., Chle .. o, IlL 



---. -
---::----_;:~-

11 Shoot if you must, this old gray head, 
But spare your country'sftaf.," she said. 

The United States anny is massed in Texas, ready to invade Mexico because American investments are in danger. There is JUST ONE BOOK out of the many books on Mexico that tells the terrible truth about those investments. Men, women and children are being worked to death, starved to death, beaten to death in Mexico for the profit of American capitalists. Diaz has for years furnished them the soldiers to keep their wretched slaves from rising against them. They in turn have supplied his tyrannical government with the sinews of war. They have enabled him to suppress free speech in Mexico and to murder in cold blood all Mexicans who struggled for a democratic government. All this and more is told with ample proofs in John Kenneth Turner's 

Barbarous Mexico 
Handsomely printed and bound· 340 large pages, with 20 engravings from photographs, many of them taken by the author when traveling through Mexico to gather materials for his work. If the American people knew a tenth this book contains, they would insist that the army be used not to protect slavery but to end tt. Extra cloth, $1.50 postpdid. 

CHARLES H. KERR COMPANY, Publishers 
118 West Kinzie Street, CHICAGO 



 

The Bible reviewed in the

light of Modern Science

GOD AND MY NEIGHBOR

ROBERT BLATCHFORD

ls This is the chief subject of debate to-day between

—— Christians and Scientists the world over

B I B L E Robert Blatchford says: “Is the Bible a holy and

——-—— inspired book and the Word of God to man, or is it an

T E 7 incongruous and contradictory collection of tribal tra

_____° dition and ancient fables, written by men of genius

and imagination?”

Mr. Blatchford believes RELIGIONS are not REVEALED, they

are EVOLVED.

“We cannot accept as the God of Creation,” he writes, “this

savage idol (Jehovah) of an obscure tribe, and we have renounced

him and are ashamed of him, not because of any later divine reve

lation, but because mankind have become too enlightened to toler

ate Jehovah. ’

“The ethical code of the Old Testament is no longer suitable as the rule of

life. The moral and intellectual advance of the human race has left it behind.”

CHRISTIANS declare the highest conception of God is the Christian concep

tion of him as a Heavenly Father. “God is love,” they say. To which Blatch

ford replies: “This is a very lofty, poetical and gratifying conception, but it is

open to one fatal objection“ it is not true!”

Mr. Blatchford does not believe that a divine being would need or ask for

PRAYER and PRAISE.

“If you were a human father, would you rather your children praised you

and neglected each other, or that brother should stand by brother, and sister

cherish sister?”

GOD AND MY NEIGHBOR is not an attack upon religion. It is a study

of the Bible from the scientific point of view. It is one of the most thought-pro

voking books of the age. It is being discussed from hundreds of platforms and

in thousands of homes.

 

Extra Cloth, 248 large pages, $1.00 postpaid

CHARLES H. KERR & COMPANY

Publishers

1 18 West Kinzie Street, Chicago
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